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When you purchase a lawn tractor from our famous X100, X300 and X500
range we’ll throw in a complimentary battery charger and maintenance kit. 
It includes everything needed to maintain your mower. 

Offer applies from 1st Feb 2017 to 30th April 2017.
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How to get in touch
For our contacts, turn to page 154For our contacts turn to p

Our promise to you...
Every month we bring you the very best of our
discoveries – from inspiring gardens and amazing
plants to shopping tips and advice on how to keep
your garden blooming. If you ever feel we can
improve, let us know. After all, it’s your magazine. r

Get more tips and ideas from the
team to feed your gardening habit,
online, on screen and in print

�������

� Monty’s toms
Watch Monty’s multi-part
video guide to growing
flavoursome tomatoes at
gardenersworld.com/
monty-tomato-trial

PS Don’t miss out on the year’s biggest bargain! Our legendary’ bi t b i ! O l 2 for 1 Entry
Card & Guide returns for 2017 with overe 415 gardens taking part – the most
gardens eve and the biggest scheme of this typerr in the world! Yup, it’s big...

� Sowing flowers
Follow Alan’s guidance
on raising cut flowers,
including your free
flowers with this
issue, bit.ly/flowers-
for-cutting

Discover more 
from  Gardeners’ 
World Magazine

� Garden Publication of the Year
� New Media Award

YOUR SUMMER
SORTED!
Your 2 for 1 Entry
Card & Guide 2017
is on its way, FREE
with the May issue – 
on sale 22 Aprilon sale 22 April

Lucy Hall,
Editor

Keep in touch
on Twitter:
@GWmag
@lucyhall_GW

Gardeners are famous for ingenuity
– after all, we’re generally a practical
bunch and if you want something
enough, you’ll find a way to make it
happen. So we think you’ll like the
ingenious ideas throughout this issue,
designed to help you get more from
your garden.

We go back to basics with Monty and
Carol, on the right way to grow those
two essentials: tomatoes and dahlias.
We’ve got long-term solutions for the
age-old problems of pests and weeds;
and we’ve mapped out a foolproof
plan to guarantee you fresh veg on
Christmas Day (clue: you start now!).

Most ingenious of all, our 16-page
Small Space Solutions section shows you 20 achievable, economic – ands
clever – ways to grow on any size plot. Since Gardeners’ World launchedd
50 years ago (see page 25) our gardens have flourished in many ways,
but size isn’t one of them. We mostly now live cheek by jowl in cities or
suburbs, and gardens are shrinking, yet the need to get our hands in soil
runs as deep as ever. So from a garden in a gutter and greening up walls,
to an allotment on your windowsill, get stuck in with our ideas on page 63.

And we’re inviting you to share with us the creativity you’ve poured
into your own plot, for our Garden of the Year Competition. We’ve got
amazing prizes on offer, and it’s easy to enter, soff find out more on page 72.

Enjoy this great gardening month, and see you here next time...
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Groffer

Make dahlias your garden’sk d hl
showstopper, with ‘Bishop of
Auckland’. Its single flowers are
a magnet for pollinators and bloo
from July-Nov. Buy 5 young plan
for £12.95 (51009) or 10 young
plants for £19.90 (51010) – SAVE
PHONE 0845 658 9137 (quote code GWDBA17APR)
ONLINE www.woolmans.com/GWDBA17APR
Despatched early May, offer closes 14 May. T&Cs page 40.
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Cover photo: Dahlia ‘Bishop of Auckland’ by Jonathan Buckley.
Grow our cover star – buy 5 plants for £12.95. See page 3.–
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for fresh, delicate beginnings
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The worst of the miserable weather is over 

and the thick coats can go back on their 

pegs. April is the month when we finally 

emerge yawning and stretching like cute 

dormice from a long winter’s hibernation. 

Our gardens are doing the same, with bulbs 

shoving their way through the soil at an 

alarming rate, perennials unfurling young 

leaves and trees busting out buds. This is it, 

people, we are off on another cartwheeling, 

romantic, rose-scented season of gardening. 

Tighten your garters and sharpen your 

spades, it’s going to be fun! 

Words by James Alexander-Sinclair

STAR OF THE MONTH  Magnolia × loebneri ‘Leonard Messel’

This is named after the former owner of Nymans in Sussex – a fantastic 

garden brimming with wonderful shrubs (now owned by the National 

Trust). This particular magnolia has big, pale-pink flowers with raggedy 

petals that swirl like Cinderella’s skirts. The flowers appear before the leaves 

and are often delicately scented. Some of the great magnolias are enormous 

and probably unsuitable for most normal-sized gardens. Not this one: it can 

be grown as a tree or a shrub, and is a great choice for a medium-sized plot.  

� Care Best in full sun and neutral-to-acid soil, but can tolerate a bit of shade. Shelter 
from cold winds and prune only lighty when in full leaf. � Height x Spread 6m x 7m

April 2017
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� Saxifraga and bergenia
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Plant partners

� Viola and ivy 

� Hosta and ajuga

9
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Pairings in 

perfect harmony
Add interest to dull corners with 
frisky couples that provide fun  
and frolics as spring takes hold

� Viola sororia and  
Hedera helix ‘Goldchild’
Good old ivy: as reliable as the sunrise and as rugged 

as a rhinoceros rump. It is so good in so many 

situations, be it as ground cover under trees or as 

a screening climber. Here, the chirpy little viola 

provides a bit of delicacy and sophistication. 

Viola sororia
� Care Beautifully scented and easy to grow, sow seed 
in late winter and deadhead to prolong flowering. 
� H x S 25cm x 25cm
Hedera helix ‘Goldchild’
� Care A small-leaved variegated variety, so not as 
thuggy as some of its larger cousins. Good for growing  
in the ground, in a container or climbing up a wall. 
� H x S 3m x 3m

� Hosta ‘Barbara Ann’ and  
Ajuga reptans ‘Braunherz’
Although this picture shows the hosta doing an 

admirable job of protecting that ajuga from the 

elements, it really need not have bothered as 

ajuga is one of the most bomb-proof plants I know. 

Great for a tough spot in sun or shade.

Hosta ‘Barbara Ann’
� Care Large, bluish leaves with slight variegation to 
the edge. White flowers in midsummer. You don’t 
need me to tell you, but watch out for slugs! 
� H x S 50cm x 70cm
Ajuga reptans ‘Braunherz’
� Care Spreads rapidly, so makes good ground cover. 
Glossy, purplish-green leaves. Easy to divide in spring 
or early autumn. 
� H x S 20cm x 100cm

� Saxifraga x arendsii and  
Bergenia cordifolia ‘Winterglow’
Two similar flowers snuggled up together as 

contentedly as a married couple sharing a box of 

chocolates and a good film. The plants are different 

sizes, the pinks aren’t identical, and the flowers are 

different shapes – but together they liven up a corner. 

Saxifraga x arendsii
� Care Best kept cool so provide some shade. Trim 
after flowering to remove fading stems. Good in pots. 
� H x S 20cm x 25cm
Bergenia cordifolia ‘Winterglow’
� Care A good ground-cover plant, especially for slopes 
and dry shade. Mulch well in autumn. Divide plants 
after flowering. 
� H x S 35cm x 45cm
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Flowering period

Foliage interest

Deadheading

Expert’s choice

Spring euphorbias

From sprawling alpines to spiny desert succulents, 
annuals for cutting to summer container flowers, and 
the classic Christmas poinsettia, euphorbias are one 
of the most varied plant groups. Yet the 2,000 species 
all share two distinctive features: their unique flower 
structure and their milky sap. At this time of year it’s 
the spring-flowering Mediterranean sun-lovers and the 
perennials for dappled shade that catch our attention 
– just be sure to give each group the right conditions. 

Evergreen Euphorbia mellifera is big and bold, with 
honey-scented spring blooms. It’s impressive at its 
best, but needs warmth and sharp drainage. More 
manageable, still impressive, and much easier to grow 
is E. characias, with its huge upright golden-chartreuse 
flowerheads. Top varieties include dramatic ‘Lambrook 
Gold’ and neater, blue-grey-leaved ‘Portuguese 
Velvet’. All are happiest in full sun and well-drained soil.

At the other extreme size-wise, but enjoying similar 
conditions, are the sprawling types, such as Euphorbia 
myrsinites, which looks great tumbling over rocks, and 
E. rigida with bluish leaves spiralling around its stems. 

Dappled shade and richer soil is ideal for Euphorbia 
epithymoides and its colourful-leaved varieties, which 
include purple ‘Candy’ and variegated ‘First Blush’.

Add springtime zing and year-round 
structure with these bold perennials 
– Graham Rice picks his favourites

Border 
euphorbias

� Position Grow in full sun with good drainage, 
although Euphorbia epithymoides will take a little 
shade and richer soil conditions.
� Care Cut out flower stems once they fade, except 
on E. epithymoides, which is best sheared down by 
half, or supported to prevent it collapsing outwards. 
E. characias may need support in windy sites.
� Warning The white sap is a skin irritant, so wear 
gloves and roll down your sleeves when handling 
these plants. The sap is also poisonous if ingested.
� Where to buy The Beth Chatto Gardens, 
bethchatto.co.uk, 01206 822007; Crocus,  
crocus.co.uk, 01344 578111; Plant Providers, 
plantproviders.co.uk, 01452 770151.

PLANT DIRECTORY Find the perfect 

euphorbias for you by using our plant finder 

at gardenersworld.com/plant-finder

Euphorbia characias
Dark green to silvery-blue foliage on 
woody stems, and dense heads of 
yellow flowers, often with black eyes.  
Flowers Feb-May. H x S 1-2m x 1.2m



Euphorbia ‘Blackbird’

This is the best purple-leaved variety,
with contrasting acid-green flowers.
Also sold as ‘Nothowlee’. Flowers
Mar-May. H x S 40-60cm x 50cm

Euphorbia mellifera
An impressive shrub with honey-
scented flowers. Not fully hardy, so
needs a warm, sunny, sheltered spot.
Flowers May-June. H x S 2m x 2.5m

Euphorbia myrsinites
The silvery, leathery leaves are
packed on sprawling stems tipped
with chartreuse flowerheads.
Flowers April-May. H x S 10cm x 40cm

Euphorbia epithymoides
The vibrant yellow flowers fade
through reddish tones, until the
foliage turns bronze during autumn.
Flowers April-May. H x S 45cm x 60cm

gardenersworld.com

April

April 2017
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GRIT MULCH

Spread horticultural grit 
under the plants to create 
a unifying effect and keep 
their foliage dry. Our 
pink-ish grit complements 
some of the flower colours.

With alpines at their best this

month, put them centre stage in a

container display. This gorgeous

pink and silvery-gold planted

basket is a great way to show

alpines off without manhandling

heavy troughs or giant boulders.

It’s light and easy to move to

the most suitable part of the

garden depending on the plants’

changing needs through the year. 

Start now and they’ll have time

to get established as the growing

season progresses.

� Place this display in a sunny, open
location. In winter, move it to a well-lit
sheltered spot, such as in a greenhouse or
lean-to, to keep the plants and basket dry.

� Use a free-draining mix of 50:50 John
Innes No.2 and horticultural grit (below).
Keep the foliage off the compost by
mulching with extra grit.

� Handle alpine plants carefully (right).
If a piece of sedum does snap off, just
pop it into the compost and it should root.

� Water well before planting and trim off
spent flowers. Once the plants put down
roots they’ll be able to find their own
moisture and will need little watering.

Get it right

FIND more container ideas at gardeners 

world.com/pots-containers
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ALPINE CAMPANULAS 

These charming plants are 
very easy to grow. From 
early summer they’re 
covered in starry, sky-blue 
flowers that contrast well 
with the acid-green leaves.

RUSTIC BASKET

The pale grey-washed 
wickerwork basket brings 
out the glaucous foliage of 
Sedum ‘Cape Blanco’. Find 
similar at garden centres  
or decocube.co.uk for £12.

DECORATIVE PEBBLES

While the plants are still 
small, add some pebbles or 
stones into any gaps for 
extra textural interest. The 
plants will soon spread 
over them to fill the basket.

ANTENNARIA ROSEA

Felted, woolly, button-like 
flowers dot the ends of the 
slightly taller stems. These 
form welcome verticals 
among the other more 
prostrate plant forms.

SEDUMS

These succulents, or 
stonecrops, need little 
watering and enjoy full sun. 
This Sedum acre ‘Golden 
Queen’ and S.‘Cape Blanco’ 
will soon knit together.

We love April
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Title Initial Surname

Address

Postcode Tel (for queries)

Mobile Email

I enclose a cheque/PO for £ made payable to
Mr Fothergills, with my name and address on the back.
Please do not send stamps or cash.

Or charge my Visa � Mastercard �

Card number ���� ���� ���� ����

Start date ��/�� Expiry date ��/�� Card security code ���

Signature Date
Immediate Media Company Ltd. (Publishers of BBC Gardeners’ World Magazine) would love
to send you newsletters, together with special offers, and other promotions. Please tick here
if you’d like to receive these by Email � Regular Post �. Branded BBC titles are licensed from
or published jointly with BBC Worldwide (the commercial arm of the BBC). Please tick here �

if you’d like to receive regular newsletters, special offers and promotions from BBC Worldwide
by email.Your information will be handled in accordance with the BBC Worldwide privacy policy:
bbcworldwide.com/privacy

TO ORDER please send cheques and postal orders to
BBC Gardeners’ World Magazine, Lavender Offer GWF17APR,
Mr Fothergills, Gazeley Road, Kentford, Suffolk CB8 7QB

Code: GWF17APR

DESCRIPTION PRICE QTY TOTAL

51150
42 FREE LAVENDER ‘HIDCOTE’ PLANTS
(worth over £29) just pay £5.95 postage

£5.95
postage

£5.95
postage

1 £5.95

50796
51151

Buddleia Buzz Collection 3 plants (1 of each)
Buddleia Buzz Collection 6 plants (2 of each) SAVE £5

£10.95
£16.90

£9.89
£15.21

49334
51152

Chocolate Cosmos ‘Eclipse’ 5 plants
Chocolate Cosmos ‘Eclipse’ 10 plants SAVE £3

£9.95
£16.90

£8.96
£15.21

42637
51153

Garden Pinks Collection 5 plants (1 of each)
Garden Pinks Collection 10 plants (2 of each) SAVE £5

£8.95
£12.90

£8.06
£11.61

50870
51154

Heliotrope ‘Midnight Sky’ 5 plants
Heliotrope ‘Midnight Sky’ 10 plants SAVE £5

£9.95
£14.90

£8.96
£13.41

45259
51155

Pelargonium ‘Orange Fizz’ 5 plants
Pelargonium ‘Orange Fizz’ 10 plants SAVE £5

£9.95
£14.90

£8.96
£13.41

49373
51156

Petunia ‘Scented Falls’ 6 plants (2 of each)
Petunia ‘Scented Falls’ 12 plants (4 of each) SAVE £5

£9.95
£14.90

£8.96
£13.41

51159
BONUS OFFER! Buy 42 Pelargonium Mixed F1 plants
for only £9.95 when you spend £10 or more** SAVE £10

£9.95 £8.96

Subscribers: insert your discount code here see p26

GRAND TOTAL £

(Last 3 digits printed on signature strip)

April 2017

Petunia Tumbelina

‘Scented Falls’

Scented double flowers in a mix of
blues and whites. Flowers Jun-Oct.
H x S 20cm x 40cm. Trails to 40cm
6 plants (2 of each) £9.95

12 plants (4 of each) £14.90 SAVE £5

Heliotrope ‘Midnight Sky’

A delicious cherry pie-like
fragrance mixed with a hint of
vanilla. Flowers Jun-Oct.
H x S 30cm x 30cm
5 plants £9.95

10 plants £14.90 SAVE £5

Terms & Conditions: Free Lavender and
Bonus Pelargonium supplied as approx. 6cm
tall plugs. All other plants supplied as approx.
12cm tall plugs. Plants delivered from late April
2017 onwards. Ordered items may be sent out
separately. Delivery to UK addresses only. Offer
subject to availability and closes 7 May 2017.
Your contract for supply of goods is with Mr
Fothergills. Mr Fothergills reserves the right to
substitute any varieties for others of equal or
greater value. Please note that this offer is not
available in conjunction with any other offer.
*Calls cost 3p/minute plus your network access
charge. **Not including FREE lavender plants

BONUS 

OFFER

Spend £10** or 

more and buy 42 

Pelargonium Mixed F1

plants for £9.95 (RRP 

£19.95) SAVE £10

Buddleia Buzz Collection

Collection includes one each of
‘Hot Raspberry’, ‘Lavender’ and
‘Magenta’. Flowers Jun-Sep.
H x S 120cm x 60cm
3 plants (1 of each) £10.95

6 plants (2 of each) £16.90 SAVE £5

Pelargonium ‘Orange Fizz’

A classic Victorian variety with
a distinctive orange fragrance and
pretty soft pink flowers. Flowers
Jul-Oct. H x S 30cm x 25cm
5 plants £9.95

10 plants £14.90 SAVE £5

Chocolate Cosmos ‘Eclipse’
The deep burgundy flowers emit a
wonderful chocolate-like fragrance
through the summer months.
Flowers Jul-Oct. H x S 60cm x 40cm
5 plants £9.95

10 plants £16.90 SAVE £3

Garden Pinks Collection

One each of ‘Gran’s Favourite’,
‘Doris’, ‘Monica Wyatt’, ‘Haytor’,
and ‘Houndspool Cheryl’. Flowers
Jul-Oct. H x S 30cm x 30cm

plants (1 of each) £8.95

10 plants (2 of each) £12.90 SAVE £5

offer

Free flowering, tough and 
reliable with a multitude of 
bright and vibrantly coloured 
blooms all summer long. 
Great for beds, borders, pots 
and window boxes. Flowers 
Jul-Oct. H X S 30cm x 25cm

14

MORE GREAT OFFERS ON SCENTED SUMMER FLOWERING PLANTS
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Subscribers:

to get an extra 10% off – see

p26 for your discount code

0845 3710518 (quote code GWF17APR)

www.mr-fothergills.co.uk/GWF17APR

April 2017

offer

42 FREE
*

15

Lavender ‘Hidcote’ plants

Lavandula angustifolia ‘Hidcote’ has 

beautiful, nectar-rich, violet-purple flower 

spikes and a neat and bushy habit. Adored 

by bees, it makes a wonderful aromatic 

hedge and thrives in pots on a bright and 

sunny patio. Flowers July to October. 

Height x Spread 60cm x 75cm

£29

worth 
over

for every reader
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The Full Monty
Until the mid-1960s, to buy a shrub you

had to order it in autumn for spring delivery, 
and it arrived bare root. But as more and
more people owned cars, nurseries realised
they could make sales all year round. Plants 
could be potted up, sold, put in the car,
taken home and planted within the hour.
This meant gardening could happen on a 
whim – or in response to a television
programme seen the night before.

Work patterns were also changing. Many
people worked on Saturday mornings as a
matter of course, well into the 1970s. But as
this diminished there was more leisure time
in which, among other things, to shop and
to garden. Gardeners became consumers,
because they became mobile and had more
opportunities to shop, and plants became
consumable goods, because their customers
were mobile and had easier access to them.

There was one other significant
commercial influence. Until August 1994,

almost no Sunday
shopping was possible. 
Garden centres,
however, were exempt 
from the Sunday
trading ban and had
started to capitalise
on the itch to spend,

opening cafés and selling anything remotely
connected to gardens – and quite a lot that 
was not. As a result, by the mid-1980s
gardening had become a ‘lifestyle’ activity.

The gardening world has changed beyond
recognition since Percy Thrower and Ken
Burras first broadcast Gardeners’ World from
Oxford Botanic Garden. In 50 years’ time,
if the programme is still on air, it doubtless
will have changed as much again. But those 
changes will be driven not so much by
science or horticulture but – like all
gardening fashions and trends throughout
history – by changes in society and, above 
all, by technology.

Monty reviews the transformation in gardening since Gardeners’ World launched 50 years ago

ardeners’ World was first
broadcast on 5 January 1968, so this
year we are celebrating its 50th year

on our screens. However you measure it,
it is a landmark. So the celebrations will
rightly be loud and long and I will be
cheering as loudly as anyone. But when
the partying is done, there remains a much
deeper fascination with the changes that 
those 50 years mark.

It goes without saying that the world has
changed utterly – I was 12 in January 1968
and, as the opening words of L.P. Hartley’s
book The Go-Between so memorably say,
‘The past is a foreign country: they do things
differently there.’ It was. We did. But more
specifically, the changes in gardens and 
gardening have been fascinating.

My parents had embraced the new age
of labour-free gardening with gusto. Until

the mid-1960s, we had two greenhouses 
(heated by coke wheeled down the 

garden path in a
barrow to the
ancient boiler)
full of alyssum,

pelargoniums and
chrysanthemums, for
mass bedding, along
with hardy annuals.
This was all swept away, the ornamental
Victorian beds grassed over and shrubs
planted – not as part of shrubberies, as my
great-grandfather had planted them, but
as individual specimens in a sea of grass.
My grandfather’s hybrid tea roses were
daringly replaced with shrub roses.

At just the time when Gardeners’ World
appeared on our screens, three sociological
changes were occurring that transformed
gardening and gardens for ever. The first
was ownership of colour TV sets. The launch
of the BBC’s colour transmission service
in 1967 meant that colour TVs, once the
preserve of the very rich, became over
the following decade almost ubiquitous. 
Gardening in black and white had a
following, but when broadcast in colour  
it really took off.

The second huge change was car
ownership, which rose dramatically during
the 60s, and has continued to do so ever
since. This meant that instead of sending
off for plants and seeds by mail order and
waiting weeks or even months for delivery,
families could drive to and buy plants from 
the third significant change to affect 
gardening – the garden centre.

Gardening in black

and white had a following,

but when broadcast in

colour, it really took off  

Catch up with Monty and the

team tackling spring gardening 

jobs every Friday at 8pm.

Monty on TV

We love April
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Further to your letters in
Have your say (March issue),
in response to our story ‘Brexit
means bee-exit?’ (Clippings,
February issue), we’ve now heard
back from DEFRA, which has
provided the following statement:

“The Government makes
decisions on pesticides based
on science. The use of
‘neonicotinoids’ is restricted and
we are committed to ensuring
pesticides are available only when 
the scientific evidence shows
they do not pose unacceptable
risks to the environment.”

Oh, rats! Leave those wasps alone

Ivy: home to birds, wasps, bees…

DEFRA

responds

Many of your features 
express the delights of wildlife 
in the garden and rightly so, 
however, while recent issues 
have debated the delights or 
otherwise of foxes in the 
garden, rodents such as rats 
never seem to get a mention. 
Where there are popular 
feathery, furry or prickly 
creatures, there will also be 
rats; indeed, they are especially 
fond of compost heaps. 

We garden organically and
never use pesticides or rat/
mouse killers. We accept that
the occasional rat streaks by
and that field mice hop around
the hedges. However, it is
thought that the trend to recycle
organic waste has led to an
increase in rodent populations.
I think this is an issue that you
should tackle, as you stress the
advantages of organic- and
pesticide-free gardening. What
safe and humane methods are
there to remove rats?

Jessica Munns, Gloucs

We say Sadly rats can cause a
problem in the garden and be
difficult to tackle humanely.
Traps and poison bait are usually
the only option or call in pest-
control as a last resort.

Lucy Hall is right about wasps  
(Welcome, February issue). They’ve 
been a friend of mine ever since  
I saw one pull a big grub out of an 
onion leaf. They only get aggressive 
if you attack them. Keep sweet 
stuff covered because that’s  
what they are after. 

Margaret Hargreaves, by email  

Last summer, while enjoying  
a cream tea in the gardens of a 
country house, we were warned 

that if we sat outside there would 
be wasps. We weren’t put off, and 
when a single wasp arrived, we 
poured a drop of juice into a lid and 
placed a piece of jam and scone 
next to it, which the wasp happily 
consumed without bothering us. 

I know wasps can be a nuisance, 
but I recognise their value in the 
world, and hate to think of them 
being trapped in jars to drown 
along with other pollinating insects. 

Ursula Bulpitt, by email

I must agree with Chris Baines
(Over the fence, March issue)
about the merits of ivy, especially
its benefits to wildlife. In my
small garden, I have ivy growing
everywhere: up walls, trellises
and fences, and in hedges. It is
home to blackbirds, collared
doves, dunnocks, robins, wood
pigeons, wrens and a large
colony of sparrows. As for snails,
a thrush visits my garden daily
to polish them off.

My garden would be a poorer
place without ivy. It just needs to
be kept under control with a good
trim a couple of times a year.

KR Martin, Bedfordshire

When we took over our
overgrown garden, there was
ivy everywhere, mostly mixed
with ground elder and Russian
vine. I really hated it and spent
many years cutting it back and
pulling it out. However, I realised
that the huge plant hanging
onto the front of the house
provided a safe haven to blue
tits and a robin, and as Chris
Baines says, many insects
enjoy the flowers.

So, I would advise: ivy in
moderation, be careful where
you plant it and don’t allow
it to get out of control.

Christine Allan, Hants

I am fortunate to have an old cob 
barn in my garden, which has ivy
growing up one side. In late autumn 
and winter, it provides food and
shelter to birds, and hibernation
crevices for insects.

It gets a light trim in early spring, 
when I also clear the guttering and
check the nesting boxes. A wren
often tucks a nest into a natural
pocket and a blackbird nests on
a ledge. When it’s warm enough,
solitary bees emerge, and mining
bees leave a tell-tale dusting of
cob. In late summer, the whole wall
hums with wasps, solitary bees
and honey bees. What’s not to like?

Clare Penney, Devon

Write to Have your say, Gardeners’ World, Vineyard House, 44 Brook Green, London W6 7BT

or email letters@gardenersworld.com and you could win National Garden Gift Vouchers

side of the fence

Ivy looks fantastic and protects 
many beneficial insects

DEFRA’s update on the use of 
‘neonicotinoids’ post-BrexitWasps are 

beneficial 
pollinators
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Eleven years ago, at the age of 
39, my life came to a crashing 
halt when I became ill with 
severe clinical depression. A 
year later, I began to feel that I 
should try to work; I knew I 
could never go back to my old 
life, but what could I do? My 
friend’s mother suggested I try 
gardening. The idea appealed, 
and she kindly asked me to put 
her garden to rest for the winter, 
which I did and earned some 
money for the first time in ages. 

It was the dreariest October, 
but for the first time in months 
I was motivated and keen to 
tackle the slightly overwhelming 
job ahead – I spent hours raking 
leaves, cutting back, edging, 
composting and pruning. 
I didn’t realise at the time 
but this was the start of my 
gardening career, which suits 
me perfectly. I’m outside, on 
my own in the fresh air, and 
nurturing my clients’ gardens 
throughout the seasons. 

I have eight regular gardens 
and I’ve learnt so much about 
horticulture. Gardening has 
been a great benefit to my 
physical health, too. My bingo 
arms have vanished through 
endless hours of sweeping 
leaves and mowing lawns. The 
fresh air and the quiet solitude 
have helped me to slowly piece 
together the fragments of 
my life, saving my sanity, and 
enabling me to live a far more 
rewarding and peaceful life.

Ann-Louise Dyer, by email

I can definitely vouch for the 
healing powers of gardening. 
After losing my wife to cancer  
in November 2015, I have kept 
up all her good work in our 
garden and allotment. This has 
done more for my rehabilitation 
than anything else. I now 
volunteer twice a week at 
Sutton Community Farm and 
Gatton Park, where I learn 
something new every week.

David Dale, by email

Can gardening save the the NHS? Our readers certainly think so...

I spend many hours in the 
garden and find it therapeutic. After 
a stressful week at work, I can’t 
think of a better way to unwind 
than tending my shrubs, raising 
plants or digging the veg patch. 

Having suffered from depression, 
I know how gardening can lift my 
mood and when feeling anxious it 
can be extremely calming. Angry 
feelings can be dealt with by a bit 
of hard digging and pruning. I wish  
I could prescribe this therapy to 
people less fortunate than me. 

Jenny Lamper, Sussex

After losing our son in tragic 
circumstances, we returned to our 
home in France, where we created 
a memorial garden. Now my 
husband and I have somewhere 
lovely to sit and remember the 
happy times we shared. If I didn’t 
have this space to escape to  
I would never have been able  
to move forward. The exercise  
and the healthy produce we grow 
and share, helps add to the peace 
and my mental stability.

Susan Lambert, by email

After suffering with bouts of 
depression and being written off 
sick by my doctor, I discovered 

gardening. My neighbour Ian, 
who had cancer, got me started. 
He had a beautiful garden that 
he needed help with. I found 
myself spending days cutting  
the lawns, weeding the borders 
and, best of all, learning. My 
neighbour was an excellent 
gardener, and we would sit  
and talk for hours – we realised 
we were helping each other. 

One day, a passerby stopped 
to admire the garden and said 
they needed help in their own 
garden. Three years later and I’m 
now a self-employed gardener.  
I can’t believe how much 
gardening has changed my life.

Craig Spours, by email

We wanted to tell you about 
the gardening group we created 
at our surgery. The patients were 
allotted two plots of land, giving 
them the chance to garden for 
therapeutic reasons. The plots 
have been transformed into an 
atmospheric space that benefits 
not only those that tend them, 
but also visitors and staff. 

The group recently won an 
award in recognition of making 
the gardens accessible to 
patients of all physical abilities. 
We are going from strength to 
strength and would encourage 
others to do a bit of gardening.
Yvonne Fernando and Kay Alcott,

The Gardening Group at  

Charing Surgery, Kent

Your feature resonated with 
the work we do, and our flagship 
garden, the Queen Elizabeth Hall 
Roof Garden on London’s 
Southbank, is a prime example. 

There are many benefits to 
working with the earth and 
plants, caring for growing things 
and being outdoors. The current 
impetus towards promoting 
gardening as part of a broader 
NHS is undeniably gaining 
strength, and our company  
is part of this groundswell. In 
particular, Jinny Blom’s quote 
rang true for our volunteers:  
“… the physical process of 
digging, handling earth and being 
alongside nature really helped 
calm people”. This aptly 
describes the positive effects 
that gardening brings to people 
who gain self-respect and feel 
proud being part of a successful 
team. We are doing our bit to 
help save the NHS and more 
recognition will help the 
momentum grow.   

Lucy Cullen,  

Grounded Ecotherapy, London

I was reading your feature and 
felt I must write in to say I’m 
sure gardening is good for mind 
and body! There is nothing more 
fulfilling than working among the 
flower beds, cutting grass and 
watching wildlife. I urge 
everyone to give it a go.

Dianne Blair, Hampshire

In the January issue, we highlighted the benefits of gardening to improve 

the nation’s health with the feature Can gardening save the the NHS?  

We’ve received many inspiring letters. Here is a selection, with more  

to be found on our Facebook page at bit.ly/gw-fb-letters
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Are gardens turning  
into theme parks?

As gardens strive to attract more visitors,

are they losing the magic that appealed to us in the first place?

Over the fence

hildren’s play trail? Check. Café
serving gluten-free organic lemon 
drizzle cake and macchiato?
Check. Exit via the gift shop?

Check. Gardens are transforming at a
startling rate in an attempt to keep pace
with our increasing demand for attractions
that indulge our every need. It seems that
visitor centres, activity areas and endless
opportunities to eat and drink are becoming
fundamental to our experience of visiting
gardens. As such, we’re in danger of stripping
away their identities and losing what it is
that made them so popular in the first place.

Some of Britain’s most beloved gardens
– pioneered by horticultural heroes such
as Christopher Lloyd, Vita Sackville-West
and Gertrude Jekyll – evolved with a strong

identity, full of
romanticism,
simple charm
and bags of
eccentricity.
They inspired
us to visit other

similar gardens and to explore and engage
with the world of plants in our own lives and
in our own homes. This sense of identity
should be cherished and nurtured, rather
than diluted to ensure gardens retain their
five-star TripAdvisor rating. Rather than
constructing indoor play centres, we should
aim to engage young gardeners intelligently,
through stimulation rather than exhaustion.

In a few years’ time, we don’t want to be
reminiscing about these ‘unusual’ gardens 
that have lost their magic. Much better,
surely, to celebrate individuality and
quirkiness, and to champion vision and
creativity? Let’s admit that it’s okay not to
have a light festival or tulip extravaganza,
but allow us to simply enjoy becoming
immersed in a garden’s past and present, 
and, above all, in its great planting –
isn’t that what gardens are truly about?

We’re in

danger of

stripping away

their identities    

ardens today do need to
modernise to attract enough
people to keep them going –
without paying visitors, many

would have to close. Cafés, gift shops and
festivals not only give visitors what they
expect from a day out, but also fund the 
garden’s very existence.

It is particularly important for botanic
gardens such as Kew to engage with visitors 
in an educational way, especially with
children. And this can be theme based,
without turning a garden into a theme park.
Children are our future and we need to get
them interested in our parks, gardens and
plants now, in the hope that they’ll look after
them in the decades to come, but we have
a lot to compete with in this digital age.

Some of the events Kew holds can seem
a bit theme-parky, for example movie and
music evenings, but they attract a new
audience at a time when the gardens are
usually closed. Our popular Christmas
lights trail brings in thousands of families,
many for the first time, to see some of Kew’s
landscape and large trees lit up in a magical
way. These events help to fund the heritage 
landscapes for the day-time visitors.

At Kew, we are currently building a new
children’s garden based around plants and
play. It won’t detract from the surrounding
landscape, but will in fact enhance it, with
plants used in
new and exciting
ways. Many of
today’s garden
designers will,
I’m sure, be the
garden heroes of
the future, like Gertrude Jekyll was in the
19th and 20th centuries, when she changed 
the landscapes of her predecessors.

But there will hopefully always be room
for quieter areas within gardens to provide 
the relaxation that many visitors enjoy. 

Cafés and gift

shops fund the

garden’s very

existence    

HAVE YOUR SAY Should visitor gardens offer various extra non-horticultural attractions, or
purely be places we go to to engage with plants? Write in and tell us, at the address on p18

Tony Hall is the Arboretum and Gardens
Manager at Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew

Tom Brown is the Head Gardener of
Parham House and Gardens, West Sussex

Any tips on

rabbit-proofing 

my garden? 

� Oriental poppies and aromatic
herbs are fairly resistant. With wire
fencing, lay 30cm flat just below the
soil surface to stop them burrowing
under, and 90-120cm vertically. And 
never leave the gate open.

raisingirl

� The rabbits that visit my yard every
night feast on the bird seed. As long
as there is a pile of seeds under the
feeders, they leave my plants alone.

Johnny canoe

� I put four canes and a ring of
chicken wire around young shrubs to
protect them in winter, when rabbits
are most likely to eat them. I find
they leave them alone in summer.

lindseytaylor01 

� Grow resistant plants such as
daffs and snowdrops, potentillas,
berberis, rhododendrons and
azaleas, vincas, junipers and other
conifers. Use a tree guard round the
base of climbers like clematis and
honeysuckle. Mature plants can
withstand the onslaught better.

Fairygirl

� I place wire cloches over some
plants till they’re strong enough to
handle a gnawing. Also a sprinkling 
of chilli powder puts them off.

Grannybee

� Block up any holes in fences –
they like to have an escape route.

Zoomer44   

GARDENERSWORLD.

COM/FORUM features lots

of lively debate, with readers

asking questions and offering

advice. To join this thread go

to gardenersworld.com/ 

rabbit-proofing

We love April
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� UK rainforests
You don’t have to go  
to Brazil for rainforests; 
only to Scotland’s West 
Coast! The National Trust 
for Scotland and 
Plantlife are promoting 
Celtic rainforests. Visit 
nts.org.uk or call 01599 
566325 to book a guided 
walk.

� National  
Gardening Week  
Running 10-16 April, 
don’t miss a week of 
activities across all four 
RHS gardens – Wisley,
Harlow Carr, Hyde Hall
and Rosemoor. Visit
nationalgardening
week.org.uk for more.

� Most-loved herb
Coriander was the most 
popular herb of 2016
according Johnsons,
supplier of Jekka
McVicar’s seed range.

� Flowers at the castle 
The RHS’s first flower
show of the year is at
RHS Cardiff Castle, 7-9 
April. Tickets from £9.
Visit rhs.org.uk

� Hear Dan’s chat
Award-winning garden 
designer, Dan Pearson, 
will give a lecture in aid 
of the Beth Chatto
Education Trust at the
University of Essex on
30 June – just three days 
after Beth’s 94th
birthday! Tickets from
£25. Visit bethchatto.
co.uk for details.

News in briefClippings
Our monthly roundup of the hotttest gardening news and views

GW Magazine subscriber, 
Nia Blake, will create one 
of the Beautiful Borders at 
this year’s Gardeners’ 
World Live at the NEC. 
Inspired by GW TV’s 50th 
birthday, her design draws 
on Monty’s 2016 visit to 
the world’s longest double 
herbaceous borders in 
Royal Botanic Gardens, 
Kew. Nia says: “Monty 

likened the Great Broad 
Walk Borders of Kew to a 
‘once-in-a-lifetime 
experience’. So I went to 
have a look. I loved the 
way the plants were 
grouped together in zones 
reflecting different 
botanical and horticultural 
types, while creating a 
fabulous display of colour, 
texture and shape. My 

Reader design to appear at GWL 2017
design re-creates this 
concept, focusing on 
plants from the Asteraceae 
and Lamiaceae family and 
monocots. I’d like visitors 
to be inspired by the 
science of the groupings, 
while enjoying the visual 
display.” Look out for Nia’s 
border at the show, which 
runs 15-18 June at the 
NEC. See p60 for tickets.  There’s little worse 

than seeing new shoots
and seedlings destroyed
by garden pests. Research
project The Big Bug Hunt is
asking gardeners to log
pest sightings at
bigbughunt.com, so that
nearby gardeners will be
warned of bugs active in
their area. The scheme
uses weather data and
methods developed at
York University to predict
where bugs will strike.

However, some bugs are
to be welcomed – the stag
beetle, for example, is not
only on the endangered
list, but performs handy
tasks, like pollinating plants
or recycling decaying
matter. The People’s Trust
For Endangered Species is
running a survey from April
to August and wants
volunteers to monitor stag
beetle sightings. To join in
and to see how to hold a
stag (beetle) party in your
plot see ptes.org or call
020 7498 4533.

Good bugs, 
bad bugs

Keep your eyes peeled for lily beetle

These beetles chomp
away at lily foliage

Reader Nia has designer a plant
scheme for GW Live, inspired by
Monty’s visit to Kew’s borders i

Help the RHS track red
lily beetle progress, which
are active again this
month, by reporting

sightings on rhs.org.uk/
science/help-our-
research/lily-beetle

The beetles will eat
fritillaries as well as lilies,
and can quickly ruin a
display. Adult beetles can
be picked off plants by
hand, while pesticides are
likely to be more effective
on larvae (which will
become most prevalent in
the next few weeks).

Heavy infestations can
be treated with pesticides,
such as Westland Resolva
Bug Killer or Bayer
Sprayday Greenfly Killer.
Organic insecticides
containing natural
pyrethrins may also
have some effect.
Plants in flower should
not be sprayed due to
the danger to
pollinating insects.

55% of people 
admit they copy 
their neighbours’ 
gardens. They are 
also more likely to 
copy gardens than 
any other part of a 
neighbour’s home 
or property.*  

Copycat 
neighbours

Award-winning 
plantswoman,  
Beth turns 94  

in June

‘Fire and Ice’ by 
Martin Lines for  

GW Live Beautiful 
Borders 2016
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Our pick of  garden trugs

A combination of
nematodes and fungi has 
been used to protect
Welsh forests from large
pine weevils – the most
damaging pests in UK
woodland. A five-year trial 
for Natural Resources
Wales by the Forestry
Commission agency Forest 
Research mixed
microscopic nematode
worms (that eat larvae,
pupae and young adult
weevils) with fungi to
reduce the Hylobius abietis 
beetles by 90%.

Nematodes can be used
to control garden pests
such as slugs, chafer
grubs, ants and vine
weevils using BASF’s
Nemasys and Nemaslug 
products. “British
gardeners are increasingly 
using nematodes to
control slugs and other
pests and we are delighted
to be able to offer them
the chance to use the
same type of products as
the professionals,” says
Gavin Wood, BASF’s UK 
Business Manager. 

Nematodes
to the rescue

Community garden winner

Can trees stop Lake District floods?
Volunteers have
planted 1,400 native
trees in the Lake District
to help prevent future
flooding. New woodlands
and wildlife corridors
have been created by 
groups, including
schoolchildren, who 

joined National Trust
rangers to plant trees in 
five locations in
February, this year.

The National Trust’s
first mass planting
project included 500 
trees planted at
Coledale, two miles from

Braithwaite, an area hit
by landslides during
2015’s Storm Desmond. 
The storm left the
National Trust with a
£1million clean-up bill
and it is hoped the trees
will help trap rainwater
to prevent similar events.

Slugs, snails and honey
fungus were the most
troublesome garden pests 
and diseases in 2016,
according to the Royal
Horticultural Society.

There was a record
number of enquiries to the
RHS Gardening Advice team
about hungry gastropods –
which were knocked off the
top spot in 2015 by box tree 
moths – while honey
fungus has been gardeners’ 
enemy number one for  
the past 21 years.

More surprising was the 
rise of pests such as
glasshouse thrips – in at
number four, when it was 
outside the top 10 in
previous years – and
fuchsia gall mites, which
crawled up five places to
become the third most
problematic pest in 2016. 
The latter was only
detected in mainland
Britain in 2007, but is now
widespread over southern
England, while glasshouse 
thrips (also known as
thunder flies) are now
thriving outdoors – mostly 
in sheltered shrubs in
urban areas. For help
dealing with problems go
to gardenersworld.
com/problems

Trees slow down
rainwater run-off,
thus reducing the 
risk of floods
and landslides

A former scrapyard
now transformed into a
community garden has
won the Judges’ Award in
the garden design ‘Oscars’.
Breaker’s Yard, at the
National Trust property
Sutton House, aims to
inspire locals through a 

Gardening
enemy No 1

mix of edibl borders,
art and education. An
upcycled bus, ice-cream
van and ‘70s caravan house
a greenhouse and displays.
Visit this Society of Garden
Designers’ winner on Wed-
Sun (daily 24 July-3 Sep).
See nationaltrust.org

Stewart Garden Trug
A practical, long-lasting plastic
trug with a simple design and 

budget price tag.
£7.99, longacres.co.uk

Kitchen garden trug
Robust and lightweight trug
made from corrosion-proof 

galvanised steel.
£19.99, crocus.co.uk

Sarah Raven, Willow Trug
Made from strong and durable
willow, this baskets looks good
inside and outside the house.

£27.95, sarahraven.com

Burgon & Ball Traditional 
Wooden Trug

This attractive handmade trug
makes a stylish garden accessory.
£29.95, thebasketcompany.com

This quirky east London garden has won a design award
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Tune in
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To mark five decades  
of TV gardening, the 
Gardeners’ World 
programme team has 
launched the Golden 
Jubilee Award. The 
accolade will be awarded 
to the plant that’s had  
the most impact on our 
gardens in the past 50 
years, as voted for by you, 
GW readers and viewers. 

Monty and the other 
nine GW presenters are 
each championing a plant 
for the shortlist, and you’ll  
get a chance to vote from 
Friday 19 May. The winner 
will be revealed on TV and 
at Gardeners’ World Live 
on 16 June. 

Monty’s choice was 

revealed on the first 
programme of the series, 
and he explains why 
bedding plants deserve 
your vote: “People could 
drive to a garden centre, 
see the plants the wanted 
– and in the case of 
bedding, usually in flower 
– buy them, load the car 
and have them planted 
within half an hour. This 
dramatically changed the 
way we gardened.” And 
Nick Bailey put dahlias into 
the mix, revealing why 
they should take the 
crown: “The way dahlias 
have transformed from a 
niche show-bench plant  
to a fashionable garden 
essential is remarkable.”

TOP TO BOTTOM: 
Geoff Hamilton at 
Barnsdale; Percy 
Thrower was one 
of the first 
presenters; Alan 
Titchmarsh at the 
helm from 1996

Share your memories

  Join us in the coming months 
as we celebrate 50 years – 
share your GW memories 
with us by post or email (see 
page 18) and use the 
hashtag #gw50 on your 
social media messages. 

The Golden Jubilee Award

We love April

Celebrating its 50th year 

in production, BBC 

Gardeners’ World is as 

treasured today in 2017 

as it was back in the 

1960s. From the first 

pioneering programmes 

aired in colour (with 

Percy Thrower wearing 

a tie!) to the beautiful HD, 

hour-long shows we 

enjoy today, it’s been 

quite a ride. The 

presenters and gardens 

have come and gone, 

with Percy, Geoff and Alan 

all making their mark along 

the way. Of course one thing 

has remained constant – our 

nation’s love for all 

things gardening. 

Read more from 

Monty on p17.

May

O   Find out how you can 
vote in the Golden 
Jubilee Award (see right)

June

O   Our special 50th birthday 
edition, including a look 
back into the Gardeners’ 
World photo archive

O   Alan Titchmarsh reflects 
on his GW years

O   The celebrations 
culminate with a special 
TV programme from GW 
Live on 16 June – see 
p60 for tickets

July

O   Discover the winner of 
the Golden Jubilee 
Award – which plant has 
had the most impact in 
the past 50 years?

O   Your show – we share 
your memories of 
Gardeners’ World TV 
through the years. Get in 
touch and use #gw50 
on social media!

See more from the Golden Jubilee 

Award shortlist. Gardeners’ World 

every Friday at 8pm (off air 28 April). 

Gardeners’ World
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Every garden will benefit from the dazzle of dahlias, says 

Carol Klein. Follow her expert advice for a show-stopping 

display this summer and beyond. Photos by Jason Ingram

ahlias are from Mexico and 
Central America – isn’t it 
obvious? Obvious is the right 
word for them as dahlias don’t 

know how to be subtle. Their big, blatant 
flowers strike up a carnival of colour that 
nobody can turn a blind eye to.  Nothing 
is more vivacious. Their vivid f lowers 
bring the sound of a mariachi band right 
into the flowerbed and will fill the whole 
garden with energy.

At one time, ‘refined’ gardeners would 
never have dreamt of growing dahlias. 
Too often they were the persona non grata 
of the f lower border, confined to the 
allotments and vegetable patches of 
enthusiasts, many of whom grew them 
exclusively for show. In modern times, 
thanks to such prestigious champions as 
Christopher Lloyd at Great Dixter, dahlias 

have found their place in garden 
society, but although they have been 
grudgingly accepted, they will never 

be regarded as respectable. 
Thank goodness. Those of us 
who love them, exult in them. 

Whichever dahlias you 
grow, have fun with 

them – it’s 

obligatory! Take a bright red like Dahlia 
‘Alva’s Doris’. Put it in front of a canna 
with bright, lime-green leaves and the 
two zing together so beautifully, you 
hardly need anything for a show-stopping 
display. If you want a truly psychedelic 
surprise, incorporate a few magenta or 
purple blooms. Dahlia ‘Hillcrest Royal’ is 
not only arresting, with its spiky purple 
flowers, but its stature – around 1m – gives 
you no opportunity to ignore it.

Dynamic combinations

The most popular dahlia of all, ‘Bishop of 
Llandaff’, is the most blatant – its red is 
that of fresh blood! Opening in succession 
from late summer onwards, scores of 
flowers are set off by the strong, bronze 
foliage that embellishes its sturdy growth. 

To show this dahlia off at its most 
d r a m a t i c ,  t e a m i t  w i t h  s u bt l e 
companions – molinia or miscanthus, 
Cotinus ‘Grace’, silvery artemisia or the 
grey leaves of Elaeagnus ‘Quicksilver’.  
If you’re up for it though, why not let it do 
battle. Confronting the tall lime-green 
head s of Euphorbia palu st r is  or  
E. schillingii, it is at its ostentatious best: 
the red is more blatantly red, the green 
more vividly acidic. Mix in a few heads of 

Crocosmia ‘Lucifer’, light the blue 
touch paper and retire.

‘The Bishop’, and other members  
of the clergy, may have been 

accepted i nto pol ite 
societ y, but there are 
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hundreds, nay thousands, of other dahlias 
which deserve a chance to enter the 
mainstream. Of those with bronze foliage, 
‘David Howard’ is one of the best. It 
produces double, soft orange f lowers in 
profusion and, although not as ostentatious 
as some, is always arresting. It needs little 
attention, standing up for itself without the 
help of stakes or supports. Most of the 

singles and many of 
t he more compact 
doubles can stand up 
w it hout help, but 
some of the larger 
cactus blooms may 
need a stout bamboo 
cane per flower to hold 
their heads high. The 
single-flowered forms 
cope best with rain, 
while the heads of 

some doubles can become sodden or 
dishevelled in wet weather. 

The single ‘Moonfire’ is a favourite of 
mine for the really startling hues of its 
blooms. It has a yellow background colour 
and rings of orange and red around its 
central disc. It is lovely with some of the 
hot-toned achillea and with grasses such as 
Anemanthele lessoniana in olive and orange, 
throwing up its tall airy flowerheads, while 
the foliage creates ribbons of underlying 
colour. We grew it, and other singles grown 
from seed, in huge containers last year 
alongside orange Agastache aurantiaca and 
a single African marigold, Tagetes linnaeus.

Seed, tuber or ready-grown?
Of the three main ways of introducing new 
dahlias into your garden, the cheapest is to 
sow seeds. And there have been exciting 
developments in recent years in dahlia seed 
combos offered for sale. One of the best is  
‘Bishop’s Children’ bred from ‘Bishop of 
Llandaff’. All the seedlings from this mix 
share the same dark foliage and the range of 
their flower colour runs from scintillating 
magenta and rich crimson through orange 
and red, to yellow and pink. Most are single-
flowered – a huge benefit to bees and other 
pollinators, as the pollen and nectar is 
easily accessible. Once they have grown for 
a season, they can be lifted and their tubers 
stored like any other dahlia. 

Sow seeds from February to early April. 
Sprinkle them sparingly on the surface of 
half trays of seed compost, cover with grit 
and press down lightly. Stand trays in 
shallow water until the grit darkens, then lift 
out, drain and place in a bright, warm place.

You can also buy dahlias as dormant 
tubers or ready-growing potted plants. You 
can source dormant tubers from January 
until May, and the earlier you buy, the wider 
the choice of varieties that will still be 
avai lable. Potted plants are usua l ly 
available to buy from May. They are much 
more expensive since they’ve been grown 

  There’ve 

been exciting 

developments 

in recent years 

in dahlia seed 

combos offered 

for sale

frost is over, plant 
young dahlias 

outside in borders 
or large pots  

sparingly onto the 
surface of a tray of 
seed compost, then 
cover with grit

Feb-early April

May-June
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April
Take cutttings as 

close to the tuber as 
possible, when new 

shoots are around 
10-12cm high

An exciting and straightforward way to 
increase your stock of dahlias is to take 
basal cuttings soon after they come into 
growth. You can do this from both new 
tubers and over-wintered tubers. 

At Glebe Cottage we overwinter tubers 
lifted the previous autumn and store them 
in dryish compost, potting them on in early 
spring. Plants already in big pots are 
brought in, stored dry and in spring have 
some of the old compost removed and 
then topped up with fresh compost. In 
both cases they are watered well in spring. 

When new shoots are about 10-12cm 
high, sever them as close to the tuber as 
possible with a sharp knife. Push the 
cuttings up to the base of their first leaves 
around the edge of a clay pot filled with 
gritty compost. Cover the surface with grit 
and water well. Stand pots in a warm, 
bright place. When roots poke out of the 
hole in the base of the pot, knock out the 
contents, separate carefully and repot 
gently into individual 9cm pots. 

Although they may not reach the 
magnitude of grand old plants in a season, 
if you pot them on promptly – as soon as 
their roots have filled the pot – and put 
them out once frosts are over, they should 
flower in their first year.

Make more 
plants from 
your tubers

terracotta pot to place your cutting into 

April
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on and nurtured,
whereas if you buy
tubers, it’s you who
has to do all the
nurturing. However,
this is a pleasure and
demands little effort, apart from potting
up the tubers. Do this somewhere frost-
free, in good rich compost, preferably
loam-based if they’re to stay in their pots
for any length of time.

Good soil and a touch of grit
I prefer to start dahlias in pots for three
reasons: firstly, they can be planted out
when risk of frost has passed; secondly,
t hey ma ke st rong pla nts t hat ca n
withstand inevitable slug nibbling when
they go out; and lastly, they make robust
shoots that are perfect for basal cuttings
(see panel p31).

When planting from pots, whether into
the ground or into big containers, they
should be planted to the same depth as
they were in their original pots. Dahlias
need good, fertile soil, moist rather than
dry. If you decide to plant tubers straight
into the ground, enrich the soil with
compost and a balanced organic fertiliser
if your soil is poor. Dig a hole deep and
wide enough to accommodate the tubers
with at least 5cm of soil above them. It’s a
good idea to use plenty of grit in the
planting mix and also to sprinkle a thick
layer of grit on top of the soil to deter slugs.

Water well during 
the growing season 
and occasiona l ly 
feed with a high-
potash food such as 
tomato feed, to 

maintain flower quality and production. 
Stake where necessary and deadhead 
regularly to keep flowers coming. If you’ve 
got single dahlias you may want to keep a 
few seedheads to try producing your own 
plants from home-saved seed. If you do, 
it’s probably better to let a few of the first 
f lowers ripen and go brown rather than 
wait until the end of the season and use 
the left-over flowers. And that’s all that’s 
required to ensure your garden sizzles 
with colour this summer. �

Dahlias are tender, so in our gardens,
which are not just cold but also wet in
winter, they are best lifted and stored.

Dig them up promptly after the first
frost. Be sure to get right under the
tubers so you don’t split them.

Shake or brush off the excess soil,
cut back the stems almost to the roots,
and invert the whole caboodle to allow
excess moisture to drain away, before
immersing them in their winter plunge
of dry compost, chipped bark or shredded
paper and storing them in a frost-free
place. They can be stored upside down,
too, but must be turned the right way
up before they start to grow in the spring.

In February or March, pot them up in
loam-based compost and gradually bring
them into growth by watering, then plant
out into the garden only after all risk of
frost has passed.

If you’re in a warm part of the country
and have free-draining soil, a lower
maintenance option is to leave dahlias
in the ground over winter – though this
can result in the plants putting on a less
impressive show. Cut stems to the ground
after the first frost and then pile up soil
above the tubers to prevent them from
freezing – this can give the impression
that enormous moles have been at work!

Repeat
performance

remove excess soil before storing them

NEXT MONTH Carol explores plants that will thrive in acid soil

If you buy tubers

it’s you who has to do all

the nurturing. However,

this is a pleasure

� Turn over for a glorious gallery
of dahlias catalogued by colour

blooms and tidy
up stray shoots
to keep the
flowers coming

Aug-Oct

Oct-Nov
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More from Carol

On TV Tune into the current series  

of Gardeners’ World to watch Carol 

demonstrate how to grow and 

propagate other plant groups  

that will bring a zing to your  

garden. Fridays, 8pm.

On stage Carol will share her expert 

advice on the BBC Gardeners’  

World Live Theatre stage  

on 17 June. For details and  

to book see p60.

dahlias



With our grass trimmers you can finesse the edges of your lawn,
just like a pro. You can easily stay in control at all times making the
job look and feel effortless. And then take real pleasure in showing
off your new gardening skills whilst entertaining friends – like a pro.  

Finish it like a pro, with STIHL

EDGE

LIKE A PRO
stihl.co.uk
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There’s a dahlia to suit everyone, from towering

stems topped by voluptuous decorative blooms

to short varieties, perfect for pots, with small 

pompon or delicate collerette-style flowers. Use 

our guide to help you find the colour, style, height 

and flower size that’s right for your garden.   

‘Suitzus Julie’

Type Dwarf decorative  
Flowers Miniature, 5-8cm  
Height 40cm  
Supplier National Dahlia Collection

‘Marble Ball’

Type Ball  
Flowers Marbled, small, 10-12cm 
H 100cm  
Supplier National Dahlia Collection

‘Rothesay Reveller’

Type Decorative 
Flowers Bicolour, medium, 15-20cm 
H 120cm  
Supplier National Dahlia Collection

‘Cornel’

Type Ball 
Flowers Small, 10cm 
H 120cm  
Supplier Rose Cottage Plants

‘Chimborazo’

Type Collerette
Flowers Small, 10-15cm
H 120cm  
Supplier Gilberts dahlias

‘Black Narcissus’

Type Cactus
Flowers Medium, 15cm 
H 120cm  
Supplier National Dahlia Collection P
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Dahlias
 by
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‘Mary’s Jomanda’

Type Ball 
Flowers Miniature, up to 10cm  
H 110cm 
Supplier Halls of Heddon

‘Yankee Doodle Dandy’

Type Collerette, half-hardy annual, 
from seed Flowers Mix of colours, 
miniature, up to 7cm H 50-60cm  
Supplier Suttons

‘Confusion’

Type Decorative 
Flowers Small, 10cm H 75cm 
Supplier Hardy’s Cottage  
Garden Plants

‘Nenekazi’

Type Semi-cactus 
Flowers Medium, 15cm, with 
fimbriated petals H 120cm 
Supplier Pheasant Acre Plants

‘Magenta Star’

Type Miscellaneous, with very 
dark foliage Flowers Miniature, 
5-10cm, single H 110cm 
Supplier Sarah Raven

‘Carol’s Spanish Dancer’

Type Cactus  
Flowers Miniature, up to 10cm  
H 120cm  
Supplier Halls of Heddon

‘Gallery Art Nouveau’

Type Dwarf, decorative  
Flowers Bicolour, miniature, 
5-10cm H 45cm 
Supplier Rose Cottage Plants

‘Ken’s Rarity’

Type Waterlily 
Flowers Small, 10-15cm 
H 100-150cm 
Supplier Halls of Heddon

Amaranthus spires and 
cosmos look striking with 

decorative pink dahlias 
– try ‘Cherry Wine’  
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‘Christopher Taylor’

Type Waterlily  
Flowers Small, 10-15cm  
H 150cm  
Supplier Halls of Heddon

‘Doris Day’

Type Cactus 
Flowers Small, 10-15cm 
H 120cm  
Supplier Halls of Heddon

‘Bishop of Auckland’

Type Miscellaneous, single,  
with dark foliage  
Flowers Miniature, 7cm H 90cm  
Supplier Sarah Raven

‘Bryn Terfel’

Type Decorative, late flowering 
Flowers Giant, 35cm 
H 150cm  
Supplier National Dahlia Collection

‘Dandy Improved Mix’ 

Type Dwarf collerette, half-hardy 
annual, from seed Flowers Mix  
of colours, miniature, 7cm H 60cm  
Supplier Thompson & Morgan

‘Fireworks Mixed’

Type Dwarf, single, half-hardy 
annual, from seed Flowers Mix  
of colours, miniature, 5-10cm  
H 40cm Supplier T&M

‘Moor Place’

Type Pompon 
Flowers Miniature, 5-6cm 
H 100cm 
Supplier Pheasant Acre Plants

‘Rev P Holian’

Type Semi-cactus 
Flowers Giant, over 25cm  
H 140cm  
Supplier National Dahlia Collection PH
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‘Ian Hislop’

Type Miscellaneous, single 
Flowers Small, 10-13cm 
H 120cm  
Supplier National Dahlia Collection

‘Freelancer’

Type Cactus 
Flowers Large, 20-25cm 
H 110-170cm 
Supplier National Dahlia Collection

‘David Howard’

Type Decorative 
Flowers Miniature, 5-10cm 
H 110cm  
Supplier Pheasant Acre Plants

‘Kenora Sunset’

Type Semi-cactus 
Flowers Bicolour, medium, 
15-21cm H 125cm 
Supplier Gilberts Dahlias

‘Embrace’

Type Cactus 
Flowers Small, 10-15cm 
H 120cm 
Supplier Pheasant Acre Plants

‘Ryecroft Zoe’

Type Semi-cactus 
Flowers Small, 10-15cm  
H 120cm  
Supplier Halls of Heddon

‘Julie One’

Type Miscellaneous, double 
orchid Flowers Small, 10cm 
H 75cm  
Supplier Gilberts Dahlias

‘Sylvia’

Type Ball 
Flowers Miniature, 10cm 
H 100cm  
Supplier National Dahlia Collection

Pink snapdragons and yellow 
sunflowers make a zingy 
combination with orange 
dahlias – try ‘Brandysnap’
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dahlias

Where to buy

� dejager.co.uk, 01622 840229
� gilbertsdahlias.co.uk,  

01794 322566
� hallsofheddon.com,  

01661 852445
� hardys-plants.co.uk,  

01256 896533
� nationaldahliacollection.co.uk, 

01736 339276
� pheasantacreplants.co.uk, 

01656 664086
� ridgeviewnursery.co.uk,  

01501 771144
� rosecottageplants.co.uk,  

01992 573775
� sarahraven.com, 0345 092 0283
� suttons.co.uk, 0844 326 2200
� thompson-morgan.com,  

0844 573 1818
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‘Primrose Diane’

Type Decorative
Flowers Small, 10-15cm 
H 100cm
Supplier Pheasant Acre Plants

‘Charlie Two’

Type Decorative
Flowers Medium, 15-20cm 
H 120cm
Supplier Ridgeview Nursery

‘Topmix Yellow’

Type Single
Flowers Miniature, 6cm 
H 50cm
Supplier P de Jager & Sons

‘Trelyn Kiwi’

Type Cactus
Flowers Small, 17cm 
H 120cm
Supplier National Dahlia Collection

‘Joe Swift’

Type Miscellaneous, with dark
leaves Flowers Single, miniature, 
5-7cm H 150-180cm
Supplier National Dahlia Collection

‘Fiona Stewart’

Type Ball
Flowers Small, 10-15cm 
H 140cm
Supplier National Dahlia Collection

Yellow/white ‘Bonaventure’

Type Decorative
Flowers Giant, over 25cm
H 160cm Supplier Halls of Heddon

‘Yellow Galator’

Type Cactus
Flowers Medium, 15-20cm
H 120cm Supplier Gilberts Dahlias

‘Kenora Challenger’

Type Semi-cactus
Flowers Large, 20-25cm 
H 120cm
Supplier Halls of Heddon

Dahlias ‘Glorie Van
Heemstede’ and
‘Rothesay Reveller’ with 
verbena and fennel



DAVID AUSTIN
®

David C.H. Austin

Enjoy beautiful, fragrant blooms this summer
By planting David Austin’s English Roses over the next few weeks, you’ll be
giving them plenty of time to establish in the garden before they burst into
flower this summer. With their many petalled scented blooms, large array of
colours and natural shrubby growth, they will complement both traditional
and contemporary gardens.

Visit: www.davidaustinroses.com Call: 01902 376300  

We’re offering readers 10% OFF every time you order with us
before 31st May 2017, quoting code GW74

Olivia Rose Austin (Ausmixture)
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Show-stopping dahlias 

SAVE £10 Order both collections (10 plants – 1 of each) for just £15.90

Ts&Cs Supplied as young plants despatched from early May 2017 onwards. Delivery to UK addresses only. Offer subject to availability and closes 14 May 2017. Your contract for supply of  
goods is with Woolmans. Woolmans reserves the right to substitute any varieties for others of equal or greater value. Please note that this offer is not available in conjunction with any other offer.  
*Calls cost 3p/minute plus your network access charge.

Subscribers: To claim your  

extra 10% discount, see page 26  

for your exclusive discount code

✆ 0845 658 9137
*

quote code GWD17APR  

woolmans.com/GWD17APR

offer Dahlia offer
TO ORDER, please send cheques and postal orders to BBC Gardeners’ World Magazine,
Dahlia Offer GWD17APR, Woolmans, Gazeley Road, Kentford, Suffolk CB8 7QB

Title                  Initial                          Surname

Address

Postcode Tel (for queries)

Mobile† Email†

I enclose a cheque for £  made payable to Woolmans

with my name and address on the back.

Or charge my Visa � Mastercard �

Card number ���� ���� ���� ����

Start date ��/�� Expiry date ��/�� Card security code ���

Signature Date

Immediate Media Company Ltd. (Publishers of BBC Gardeners’ World Magazine) would love to send you
newsletters, together with special offers, and other promotions. Please tick here if you’d like to receive these  
by Email �  Regular Post �. Branded BBC titles are licensed from or published jointly with BBC Worldwide  
(the commercial arm of the BBC). Please tick here � if you’d like to receive regular newsletters, special offers  
and promotions from BBC Worldwide by email. Your information will be handled in accordance with the  
BBC Worldwide privacy policy: bbcworldwide.com/privacy.

(Last 3 digits printed on signature strip)

GWD17APR

�

CODE DESCRIPTION PRICE QTY TOTAL

50987
Dahlia border collection  
5 plants (1 of each)

£12.95 £11.64

50986
Dahlia patio collection  
5 plants (1 of each)

£12.95 £11.64

50988
SAVER COLLECTION 
10 plants (1 of each) SAVE £10 £15.90 £14.31

  POSTAGE FREE FREE 1 FREE

Subscribers: insert your discount code here                           see p26 £

GRAND TOTAL £

DAHLIA BORDER COLLECTION DAHLIA PATIO COLLECTION

Wonderful for containers, these Dalina Maxi series varieties have been 
bred to produce hundreds of blooms per plant, flowering all summer 
through to autumn. Position on a bright and sunny patio, where they will 
provide a glorious display with minimum effort. H x S 60cm x 40cm 
5 plants (1 of each) £12.95

Just like our dahlia cover star, these varieties, from the Happy Single 
series, have bronze foliage and brightly-coloured single flowers loved by 
pollinating insects. The plants have a strong and sturdy habit. Perfect for 
the mid-border and large patio containers. H x S 70cm x 40cm 
5 plants (1 of each) £12.95

‘Bonita’

‘Flame’

‘Kiss’ ‘Party’ ‘Romeo’ ‘Wink’ ‘Lopez’ ‘Tampico’ ‘Sonora’

‘Salinas’

FREE 

P&P



   The 
cutting edge 
   on British lawns      
             since 1962

Enjoy
your  

Garden
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See the latest offers and fi nd out more at

mountfi eldlawnmowers.co.uk or call 0800 669 6325

Lawn Tractors
from £1449

Petrol Mowers Lawn Riders
from £1249

Electric Mowers
from £99 save

up to

Exclusive Twinclip Technology

Andy – AW Grounds Maintenance

“It’s a fantastic mower and I would defi nitely 

recommend it to anybody.  I’ve used a lot of 

mowers from different brands in my time 

doing grounds maintenance and so far it is 

absolutely above the rest.”



UNBELIEVABLE OFFER
WHILE STOCKS LAST

BUY�10
FOR

£10

Call us today 01386 554 440 or visit us online hayloft.co.uk

Double Black

Single Pink Spotted

HEAVENLY�HELLEBORUS

Rare and usually expensive
Helleborus have large, cup-shaped blooms which 

defy nature by surviving the cold and give a dainty 

appearance. In medieval times they were said to be 

good for breaking bad spells and curses so were often 

planted next to the front door. Prefer dappled shade 

with well-drained soil. Evergreen, deer and rabbit 

resistant. Height and spread 35cm (14"). Fully hardy 

perennials. Supplied in May as well-rooted young 

plants approx. 6" from root base to stem tip.

INCLUDES THE RARE AND HIGHLY
SOUGHT-AFTER DOUBLE BLACK



  Name  

Address 

 Postcode 

Email Tel

SEND THE COUPON

BY FREEPOST TO:

Hayloft Plants,

FREEPOST RTGR-JAGJ-JETG

Pensham, Pershore WR10 3HB

I enclose Cheque/PO made payable to Hayloft Plants Ltd or please debit my Mastercard� Visa� Maestro�

Card number

Card expiry date

Signature

HAYLOFT PLANTS, MANOR FARM NURSERY, PENSHAM, PERSHORE, WORCESTERSHIRE WR10 3HB

Start date

CSV

Issue no

By advising us of your email address we will be able to send all of our special off ers. 

Please tick here if you prefer not to receive off ers other than from our company �

All orders will be personally confirmed by return with

a copy of your 2017 catalogue. Call 01386 554440 for

your FREE catalogue.

 Please enter the 

last 3 digits of your 

security code (CSV).

To order visit hayloftplants.co.uk/gw or call 0844 335 1088 Order Code GW0417

TOTAL

OVER100 NEWPLANTS
see nside

rare | unusual | exciting

2017

AWARDWINNERS
ALOYSIA CITRODORA
`The best emon scen ed plant

or flavouring cakesa MARY
SEE PAGE 27
NO QUIBBLEGUARANTEE

hayloft.co.uk • 01386 554440

Tr llium erectum
see page 5

PLEASE SEND ME ITEM CODE PRICE QTY TOTAL

Helleborus Mix x 10 plants

(1 of each) YPHEL10-GW0417 £10

POST & PACKING (UK ONLY)  £4.95

Call us today 01386 554 440 or visit us online hayloft.co.uk

Double Yellow

Anemone Centre Pink

Double Green

Burgundy

Double Slate

Single White Blotched

Double WhiteDouble Pink



sunshine

“ While the hot midday sun helps

ripen fruit, it’s warm nights,

not hot days, that are the secret

of rapid, healthy growth ”

44 gardenersworld.com April 2017
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tomato for sale, all at a perfect point of
ripeness and all grown under a baking
southern sun, so their taste has a complexity
and fullness that the northern grower can
barely aspire to. But we do. And we try.

Yet, apparently, over 40 per cent of BBC
Gardeners’ World Magazine readers grow
their tomatoes outside. For all I know, you

would all switch to a
g reen house or a
polytunnel if you
had one – or perhaps
you all live in the
ba lmy sout h a nd
h a v e s u n - b a k e d
south-facing walls

cocooned in a litt le Mediterra nea n
microclimate. But certainly here on the
border with Wales, growing tomatoes
outside has become a fruitless exercise. Well,
that’s not exactly true. They fruit all right,
but the fruits ripen grudgingly, the skins are
thick and – worst of all – they never have that

he tomato is the most popular 
vegetable grow n by Brit ish 
gardeners. Yes, I know that it isn’t 
a vegetable – it’s a fruit – but let us 

set botanical pedantry aside. Aubergines, 
chillies, courgettes and cucumbers all cross 
the fruit/vegetable divide, but tomatoes are 
set foursquare in the vegetable plot.

A nd r ight ly a re 
they popular – who 
doesn’t love a fresh 
tomato, still warm 
from the sun? Fruit 
with skins so thin 
that the juice and 
f le s h a re ba rel y 
contained and which, with that first grazing 
of your teeth, bursts into your mouth with 
that warm, sweet, musty flavour so redolent 
of sun and good living? You just can’t buy 
that in this country, but wander through any 
market in the Mediterranean in summer 
and there will be around 20 varieties of 

Monty’s tomato harvest 
includes beefsteaks such 
as ‘Costoluto Fiorentino’ 
and ‘Brandywine’

gardenersworld.com

monty’s garden

Home-grown tomatoes provide the true taste of 

summer. Monty reveals his guide to growing them, 

from sowing seeds to dealing with pests and diseases

April 2017

  Who doesn’t love a fresh 

tomato... with that warm, 

sweet flavour so redolent  

of sun and good living?  
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intensity of taste that only heat can give 
them. So I regard growing them outside in 
this garden a waste of space and effort and, 
other than an experiment in 2015, haven’t 
done so for years. I raise the seedlings in a 
heated greenhouse and grow them in an 
unheated one. But it’s not just a question of 
daytime heat; while the hot midday sun 
helps ripen fruit, it’s warm nights, not hot 
days, that are the secret of rapid, healthy 
growth. So, lesson number one: grow your 
tomatoes, indoors or out, in as sunny and 
hot a spot as you can give them.

Tomatoes a lway s reac t bad ly to 
f luctuating temperatures, and fruits 
sometimes split, then develop a grey, wispy 

mould caused by big, irregular variations in 
temperature between day and night. So 
keep the greenhouse wide open all day and 
close it before the evening cools down. Cold 
nights will also cause leaves to curl up 
lengthways and look as though they are 
about to die – older leaves are more affected. 

One way of reducing this risk is to plant 
them out a little later than you otherwise 
might, because the real danger is from cool 
nights in May and June. By midsummer, the 
nights warm up (or perhaps cool down less) 
and by September the main focus is not on 
growing healthy plants, but on ripening as 
much fruit as possible. The final factor in 
healthy, strong plants is the level of light, 

especially early on, while the plant is still 
growing strongly. A gloomy June or July is 
bad news, regardless of the temperature 
whereas a gloomy but warm August can 
make for good tomatoes.

From seeds to sturdy plants 
I like to sow the seed in two, or even three 
batches in February, March and April, 
scattering them thinly on the surface of  
peat-free compost and then very lightly 
covering them, either with a layer of more 
compost, or of vermiculite. Water them well 
and put them in a warm spot to germinate. A 
windowsill above a radiator is ideal if you 
don’t have a greenhouse.

After raising seedlings 
in a heated greenhouse, 
Monty grows them on 
in an unheated one
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When they develop their first pair of ‘true’
leaves – leaves, however small, that are
recognisably of a tomato rather than the first
to sprout from the seed – you know that they
have good roots, and should be pricked out
into better compost and individual pots or
plugs. Grow them on in a warm, bright place
and when they are about 10-15cm tall, pot
them on again into 8cm pots.

This may sound like a lot of work, but it’s
important that the young, growing plant is
not checked and the roots have room to
grow. The young plants are ready to go out to
their final growing position when around
25-30cm tall, by which time they often have
developed their first flowering truss. When

planting, bury them right up to the first leaf.
This will hold them steady and encourage
new roots to grow from the buried stem.

Cordons will get tall and heavy, so they
need good solid support – or if grown inside,
strong twine tied to the stem – just beneath
the soil, and fixed to a wire – or the roof of
the greenhouse – with the growing plant
gradually twisting round it.

Big, fat books have been written about the
best way to grow the plants and the best
medium to grow them in. I have tried wide
spacing, close spacing, big pots, small pots,
terracotta and plastic pots, soil, growing
bags and ring culture. In the end, I don’t
think it matters terribly. I’ve had excellent
results from a cheap growing bag and very
average ones from raised beds in a
greenhouse filled with ideal Herefordshire
loam and masses of textbook compost. But
two things are critical: the balance between
feeding the plant enough to grow strong and
well, and restricting its food so it puts its
energy into the fruit, not the leaves; and the
watering regime. Tomatoes are tough plants

The balance between

feeding the plant and

restricting its food, so it puts

energy into fruit, is critical

1
Once seeds have germinated and produced
two pairs of leaves, ease each seedling from
the tray, carefully holding by a leaf.

2
The tomato plant will have developed a
small root system, making it ready to take
up nutrients from fresh, peat-free compost.

3
Bury the seedling in the compost to
almost the base of the first pair of leaves,
and grow on until 10-15cm tall, then repot.

Plants in a growing bag need 
careful, regular watering  
to get the most from the 
shallow depth of compost

When grown in smaller 
pots, tomatoes need 
water every two to 
three days

monty’s garden
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How to pot up seedlings



6 and 9 pack vegetables

£3.99 each

9cm herbs

from £2.29 each

8.5cm pot grown tomato plants 

£1.79 each

*Offers will change after 11th April 2017 and are only valid while stocks last. Wyevale Garden Centres reserve the right to suspend, cancel or modify 
offers at any time (and for any reason) without notice.

Grow tasty ingredients with the UK’s largest
selection of British-grown vegetable plants.

We carefully nurture our veg plants in nurseries for weeks before they reach our centres. So you

can take home hardier, stronger plants and grow your own fresh, tasty veg in your patch or pots. 

Pop in centre now to fi nd out how easy it is to go from plot to plate in just 10 weeks.

*

4 for
£6

£12
6 for

£14
4 for

*

YOUR
DAILY
MARKET
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and too much kindness tends to do more
harm than a little benign neglect; there is a
greater danger in over-feeding and over-
watering than in giving too little of either. If
tomatoes are grown in a bed or large pot, a
good soak of the roots once a week is usually
sufficient – except in the hottest weather –
while in a growing bag or smaller pot,
watering every two or three days is enough.

Feeding should be minimal and comes in
two stages. I remember visiting a garden in
Guernsey where they were very proud of
picking fresh tomatoes on Christmas Day
every year. They would untie the cordon in
September and lay it along the ground for
2m before training it to climb another 

Monty        

Ask

support. The plant was nurtured to reach 4m
tall, or more, and had correspondingly more
trusses of fruit. This took some feeding. But
that was in a large, heated greenhouse in the
distant sub-tropical climes of the Channel
Islands. For most of us, indoors or out, the
growing season will end in October, whether 
we like it or not.

The goal is to develop a strong plant that is
then pushed right to the limit so that all its
energies go into fruit production rather than
the plant getting bigger. If you are growing
them in soil, they will need no extra feed at
all until they start to form flower trusses and
then a weak seaweed solution once a week is
plenty. If you are growing them in a 

Boost tomato plants
with home-made
liquid comfrey feed

Have you grown tomatoes,

in their natural way, without 

side-shoot removal?
Andrew Littleford, West Midlands

Pinch out side shoots so the plant puts its
energy into producing good quality fruits

Monty answers your  
frequently asked
questions on tomatoes

How do you prevent tomato 

blight now we don’t have 

Bordeaux mix?
Jennifer Elsden, Gwynedd

After a lack of heat, the biggest problem for
outdoor tomatoes is the risk of blight. This
manifests itself as pale-brown blotches on
leaves that will quickly spread into a circle of
softly collapsing and browning leaves. The
fungus can then get to the fruit, making them
inedible. The best means of avoiding it is to grow
your tomatoes under cover and not over water
them, as the blight is spread when it’s damp and
needs humid conditions to develop.

If you have to grow them outside, choose
blight-resistant varieties such as ‘Crimson Crush’
or ‘Mountain Magic’, and give the plants
maximum ventilation by spacing them as widely
as you can. At the first sign of blight, remove all 
affected leaves and fruit, and strip away all
remaining foliage to expose the green fruit to
maximum light and air. By August, tomato fruits
will develop perfectly well with no leaves at all,
so this isn’t a disaster although it does look
pretty dramatic. If the plant isn’t rescuable, 
remove it and burn it.

I like the process of pinching out
side shoots, but if they are left to grow
they will produce trusses of fruit. They
are extremely vigorous, taking a lot of
the plant’s energy and you not only
have a sprawling plant tangling all over
the place with associated ventilation 
problems, but also less fruit.

Bush (or determinate) varieties are,
as the name suggests, bred to be grown
naturally and are often smothered in
fruits for a relatively short harvesting
period. But they take up a great deal
more space than cordon (indeterminate)
types, so are usually grown outside,
with all the problems outlined left.

Blossom end rot is caused by inadequate
– or more often erratic – water supply that,
in turn, stops the plant from taking in enough 
calcium so that the cells collapse. Water
regularly and, if your soil is naturally very
acidic, grow only small-fruited varieties  
that tend to be less susceptible. 

What is the cure for blossom

end rot on tomatoes grown  

in the greenhouse?
Gerry Froggatt, Kent
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WATCH MONTY’S video series

on his tomato trials, with advice

and tips on how to avoid tomato blight, at 

gardenersworld.com/monty-don 

Blossom end rot shows itself as a hard, 
brown disc at the end of the fruit
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Watch Monty growing tomatoes and

more at Longmeadow this month in

Gardeners’ World every Friday at 8pm 

(off air 28 April). And see him at

Gardeners’ World Live on Friday 16 and 

Sunday 18 June, in the main theatre 

and the magazine’s

Potting Shed stage: see

page 60 for details and

ticket discount code. 

Catch up with Monty

On screen and stage

NEXT MONTH Monty on how to boost the flavour of your home-grown herbs

container of any kind, then a general-
purpose tomato feed once a week is good or,
if you have the resources, homemade
comfrey feed works wonders.

Pests and diseases

As well as blight (see Q&A panel), tomatoes
are prone to a handsome array of viruses
and moulds some of which, such as tomato
leaf mould, are pretty disastrous. But an
unhappy-looking tomato plant can still
produce delicious fruit and it’s the fruits
that should be the focus of your attention.
As far as pests go, whitef ly is the most

common problem. The adult lays its eggs
on the underside of leaves and, after a
larval stage, the new adult emerges and
feeds on the leaves, sucking sap, spreading
viruses and exuding honeydew on which  
a fungus grows.

The flies overwinter on perennial plants,
so try not to keep plants such as fuchsias
overwintering in a greenhouse that is to
grow tomatoes the following summer. I grow
basil with my tomatoes as a deterrent (the
flies are put off by the strong scent of the
basil), and also because basil and tomatoes 
thrive in the same regime. �

monty’s garden

Replace greenhouse 
soil every three
years to avoid
soil-borne diseases

If you grow tomatoes in the same soil year
after year – regardless of how diligently you top
it up with compost – there will be a build-up of
soil-borne viruses. To avoid this, you need to
practise crop rotation. But this is impractical
unless you have a very large greenhouse, so
instead of changing the crop, the answer is to
change the soil. Every three years, dig out the
top 25cm of your beds and replace with disease-
free garden soil such as from a loam stack.  

I grow tomatoes, peppers

and chillies in beds in a small

greenhouse, replenishing

it every year, yet the results

never seem that nourishing.

How do I keep the soil in my 

greenhouse healthy?
Ann Bridgland, West Sussex

For sauces, try ‘Principe Borghese’ and
‘San Marzano’; for roasting, ‘Gardener’s
Delight’, ‘Brandywine’ and ‘Costoluto
Fiorentino’. For blight resistance, go for
‘Crimson Crush’ and ‘Fandango’; and to eat 
with a splash of good oil, I recommend
‘Cuore di Bue’ and ‘Pantano of Roma’.

I always end up with a glut

of tomatoes. Which varieties

would you recommend for 

different uses?
Gill Halton, Gwynedd

Erratic watering
can cause
tomatoes

to split

Why are all my tomatoes

splitting before ripening?
Bev Windsor, Glos

Probably due to temperature fluctuations
or because you are watering them too much
or too erratically. Regular watering is the key.
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£25 £35
2 for

*

£45.99

£35

New Draper rolling lawn aerator Hozelock Pro sprinkler 320m2Evergreen Complete

4-in-1 360m2 + extra free

£20 each

While stocks last. Availability and offers may differ online and in centres. Wyevale Garden Centres reserve the right to suspend, cancel or modify 
offers at any time (and for any reason) without notice.

Find everything you need to get your
summer lawn started.

A little care now means you can enjoy the serenity of a lush green lawn this

summer. Our top tips are to aerate the soil to let nutrients in, keep your grass 

healthy and weed-free with an all-in-one treatment. And, if April doesn’t

bring showers after all, set the sprinkler to work.

YOUR
SANCTUARY



Fulfil your travel 
dream in 2017

Three new brochures from Titan showcase a

peerless range of journeys by land, river and 

sea to thrilling destinations worldwide –

from Alaska to Australia, Portugal to Peru. 

Every Titan holiday includes named

and honestly rated hotels, scheduled

flights, the services of a tour manager

throughout, a host of excursions, and

visits and Titan’s award-winning VIP 

door-to-door travel service†.

A selection of our

latest brochures

• Worldwide

• Ocean Cruise

• River Cruise

To order your brochures call FREE on 0800 988 5172 

quoting GA0 6HW or visit titantravel.co.uk

†Except ‘Essential Collection’ holidays. Calls free from BT landlines, mobiles may vary.
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offer

offer

Tomatoes offer
TO ORDER Cut out order form and post orders to Gardeners’ World Tomato plants,  
Dept GW874Z, PO Box 162, Ipswich, Suffolk, IP8 3BX 

GW874Z

�

(Last 3 digits printed on signature strip)

Title       Initial  Surname

Address

Postcode

Tel. Email

I enclose a cheque/PO for £ made payable to Thompson-Morgan,  
with my name and address on the back. Please do not send stamps or cash.

Or charge my Visa � Mastercard �

Card number ���� ���� ���� ����

Start date ��/�� Expiry date ��/�� Card security code ���

Signature Date 

CODE DESCRIPTION PRICE QTY TOTAL

TCF17052
TCF17051

Tomato ‘Losetto’ x 5
Tomato ‘Losetto’ x 10

£6.99
£9.99

£6.29
£8.99

TCF67550
TCF67549

Tomato ‘Mountain Magic’ x 5
Tomato ‘Mountain Magic’ x 10

£6.99
£9.99

£6.29
£8.99

TCF58639
TCF58640

Tomato ‘Gigantomo’ x 5
Tomato ‘Gigantomo’ x 10

£6.99
£9.99

£6.29
£8.99

TCB17053
TCB17054

Tomato ‘Sweet Aperitif’ x 5
Tomato ‘Sweet Aperitif’ x 10

£6.99
£9.99

£6.29
£8.99

TCF12778
TCF17039

Tomato ‘Sungold’ x 5
Tomato ‘Sungold’ x 10

£6.99
£9.99

£6.29
£8.99

TCK57634P BONUS OFFER Tomato Growing Kit £10.98 £9.88

POSTAGE £3.20 £3.20

Subscribers: insert your discount code here see p26 £

GRAND TOTAL £

Immediate Media Company Ltd. (Publishers of BBC Gardeners’ World Magazine) would love to send you
newsletters, together with special offers, and other promotions. Please tick here if you’d like to receive
these by Email � Regular Post �. Branded BBC titles are licensed from or published jointly with BBC
Worldwide (the commercial arm of the BBC). Please tick here � if you’d like to receive regular newsletters, 
special offers and promotions from BBC Worldwide by email.Your information will be handled in 
accordance with the BBC Worldwide privacy policy: bbcworldwide.com/privacy.

Subscribers:
To get an extra 10% off, see

page 26 for your discount code

Terms & Conditions: Offer closes 15 May 2017. Plants supplied and dispatched in April/May 2017. Please note your contract for supply of goods is with Thompson & Morgan, Poplar Lane, Ipswich IP8 3BU.  
Terms and conditions available on request. All offers subject to availability. All heights and spreads indicate eventual plant sizes. *Calls cost 7p/minute plus your network access charge

Tomato

‘Sweet Aperitif’

The balance of high
sugar/acidity gives a
sweet, but refreshing
flavour. This cordon
cherry variety can be
grown under glass,
or in a sheltered,
sunny spot outdoors. 
Harvest Jul-Oct.
H x S 2m x 50cm
5 plugs £6.99 (RRP 
£9.99) SAVE £3
10 plugs £9.99 (RRP
£19.98) SAVE £9.99

Tomato ‘Losetto’

A cascading bush
tomato with good
blight resistance.
Perfect for pots
or planters, and
masses of sweet,
juicy cherry fruits
can be harvested
Jul-Sep. Height x
Spread 30cm x 
30cm
5 plugs £6.99 (RRP 
£9.99) SAVE £3
10 plugs £9.99 (RRP
£19.98) SAVE £9.99

Spend over £10
and receive this
Tomato Growing
Essentials Kit,
including 100g
Incredicrop®

fertiliser, three
auto-waterers and
one growing bag,
for only £10.98
(RRP £21.97)
SAVE £10.99

Tomato

‘Gigantomo’

A colossal beefsteak
tomato with fruits
that can weigh up to
1kg. A cordon variety
with good disease
resistance, and a
wonderful flavour.
Harvest Jun-Oct.
H x S 2m x 50cm
5 plugs £6.99
(RRP £9.99) SAVE £3
10 plugs £9.99
(RRP £19.98)
SAVE £9.99

✆ 0844 573 6054* quote GW874Z

thompson-morgan.com/GW874Z

Tomato

‘Mountain Magic’

A cordon-trained
variety, ideal for
sunny veg patches
and borders, as well
as growing bags and 
patio pots. Rich
flavour and good
disease resistance.
Harvest Jul-Oct. H x
S130cm x 120cm
5 plugs £6.99 (RRP 
£9.99) SAVE £3
10 plugs £9.99 (RRP
£19.98) SAVE £9.99

Tomato ‘Sungold’

An outstanding
cordon cherry
tomato with high
sugar content,
making its attractive,
golden-orange fruit
irresistibly sweet
and juicy – perfect
in salads. Harvest
Jun-Sep. H x S  
2m x 50cm
5 plugs £6.99 (RRP 
£9.99) SAVE £3
10 plugs £9.99 (RRP
£19.98) SAVE £9.99

Buy 5 of any variety of these new season tomatoes for only £6.99, or 10 of each variety for only £9.99

Super saver tomatoes 

BONUS
OFFER



Barlow Tyrie has been making exceptional outdoor furniture since 1920, with collections 

in premium teak wood, stainless steel, powder-coated aluminium, and hand-woven 

synthetic fibre. Receipt of eighteen international design excellence awards. 

Barlow Tyrie Limited, Braintree CM7 2RN, England
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Focal points such as sculptures, water
features, seating areas and accent planting
are a key element of garden design – they
draw the eye into certain areas to form
compositions and sometimes add drama.
And by choosing things that are personal,
they help to stamp your mark on a space.

Once spotted, a focal point will tempt
you to look closer and pull you through the
garden to explore. Focal points can also
help define separate areas within the
garden, giving them each their own
identity, but also help focus the mind on
the associated planting whether it’s to
complement, embellish, or act as a simple 
backdrop to show them off.

The choice of focal point will all depend 
on what you like, what you may have
spotted and think will work in your space. 
Of course, budget is also a big
consideration but in my experience,
simplicity often works best and a lovely old
pot placed in just the right spot can work a
treat. Or perhaps you can go one better
and make something totally unique for you 
and your garden?

Make a style statement

with statues, views

and specimen plants.

Joe Swift explains how

Joe’s designer 

know-how

Focal points

focal points

This is a classic setup with a sculpture
placed at the end of a straight path. The
bricks draw the eye towards the end and
the combination of tall hedging and simple
white cosmos flanking the path balances 
the composition nicely.
COST Statues like this start at
around £75 – try primrose.co.uk
JOE’S TIP Lay bricks lengthways towards 
the focal point to speed the eye to it.

FINELY SCULPTURED
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These wire sculptures
appear to float above the
planting and the rusty
finish works well with the
helianthus. It’s important
to hide the supports so
consider the height of
surrounding plants.
COST Budget around
£100 – try gardenartand
sculpture.co.uk. Flower
shows usually have
special offers, too.
JOE’S TIP Look for a local
metal worker. It may not
be as expensive as you
think and you’ll have a
totally bespoke feature.

EYE ON

THE BALL

There are times when 
you need a key plant in  
a scheme to add some 
definition, break up the 
display a little, or act as  
a fulcrum in a corner bed. 
The architectural form 
and colour of this single 
purple cordyline stands 
out against the planting 
around it.
COST A good size 
cordyline costs from £10.
JOE’S TIP This young 
cordyline has been 
planted for a season  
but can easily be moved 
before it puts roots down.  

RISE TO THE 

OCCASION

A focal point doesn’t 
have to be a standalone 
object and can be a larger 
element that is part of the 
fabric of the garden. This 
covered seating area with 
green roof sets the style 
of the garden.
COST Features like this 
are investment pieces. 
Expect to pay at least 
£1,000 – see tuin.co.uk
JOE’S TIP Use grasses  
to partially obscure large 
structures. This also ties 
in with the grasses on  
the green roof.  

SITTING 

PRETTY
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There are several 
sculptural tree ferns  
in this garden but what 
turns the central one in 
the image into more of  
a focal point is simply  
its placing and the way  
it catches the light. The 
composition is framed  
by two more bringing 
continuity to the design. 
COST From £200 for a 
1.8m tree fern – seagrave 
nurseries.co.uk
JOE’S TIP Invest in a tree 
fern that’s the size you 
want – they’re very  
slow to grow!

GARDEN 

TREE PARTY

Moving water breathes 
life into a garden and 
creates a focal point 
that’s hard to beat.  
The precise sound is 
important so install an 
adjustable pump to get 
the flow just right. 
COST Built in, bespoke 
water features can be 
costly, but self-contained 
ones start from as  
little as £50.
JOE’S TIP Moving water 
is often more intriguing  
if you can hear it before 
you see it, so think about 
placing it round a corner. 

WATER

CARRIER
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NEXT MONTH Joe shares his designer know-how to help you create the perfect front garden
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Focal points – the dos and don’ts
� Do give a focal point space

so it can be clearly seen. You
can soften the edges but don’t  
hide it altogether.

� Do consider the height of a
focal point. If viewed when
walking it should be at or just
below eye level. Set it on a
simple plinth rather than just 
placing on the ground.

� Do play around with the
precise position and walk
around the garden to see how
it looks from different angles.

� Do think about meeting
points, such as where
paths intersect, as potentially
good spots.

� Do move or prune some
plants accordingly. Long
diagonal views across the
garden can work, which may
mean snipping a low hanging 
branch or moving a tall
perennial blocking the view.  

� Do think about how it
will weather. Most will look
stark brand new but weather
quickly. They can usually  
be pressure-washed
occasionally to clean up.

� Don’t overdo focal points.
I’ve seen gardens with so
many you don’t know which
way to look and it ends up 
feeling cluttered.
� Don’t install anything that

can be knocked or pulled over
anywhere near a path, or if
there are children around.
� Don’t place them on soft,

uneven surfaces. Think about
how they may look within
a planting area and you can
always move a plant or two
and put a paving stone down 
as a solid base.
� Don’t mix too many styles

or materials – the overall look 
may get confused. 

DISCOVER JOE’S three rules of garden design in our No Fuss 
video guide at gardenersworld.com/no-fuss-guides

focal points

This curved wall and
built-in bench encourage
movement and create
the perfect spot for a
focal point. The low
height of the wall
tempts you to sit down
and look at the reflection
in the water. A fire pit
would also work well.
COST Starting at around
£80 for a smaller one –
harrodhorticultural.com
JOE’S TIP Be generous
with the spacing when
placing a central feature
so you can walk around it
without feeling restricted. 

This path curves to the
left but the pergola is
built straight so draws
the eye directly through,
which creates the perfect
frame for a focal point.
This generous pot and
olive work well with the
size and proportions of 
the pergola.
COST Allow around £300 
for a large pot and
mature olive tree.
JOE’S TIP Play around
with the pot’s position
before planting – it’ll be
too heavy to move once  
the tree is in.

CENTRE  

STAGE

By simply placing a pot
or urn on paving or a wall
you’re adding in a simple
focal point. The planting 
can be changed
seasonally to keep it fresh 
but don’t be afraid to
leave a nice pot empty as
it can look just as good.
COST A really large pot
is likely to set you back
about £100. Haddonstone.
com has a wide selection.
JOE’S TIP Place pots
where they will punctuate
the design – perhaps at
the end of a wall or either 
side of steps. 

TOP OF

THE POTS

OFFER AN

OLIVE BRANCH
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Title Initial Surname
Address

Postcode Tel (for queries)

Mobile Email

I enclose a cheque for £ made payable to Hayloft Plants,  
with my name and address on the back

Or charge my Visa � Mastercard � Maestro �

Card number ���� ���� ���� ����

Start date ��/�� Expiry date ��/�� Card security code ���

Signature Date

offer

�

Terms and conditions: Offer closes 31 May 2017. All orders will be acknowledged with an order confirmation and expected delivery date. All offers are subject to availability.  
All products are purchased from, and your resulting contract will be with, Hayloft Plants Ltd (registered no. 04098670)

✆ 01386 426 245 quote ROGX17-13 www.hayloftplants.co.uk/ROGW 

CODE DESCRIPTION PRICE QTY TOTAL

PHV01
PHV03

Hardenbergia violacea 1 plant

Hardenbergia violacea 3 plants SAVE £21
£14.00
£21.00

PCF01
PCF03

Clematis florida ‘Sieboldii’ 1 plant

Clematis florida ‘Sieboldii’ 3 plants SAVE £22.50 

£15.00
£22.50

PCS01
PCS03

Clematis ‘Early Sensation’ 1 plant

Clematis ‘Early Sensation’ 3 plants SAVE £22.50

£15.00
£22.50

PCC03 SAVER COLLECTION 3 plants (1 of each) SAVE £24 £20.00

POSTAGE FREE 1 FREE

GRAND TOTAL £

Climber offer Code ROGX17-13TO ORDER Cut out order form and post orders to BBC Gardeners’ World 
Magazine Climbers Offer, PO BOX 2020, Pershore, WR10 9BP

Immediate Media Company Ltd. (Publishers of BBC Gardeners’ World Magazine) would love to send you newsletters, together with special offers, and other promotions. Please tick here if you’d like to receive these by Email
� Regular Post �. Branded BBC titles are licensed from or published jointly with BBC Worldwide (the commercial arm of the BBC). Please tick here � if you’d like to receive regular newsletters, special offers and promotions 
from BBC Worldwide by email. Your information will be handled in accordance with the BBC Worldwide privacy policy: bbcworldwide.com/privacy.

Hardenbergia violacea Lilac vine Clematis ‘Early Sensation’

FREE
POSTAGE

(WAS £4.95)Curious climbers
Save £24 when you buy the saver collection of these colourful climbers

Clematis florida ‘Sieboldii’

These climbers will give colour 
from February to September.

� Hardenbergia violacea 
Lilac vine
This lilac vine is smothered in
heavily scented, violet flowers in
spring and summer. Needs warm,
sheltered areas or conservatories.  
Height x Spread 2m x 70cm
1 plant £14 (in 7cm pot)
3 plants £21 SAVE £21

� Clematis florida ‘Sieboldii’
This easy-to-grow clematis with
purple stamens centred in crisp-
white petals provides interest
through June, July and August. 
H x S 2.5m x 1.5m
1 plant £15 (in 9cm pot)
3 plants £22.50 SAVE £22.50

� Clematis ‘Early Sensation’
A stunning evergreen clematis
providing abundant flowers from 
February through to May. 
H x S 2m x 2m
1 plant £15 (in 9cm pot)
3 plants £22.50 SAVE £22.50

Saver collection
3 plants (1 of each)

ONLY £20
plus free postage

offer

BUY ALL

3 PLANTS

SAVE £24



Show sponsors and supporters:
Show

sponsor
Lawncare feature

sponsor
VegTrug Grow Your Own

Stage sponsor
Show 

supporter

Readers save 20%*, quote GWR6

Where expertise is close to hand

BBC Gardeners’ World Live
Theatre sponsor

J oin us at BBC Gardeners’ World Live 
for a great day out and a chance to 
uncover a wealth of expert garden 
knowledge and techniques.

The BBC Gardeners’ World Live Theatre,
sponsored by Wyevale Garden Centres, is
where you can see Monty Don and Alan
Titchmarsh sharing topical gardening tips.

The VegTrug Grow Your Own Stage, hosted
by Matt Biggs, includes demos from 
Frances Tophill. Plus, the BBC Gardeners’ 
World Magazine team, with special guests, 
present their practical know-how and 
topical tips from the Potting Shed Stage.

All this plus inspiration from the impressive 
Show Gardens and unbeatable shopping
make for a truly great gardening day out!

Book your tickets today with 20% off!*

A delight for 
gardeners

‘ Probably the 

best garden 

& flower show 

of the season.’
Roger, 2016 Show visitor

Matt Biggs

Frances Tophill 

Plant Crèche 
Supporter



*20% off Adult/Over 65 tickets. Not valid on VIP/Luxe or with any other offer. Ends 02/05/17. £1.95 fulfi lment fee per advance booking. 
† BBC Gardeners’ World Live Theatre seats £2. Not all experts appear on all days. Calls to 0844 581 1344 cost 7p/minute plus your phone company’s access
charge. Details correct at time of print. The Gardeners’ World logo is a trademark of BBC. © BBC. Organised and presented by River Street Events.

All tickets include entry to the
fabulous BBC Good Food Show,
where you can see the likes

moments around every corner!

Save 20%* - quote GWR6

Cut fl ower displays
If you love arranging fl owers 
from your garden, you’ll not 
want to miss the British 
Floristry Association’s stage 
with demos and techniques 
for stunning decorations.

Know your roses
Heady scents and stunning
displays are in abundance 
at the Rose Festival with 
Rose Stage, top growers, 
new varieties and trusted 
favourites to stock up on.

Further education
Famous faces and Floral 
Marquee growers share
specialist knowledge at
the Demo Bench, hosted 
by Jim Buttress. A must-
see for learning new skills.

Don’t miss…

50 years of

expertise

INCLUDES FREE ENTRY TO

One ticket, 

two shows!

Plus!

SAVE 
20%

READERS



*£5 OFF voucher code valid until 30/04/2017. Available on all orders during time of promotion.

£5 OFF
for all items online

Use code

GWORLD17

primrose.co.uk
0118 903 5210

Share your purchase with us!
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A simple bistro set is one of the
most versatile ways to include
seating in a small garden. It can
be moved around, takes up little
room and the chairs can be folded
up when not in use. The table can
also double as a potting bench.
Great value for money!

Sit back and relax

Small space
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Don’t feel restricted by a tiny garden – small plots can still  

provide everything a large space offers and more. From  

beautiful flowers to ways to support widlife, to water  

features and tasty veg, everything’s possible. Let your  

small garden transformation start here... 
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Small spaces
Real

Gardens

Gardens are getting smaller,
and whatever the size of your
patch, it’s always tempting to
think wistfully about what
you’d be able to do, if only
you had a larger plot. But lack
of space needn’t be a source
of frustration. Small gardens
are often warmer and more
sheltered than larger spaces
and can become extensions
of the house. By thinking
creatively, it’s often possible
to squeeze in far more than
you might think.

Last year, we ran a
competition to find Britain’s
best gardens and this month
we show you round the
gardens of our three finalists
in the Small Space category.
The garden owners, Steve
Moodey, Geoff Stonebanks and
Juan Carlos Cure, share some
of their top tips for gardening
in a modest plot and we pick
out their best bits to help you
recreate them at home and
make the most of your space.
Visit finalist Geoff Stonebanks’
Sussex garden when it opens
for the National Gardens Scheme
from June to September. Go to
www.driftwoodbysea.co.uk
for more information.

 I wanted to create a space 

that had impact when viewed 

from inside

Juan Carlos Cure

Water in a small garden adds
movement, light and reflections, 
and can attract wildlife and birds 
in to the space. You may not be 
able to fit in a traditional pond, 
but water features come in all 
shapes and sizes, from trickle 
fountains to ponds created in  
pots and containers. 

Look for wide, shallow pots and 
seal drainage holes with silicone, 
or recycle an old tin bath or barrel 
lined with plastic and fill with 
rainwater. For a wildlife-friendly 
feature, ensure there is a way  
for creatures to climb out.

Make ripples 

Even in the tiniest of spaces, it’s still possible to create an 

impact, which is exactly what the Small Space finalists of our 

2016 Garden of the Year competition achieved. Here’s how…
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Wildlife needs food, shelter
and breeding sites and gardens  
are increasingly providing this – 
smaller gardens often more so, 
squeezed as they are into urban 
areas. Nurture your hedges for  
the dense cover they offer, rather 
than replace them with a fence. 
Grow a wide range of plants such 
as climbers, shrubs and trees,  
and leave seedheads and fading 
stems standing to provide winter 
shelter and food. Set up homes 
such as insect hotels, nesting 
boxes and these woven roosting 
pockets hung in trees. 

Welcome in wildlife

Scented plants turn a garden
into a fragrant oasis, with the 
effect intensified in a smaller 
garden. Look for plants with 
different seasons of fragrance to 
provide scent all year round, and 
grow scented shrubs near the 
door or along a path so their 
perfume greets you as you brush 
against them. Place pots of 
fragrant herbs next to a bench  
or around the patio where you sit, 
and squeeze plants that release 
their scent when crushed, such  
as thyme, into gaps in paths.

Fill with fragrance
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Using height in a small garden
will draw the eye upwards and
make the space feel bigger.
Structural features such as
obelisks (bare or clothed in
climbers), arches, pergolas, and
tall sculptures will all lead the eye
skyward, as will trees or tall
shrubs. They help to broaden the
view of the garden and, carefully
dotted around, can also help to
break it up into smaller areas,
giving the impression that the
space is bigger than it really is.

Seating is essential in every
garden, providing somewhere
to relax and entertain. In a small
space, seating should be part of
the overall design. Integrated
benching against the boundaries
means no space is wasted behind
and allows more people to sit.
It can also be used for reclining
when you’re alone. Plant shade-
loving ferns under benches.
Brightly-coloured chairs can
become focal points and garden
features in their own right. When
space is very tight choose foldable
bistro chairs that can be stacked
or hung up out of the way.

I use metal sculptures

to maintain height through

the year, which is difficult

with the sea winds

Geoff Stonebanks

Adding height

Space-saving seats

April 2017
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Mirrors are a simple way to
make a small space look bigger, 
fooling the eye into thinking there 
is something beyond and reflecting 
light and points of interest in the 
garden. Hiding the edges with 
plants will further help to 
perpetuate the illusion.

Acrylic mirrors are lighter and 
cheaper than glass. Or look out  
for old mirrors in junk shops –  
their distressed, mottled 
appearance can be very effective. 

To reduce the risk of birds being 
tricked by mirrors, use smaller 
mirrors and place airy transparent 
plants or trellis in front.
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Mirror images
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When space is limited you
don’t want tools and equipment 
cluttering up the garden or sheds 
dominating what little space you 
have. If you have room for a shed, 
reduce its impact by camouflaging 
it with plants – give it a green roof 
or grow climbers up the sides –  
or paint it a dark shade to help it 
blend into the background. 

Box benches with storage are  
great places to stash toys and 
smaller tools, or hang bare walls 
with shelves, painted cupboards 
and hooks to make attractive focal 
points with a purpose. 

April 2017

Attractive storage
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Small gardens are often
overshadowed by houses, walls  
or trees. Although plants need 
sunlight to survive, many have 
adapted to cope with lower light 
levels and lots of other plants will 
grow in shade – they just produce 
fewer flowers or fruit. The key is to 
know the extent of your shade and 
then choose plants accordingly. 
Woodland plants such as ferns, 
foxgloves and heucheras are a 
good choice. Improve your soil  
by adding compost or leafmould. 

Trees bring structure, height
and shade and are an invaluable 
habitat for wildlife. Fortunately, 
there are plenty of beautiful trees 
ideal for small gardens and many 
will also grow happily in pots. If 
you only have room for one, look 
for something that offers as long a 
season of interest as possible such 
as this bright leaved Cornus 
controversa ‘Variegata’, or try 
Amelanchier lamarckii, a great  
all-rounder with both spring 
flowers and autumn colour.
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Embrace shade

Trees for interest
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Use the shelter

Creative crevices
With limited space, the tiniest
nooks and crannies are potential
planting opportunities. Gaps in 
paving slabs or setts can
accomodate compact and low-
growing plants such as thyme
or creeping jenny (Lysimachia
nummularia). Or you may have
bare spots in shady walls where
ferns and toadflax can colonise.
Even the poor dry soil at the b ase 
of a wall can become a tiny
thriving border when planted
with hardy succulents such as
sempervivums and crassulas. 

The garden is overlooked

by neighbours, so I wanted  

to create some privacy

Steve Moodey
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Small gardens often have their
own microclimate, very different
to the environment around them.
Gardens surrounded by buildings
or walls are protected from the
wind and this shelter makes them
warmer. Choose a sunny corner
and create a cosy seating area,
and take advantage of the raised
temperatures to grow slightly
more tender ‘tropical’ style plants
than you otherwise could. Use
tall airy plants, such as palms,
to enhance the sheltered feeling 
and create privacy. 

To see more of all the shorlisted 2016 Gardens of the Year, go to bit.ly/gw-goty 



New Gro-Sure® Smart Ground Cover�LV�PDGH�IURP�QDWXUDO�ZRRG�Ƃ�EUHV�WKDW�ORFN�WRJHWKHU��

7KLV�PHDQV�LW�stays in place longer, it’s more effective at suppressing weeds 

DQG�\RX�FDQ�FRYHU�WKH�VDPH�VL]HG�DUHD��ZLWK�half the amount��&OHYHU�VWXII��

Keep borders beautiful, without the back ache.

$YDLODEOH�QRZ�IURP�DOO�JRRG�JDUGHQ�FHQWUHV�

BETTER THAN BARK.
GUARANTEED

ZZZ�JDUGHQKHDOWK�FRP

Smarten up
your garden
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Enter our competition and you could win a share of over £10,000 of great gardening kit! 

Have you created a garden
that’s full of interesting ideas and
beautiful planting? Then why not
enter our 2017 Garden of the Year
Competition to win £10,000-worth
of Cobra gardening equipment –
plus the chance to have your
garden photographed
professionally, to appear in
Gardeners’ World Magazine.

You can enter your garden into
one of three categories: Wildlife-
friendly Garden, Small Space or
Challenging Plot. We’ll share the
results in the November 2017 issue.
Readers will have their say, too, with
a vote in the People’s Choice award
– and all voters will be entered into a
prize draw to win great Cobra kit!
For inspiration, go to: bit.ly/gw-goty

Who can enter?
To be eligible for our Garden of the
Year Competition, sponsored by
Cobra, you must not earn a living by
designing or maintaining gardens.
The garden may be open to the
public for charity, but not make any
profit for the owner. The garden
must be maintained by the owner
with no more than one full-time or
two part-time helpers. See full terms
and conditions at gardenersworld.
com/garden-competition

Have you got the Garden 

To enter go to: gardenersworld.com/garden-competition

Does your garden have a story behind it?
When people visit, do you feel compelled
to tell them about the obstacles you’ve
overcome or what it was like before? If so,
then we want to know about it. Send us
photos of your garden now, and don’t forget
to include pics of your garden before you
transformed it. For this category, we’re
looking for gardens of any size – from
pocket-sized patches to expansive spaces
– that have been created against the odds.
These challenges could include:

Do your plants 
thrive in a 

shady spot?
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Open to gardens smaller than a tennis 
court, or 250m², but big on interest,  
with features such as: 
� A layout that makes the space 

appear larger
� Planting that provides variety  

and interest over a long season
� Clever use of the available area

You’ll be able to show how you’re making 
the right conditions for a host of visiting 
creatures, in any size of garden. You may 
have created features such as:
� Habitats to give shelter and food 
� Nectar-rich flowers
� A pond
� Feeders and nesting boxes

� An overshadowed plot, where you’re 
restricted to plants that will thrive in shade 

� A garden with soil that’s full of rocks or 
rubble, or heavy and prone to waterlogging

� A sloping site that requires clever use  
of steps and retaining walls  

� A location that is battered by sea air  
or on a windswept hill

� A garden you have transformed from  
an overgrown mess or a neglected  
wasteland, or that is besieged by weeds  
from neighbouring plots

Wildlife-friendly garden Small space

NEW CATEGORY
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Deadline
for entries

2 May 2017

PLUS the chance for your garden to feature in a magazine photoshoot!

To enter go to: gardenersworld.com/garden-competition

Our winning gardeners deserve 
great prizes, so we’ve teamed up with 
gardening equipment manufacturer 
Cobra, which offers more than 100 
products across its range. Designed  
in the UK to cater for British gardening 
conditions, Cobra products are 
available across the UK through  
its network of approved specialist 
dealers. Discover more about Cobra, 
and the full range, on its website  
at cobragarden.co.uk 

Short-listed gardens may also 
receive a visit from a professional 
photographer this summer for a 
photoshoot of the garden to appear  
in Gardeners’ World Magazine. 

The prizes:
� 3 category winners will each  

win £1,500 (RRP) of Cobra  
garden equipment

� 2 runners-up in each of the  
3 category shortlists will  
each win £500 (RRP) of  
Cobra garden equipment

� The Judges’ Choice and People’s 
Choice winners will each  
win a further £500 (RRP) of  
Cobra garden equipment

� Voters in the People’s Choice  
award win 1 of 5 lawnmowers  
worth £324.99 (RRP) 

of the Year 2017?

What you could win

competition

Does your 
garden bloom in 

a coastal area?

Have you created 
interest with a 

sloping site?

Is your  
dry garden 

an oasis?
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Green walls
In a small garden, it pays to make use of every centimetre  

of growing space – including the walls. Kay Maguire and  

Tony Woods share  three easy ways. Photos by Jason Ingram

Heuchera

Hart’s tongue fern

Bergenia 

Sedge (Carex ‘Evergold’) 

Fern (Dryopteris) 

Ivy

Lilyturf (Liriope muscari)
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Instant green wall

Planted guttering

Fix your planter securely to the wall. Add
a 5-6cm layer of drainage material (such as
lightweight expanded clay aggregate) at
the bottom of each pocket. Use your fingers
to make sure the layer is spread evenly.

Place the plants in drifts and blocks, using
the more textural foliage plants, such as
ferns, in narrow swathes and arranging
the broader-leaved plants in bold blocks.
Top up with potting compost.

Top up each pocket with a layer of potting
compost, filling it only about two-thirds
full so there is enough room for the plants.
Remove the plants from their pots and
start to arrange them in the planter.

Water in your plants well and continue to
keep them well watered. Multi-purpose
compost contains enough nutrients for six
weeks, after this give plants a regular boost
with a general-purpose liquid feed.

Step by step

Guttering is a cheap, easy and 
effective way to clothe a bare wall 
or fence. It can be grouped in 
rows or dotted across a wall, and 
looks great planted with anything 
from salad leaves to alpines, a mix 
of bright seasonal bedding or even 
flowering perennials, such as 
Mexican fleabane (above). 

Choose a large size of guttering 
(standard house guttering is about 
112mm wide) so that the plants 
have enough soil. Use multi-
purpose potting compost, rather 
than a heavier, soil-based one, and 
mix with vermiculite or perlite to 
aid drainage. You should also drill 
holes in the base of the guttering 
so water can drain out easily. 

Fill with a mix of three parts 
potting compost to one part grit

Mexican fleabane  
(Erigeron karvinskianus)

�

�

�

�

The planter we used is the Easiwall-Pro, available from treebox.co.uk 

solutions
Small space

Transform the walls around you with 
a simple, purpose-built green wall kit. 
When filled with lush ferns, colourful 
heucheras and bright sedges, it’s just 
the thing to lift a shady spot. 

Always look for planters that provide  
large, deep pockets – the more growing  
room plants have, the less often you need  
to feed and water them. Some kits also 

include an irrigation device to further  
reduce the time spent watering. 

Opt for a soil-based potting compost  
for long-term living walls, and a multi-
purpose one for seasonal displays,  
and use a lightweight drainage material.  

This planter is on a shady wall. If sun does 
shine on your plot, add fuchsias and hardy 
geraniums for a splash of extra colour. 
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Planted picture frames are easy 
to make, and can be scattered
across a wall in groups, or used
alone as an eye-catching statement.

Succulents such as houseleeks,
sedums and huernias are perfect  
– they are easy to grow, and
tolerant of low moisture and poor
or minimal soil. For drainage, use
a mix of equal amounts of perlite  
(or vermiculite) and potting
compost. Allow the mix to dry out
between waterings. In hot, dry
weather, take down the frame once
a week, lay it flat and water well. 

Succulent
picture frame

Use timber battens to
make a planting box
to fit your picture frame.
Staple plastic-coated
mesh across the front of
the planting box. Staple
a sheet of plastic from
an old compost bag and
then a piece of hardboard
to the back of the box. 

Mix together equal
amounts of compost and
perlite (or vermiculite),
and feed it carefully
through the mesh until the
frame is full. Don’t firm it
down yet, as you need to
leave room for the plants.
Then attach the picture
frame to the planting box.

Plant through the mesh,
cutting small gaps with
pliers, but snip only as
much as you need. Firm
the compost around the
succulents with the end
of a pencil, and top up
with more compost so
that the plants’ roots  
are fully covered.

After planting, water well,
then leave your frame
horizontal for a few days,
while the plants settle in
and establish. Attach vine
eyes to the frame – either
one in the centre to hook
over a nail or on each side
connected by wire – and 
hang on your wall. 

For more ideas see
Big Ideas, Small
Spaces by Kay
Maguire and Tony
Woods (Mitchell
Beazley, £16.99,
octopusbooks.
co.uk). 

Sedum spathulifolium 
‘Cape Blanco’ 

Huernia

Echeveria

Sempervivum

Step by step

� �� �
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Small space



FOR A BEAUTIFUL 
STRIPED LAWN
The All New Harrier™ 41
Rear Roller Mower

The all new Harrier 41 mower from Hayter with its aluminium deck and

split rear roller, will deliver perfectly precise stripes on your lawn for years

to come. One-touch height adjustment, wash out port and push button

start options will make mowing a pleasure, so you can achieve the lawn 

you’ve always dreamed of.

Find out more and locate your nearest Hayter stockist at

hayter.co.uk/harrier41 or call 0800 781 7571 to request a brochure.

VARI-PITCH™
CUTTING TECHNOLOGY

EASY-WASHTRIM SIDESPLIT REAR
ROLLER

*Domestic models, original purchaser only – see owner’s handbook for full T&C’s. 

ALUMINIUM

13

*



Put your windowsills to work! 
Within snipping distance of the 
kitchen table, you can have fresh 
veg and salad leaves that look 
just as mouthwatering as they 
taste. Surprisingly small spaces 
can be put to use. The key is  
to start now and take advantage 
of the ideal growing conditions 
that April brings. 

Don’t worry if you haven’t been 
busy sowing seeds – sowing later 
avoids fluctuating temperatures, 
damping off, leggy growth and 
ravaging slugs. You can also 

cheat the calendar by buying 
yourself some healthy, guilt-free, 
pre-grown plug plants.

Multi-purpose compost is 
perfect for most veg, but boost  
it with slow-release fertiliser 
granules. Group plants together 
that enjoy the same conditions  
or make good companions,  
for example, certain flowers 
exude chemicals that repel  
pests (marigolds) or attract 
pollinators (nasturtiums) and  
will add a welcome splash of 
colour as they grow.

Planting edible crops just 
outside your door or 
window makes for easy 
pickings from a small space

gardenersworld.com78 April 2017

Windowsill veg
Want to grow fresh veg but barely have room to swing a carrot? 

Helen Riches shows how to pack a big harvest into a tiny space. 

Photos by Sarah Cuttle
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 Group plants together that 

enjoy the same conditions or 

make good companions

solutions
Small space



Tomato ‘Lizzano’ x 2

Kohl rabi ‘Purple 
Delicacy’ x 1

Chilli ‘Foxta’ x 1

Beetroot ‘Red Ace’ x 1

Variegated 
mint x 1

Chives x 3

Nasturtium x 2

Picket window box, 
£38.99, primrose.co.uk

Welsh onion x 3

Chilli ‘Paper  
Lantern’ x 1

Chocolate 
mint x 1

Lettuce ‘Lollo Bionda’ x 1

Rectangular window 
box planter, £10.99, 
burgonandball.co.uk

Watering can, 
£0.80, ikea.com

Oregano x 2

gardenersworld.com80 April 2017

Long-term container residents such as  
chilli plants need plenty of food to fruit,  
so add a slow-release fertiliser to the 
compost at planting, and give weekly 
potassium-rich feeds when they start to 

flower. Pick frequently to encourage more 
fruits. The onion is planted to repel aphids, 
while oregano covers the soil like a mulch. 
Mint is also good for repelling pests.
Time to harvest 3-5 months from plugs

Use an inexpensive watering can to create a 
fun container. Pierce the base for drainage and 
add stones for ballast. This combo is about 
giving a home to any leftover veg plants or 
thinnings. We used beetroot, kohl rabi and 

salad leaves, with trailing nasturtium to attract 
pollinating insects and draw pests away from 
the brassicas (kohl rabi). Keep well watered.
Time to harvest Beetroot and kohl rabi,  
35 days; lettuce, 30 days – all from plugs

Chillies & herbs

Kohl rabi & beetroot

Peas and beans grow up and carrots down, 
so they’re not competing for the same space. 
Dwarf varieties are best for growing in pots.  
The container should be big enough to anchor 
twiggy pea sticks in deep compost to support 

This rustic woven-willow planter contains 
tomato plants that should fruit prolifically if kept 
evenly watered and fed with tomato fertiliser 
once the flowers appear. The chives will repel 
aphids and can be added to tomato salads, and 

Peas, beans & carrots

Tomatoes & chives



Yellow bedding 
chrysanthemum x 1

Spring onion x 5

Carrot ‘Round Atlas’ x 1

French marigolds x 5

Pea ‘Avola’ x 1

Dwarf French 
bean ‘Sonesta’ x 1

Lettuce ‘Lollo Bionda’ x 2
Mixed oriental leaves x 2

Carrot ‘Paris 
Market’ x 1

Mixed mizuna  
leaves x 2Terracotta pots, 

from £0.50, 
jardinique.co.uk

Enamel 
colander, £20.99, 
wayfair.co.uk

Galvanised metal 
planters, from £1.86, 
craftmill.co.uk 
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Carrots don’t mind jostling among other veg, 
but they need depth, so a round variety is 
essential for container gardening. Grow spring 
onions with them as they make a handy filler 
crop and will help deter carrot fly, as will 

chrysanthemums. Carrots are not as sensitive 
to drought as many veg, so should be happy 
until they mature in this unconventional home.
Time to harvest Carrots and spring onions, 
45 days from plugs

In just a few weeks from planting plugs,  
this lime-green baby lettuce will mature – just 
enough time to grow a filler crop of pink and 
purple radishes at the edges. Harvest the 
lettuce’s outer leaves to encourage more leaf 

growth. Purple salad leaves are a great fast-
growing, cut-and-come-again crop so keep 
sowing batches of seedlings to fill gaps. 
Time to harvest Lettuce, 30 days from 
plugs; radish 25-50 days from seed

Carrots & spring onions

Lettuce & radish

the growing veg. Harvest frequently to 
encourage more pods. Water regularly, 
especially when pods are swelling.
Time to harvest Beans, 30 days; carrots,  
80 days; peas, 60 days – all from plugs

the marigolds will help prevent whitefly.  
If there isn’t enough room for companion 
plants, then pop them in pots close by. 
Time to harvest Both tomatoes and chives, 
120 days from plugs

solutions
Small space
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� EXTENDING YOUR SILL
House walls and patios store heat
from the sun, which means they
are often the warmest part of the
garden. Round up an old garden
table, bench or junk shop kitchen
chair and extend the growing
space beyond the window ledge.
The extra warmth means you can
experiment and keep sowing to
keep your outdoor larder well 
stocked all summer.

� CONTAINER CHOICE
The bigger, the better, but almost
any receptacle can be used if it 
fits on the windowsill, has
drainage holes and is secured
safely. Salad leaves can tolerate
just 15cm of compost, but most
veg needs more, especially heavy
crops like tomatoes and peppers.
Anchor containers with stones in
the base. Plastic pots are good for
retaining moisture.

� PLANT CARE
As soon as plug plants are
delivered, give them a good soak
and get them in the earth, even if 
just temporarily. Keep pots
irrigated daily, especially in hot
weather, as they dry out quickly.
Top up the compost as the season
progresses and when adding new 
plants. Veg pests are easily
spotted on a windowsill, so can
be quickly nipped in the bud.

� HARVESTING
Tomatoes need picking when ripe
or they quickly go over, chillies
should be harvested frequently to 
keep the plant producing fruit
(and get hotter the longer they are
left on the plant) and lettuces will
bolt when they get too old or dry.
Pick peas from the base of the
plant up and spring-onion leaves
from the outside in. Use small
scissors to cut just what you need.

Windowsill success
Make the most of every space to ensure you have plenty of fresh pickings close to hand
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Small space

Extend your growing
space by placing a small 
table by the window

Water plants
regularly and
consistently

Be creative with container
choice – depth is key to
what you can grow in it

Keep harvesting
to encourage
more produce 



Your body is designed to move

Solgar® 7’s unique formula with 7 key ingredients in one daily capsule

helps to support your natural flexibility, mobility & range of motion.*

solgar.co.uk/solgar7

For your nearest Solgar® stockist visit www.solgar.co.uk

Solgar® 7 contains 13 ingredients. *Vitamin C contributes to normal collagen formation for the normal function of cartilage.

Food supplements should not be used instead of a varied balanced diet and a healthy lifestyle. Solgar® is a registered trademark.
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Alan puts copper tape 
around the rim of his  
pot to protect his hostas 
from slugs and snails
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organic pest control

Slugs, snails and other pests love to devour your prized blooms and produce, but there

are ways to control them without reaching for chemicals, says Alan Titchmarsh

an we just establish at the outset
that garden pests are never going
to go away, and whatever method
you choose of ridding yourself of

them it will only be a temporary measure?
Good. Because so many folk seem to think
that there must be a permanent cure for
everything somewhere. There isn’t.

So, having reconciled ourselves to the
fact that all pest control is but a short-term
solution (if slug pellets were a final
solution they wouldn’t have to keep selling
them, would they?), it makes sense for any
gardener to find the most environmentally
friendly way of controlling pests – a way
that respects nature, even if we are trying
to bend her to our will. Our gardens are, or
should be, a microcosm of the natural
world and most of us cherish them for that
reason, so it makes sense to interfere with
that complex cycle of interdependency as
little as possible.

I get as fed up as the next gardener when
my plants are eaten or disfigured, but I’m
still determined that my plants should not
look pristine simply because I have
created a sterile environment where only
they can survive. Such a scenario would
give me no satisfaction at all.

Another practical reason why we should
all start turning away from chemicals is
that changes to regulations have resulted
in fewer chemicals being available to the
home gardener, and it may only be a matter
of time before most are banned altogether.
Garden chemicals manufacturers have
already responded by launching more
‘natural’ solutions to pests. So we should
find alternative, responsible, measures of
having a thriving garden before it becomes

a necessity. In short, we don’t really have a
choice. But make that choice now, and you
can cultivate your plants with a clear
conscience and, hopefully, keep them in
pretty good nick as well.

Good cultivation is the key – plants that
are growing in good soil, in good light, and
are not allowed to go short of food and
water will always grow more healthily
than those that are deprived of these

necessities, so try to create conditions in 
which pests are less likely to thrive – dark, 
damp, stagnant environments offer 
sustenance to a range of bugs and beasts, 
from woodlice to slugs and snails. 
Removing leaf litter from the bottom of 
hedges will get rid of the places where they 
like to shelter, though I am aware that  
by removing it you are also taking away a 
food source for birds.

You see, pest control is a conundrum for 
all of us. The solution is balance. There 
will still be plenty of food for birds, beasts 
and other invertebrates if you become an 
organic gardener, so that factor can help 
redress the balance.

Does organic gardening really work in 
terms of controlling pests? Yes, it does. I’ve 
been organic for the best part of 30 years 
now and, if anything, I have fewer pest 
epidemics than I ever had before. But 
you’ll need patience: a garden that has 
been run on chemical lines will be 
i mba la nced i n ter m s of reduced 
populations of natural predators. You’ll 
have to give them a few years to build up, 
but you’ll notice a difference. And, as well 
as having cleaner plants, you’ll also be 
doing your bit to work with nature.

organic pest control

April 2017

  I’ve been organic for 30 

years now and, if anything, 

have fewer pest epidemics 

than I ever had before 
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The problem Plants with succulent 
leaves (such as hostas), seedlings and 
young plants with soft and sappy 
foliage are eaten away, and often only 
the midrib of the leaf is left intact – 
hostas can be turned to lace.
The culprits A wide range of slugs, 
from the larger brown field slugs that 
feed above ground to small black 
keeled slugs that attack potatoes  
and other roots. On chalky ground, 
snails are the more common culprits 
and can demolish plants overnight.  
Of summer bedding, they are 
particularly fond of tobacco plants.
The solutions The most obvious 
(and most tedious) is hand picking 

those pests that attack above ground.  
Slugs and snails hate bright sunshine 
and hot, dry weather, so the best time 
to find them is at night with a torch.  
If you only have a few plants – in pots, 
perhaps – this is an effective means  
of control. Take the pests somewhere  
else if you prefer not to kill them, but 
remember they have a homing instinct, 
so take them for a car ride. 

Copper collars placed around hostas 
as their buds push through the surface 
of the soil in spring are effective, as  
is copper tape around the rim of pots. 
Half grapefruits, crushed grit and 
eggshells spread around plants are 
rarely a deterrent. Beer traps (empty 

yoghurt pots sunk into the ground and 
filled with beer) will catch some slugs 
and snails, but not all. Biological  
control in the form of slug-attacking 
nematodes can be watered on to kill 
subterranean slugs, but the earth 
needs to have reached a suitable 
temperature in spring. Encouraging 
wildlife makes a difference – remember 
that frogs and toads will help with slug 
control (small ones), as will hedgehogs, 
and song thrushes feed on snails. 

In severe cases, look to plants that 
are resistant to attack, such as those 
with hairy leaves or tough, leathery 
foliage. Organic slug pellets based on 
ferric phosphate are available.

Slugs and snails

April 2017gardenersworld.com86

Hand pick slugs 
and kill or move 
them far away
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Sap-sucking insects

Root-eating larvae

Leaf-eating larvae

organic pest control
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The problem Leaves are eaten and shredded,  
or have rolled downwards and inwards.
The culprits All manner of larvae of butterflies,  
flies and moths, from large and small white butterfly 
caterpillars on brassicas and   
nasturtiums, to tortrix moths and 
sawfly larvae on roses or fruit trees.
The solutions Hand picking  
is the obvious one, but also encourage 
birds and other natural predators to 
help by putting up feeders and nest 
boxes. Crop protection netting will 
protect brassicas by preventing 
cabbage white butterflies from 
laying their eggs on the leaves. 
Moths that damage apples and 
pears can be caught in sticky 
pheromone traps hung in the 
trees. And remember that 
wasps eat caterpillars!

The problem Plants are 
weakened, foliage is distorted and 
bleached, and covered in a sticky 
honeydew on which thick, black 
sooty mould thrives. Virus diseases 
are spread by the mouth parts of 
pests, which often cluster around 
the growing point of the plants.
The culprits Aphids (greenfly 
and blackfly), whitefly (those small 
white creatures that look like 
miniature Concorde aircraft on  
the undersides of the leaves) and 
red spider mites (pinprick-sized 
mites of yellow, green or red) are 
all to blame, as are mealy bugs, 
which surround themselves with 
white wool on greenhouse plants, 
and scale insects, the pests  
that look like miniature limpets  
or legless tortoises.

The solutions Red spider 
mites can be discouraged by 
keeping a moist atmosphere in  
the greenhouse (they prefer warm, 
dry conditions) and all greenhouse 
pests can be kept in check by 
buying predatory insects, which 
vary depending on the pest  
(a chalcid wasp for whitefly,  
a predatory mite for red spider). 
Use sticky plastic traps to catch 
whitefly. Dab scale insects and 
mealy bugs with a tiny paintbrush 
dipped in methylated spirits or 
whisky. For greenfly and blackfly, 
use your fingers to rub them off,  
or spray them with very mild soapy 
water, or – on sturdy plants such as 
roses – squirt them with a powerful 
jet from a hose. Birds, wasps and 
ladybirds will do their bit, too. 

The problem Plants that 
looked healthy suddenly wilt  
and collapse or gradually  
dwindle in terms of vigour.  
On inspection, the roots will  
have been eaten away.
The culprits Carrot fly will 
bore into carrot roots (it doesn’t 
always cause the plants to die, 
but makes the maggoty roots 
less appetising) and cabbage  
root fly will eat away the roots  
of cabbages, which leads to 
collapse and death. Pot plants 
such as cyclamen and some 
plants in the garden are martyrs 
to vine weevil larvae, which  
eat the roots and lead to  
plants collapsing and dying.

The solutions Position small 
felt collars around young brassicas 
when planting to prevent root flies 
from laying eggs on the soil close 
to the stems. Sow carrots thinly  
to avoid needing to thin the 
seedlings, which releases an 
aroma that attracts the flies. Sow 
spring onions alongside them 
since carrot flies are deterred by 
the aroma of alliums. Cover carrot 
rows with crop protection netting. 
For vine weevil, check plants’ 
roots at potting time and remove 
the curly maggots by hand. Water 
plants with biological control 
nematodes to keep them healthy. 
Pick off adult weevils, which feed 
on leaf edges at night.

April 2017

The curled leaves on 
this rose contain the 

larvae of the rose 
leaf-rolling sawfly 

Aphids are often 
found on shoot  

tips, buds and the 
underside of leaves

Adult vine weevils love 
to eat the leaves of 

heucheras and grubs 
devour the roots
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The problem Plants are eaten above
or below ground and damage is often rapid
and severe, resulting, in some cases, in
the complete disappearance of the crop.
The culprits Mice, squirrels, rabbits, 
deer, moles and pigeons.
The solutions These hefty brutes can
wipe out a crop overnight. Mice can be
trapped (humanely if you’re a wildlife lover),
but traps need to be re-set continuously.
Squirrels are almost impossible to control:
if they dig up bulbs, lay wire netting above
the bulbs and just below soil level, and use
squirrel-proof bird feeders. Rabbits can be
excluded with rabbit-proof fencing – wire
netting stretched vertically into the earth
45cm below the bottom of garden fences.

Deer-proof fencing needs to be at least
2.5m high. Moles can be discouraged with
powdered mothballs pushed into their
molehills, but if your garden is next to
farmland they’ll always return and a
molecatcher or mole traps may be the only
answer. Use plastic pigeon-proof netting to
keep birds off crops such as strawberries.

Birds and
mammals

Biological control is the use of natural

enemies to control pests – either predators

or nematodes that infect the pest with a

fatal disease. Mainly used in greenhouses,

but some, including those for slugs and vine 

weevils, can be used outdoors.

Where to buy harrodhorticultural.com,

greengardener.co.uk, organiccatalogue.com

Bio-controls explained   

The problem Leaves and flowers
are eaten by insects with large mouth
parts that chew rather than suck sap.
The culprits Lily beetles (red adults
and grubs covered in black frass) attack
leaves and flowers of lilies, earwigs
(with pincer-like tails) eat dahlia flowers, 
and assorted other beetles devour
a range of plants, including rosemary, 
mint and viburnum.
The solutions Often very difficult,
since these pests are tough-coated
blighters and quick movers. Trap earwigs 

in flowerpots that have been inverted
on canes among dahlias and stuffed
with straw. Lily beetles can be nipped
between finger and thumb (if you are
quick enough) and their larvae squirted
off with a powerful jet from a hose.

Other beetles are more difficult to
control, but growing plants that are well
fed and not allowed to go short of light
and water can make all the difference
to their ability to shrug off attacks.
Vigilance is helpful in spotting attacks 
before they get out of hand.

Bugs and beetles

Pick off red lily
beetles as soon as

you see them

Protect soft fruits
by covering them

with a tunnel of
plastic netting  

WATCH ALAN share his expert

advice in our exclusive videos at

gardenersworld.com/alan-titchmarsh
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For more information or to find your 

nearest approved centre visit 

rhs.org.uk/qualifications

RHS Registered Charity No. 222879/SC038262

RHS qualifications

cover a range of

subjects providing

you with essential skills

and knowledge to create 

your perfect garden.

Our qualifications

are delivered on a

part-time basis at

RHS approved centres 

nationwide.

DISCOVER YOUR 
GARDEN
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CUTS GRASS, CUTS COSTS.
This spring, get a lower mower price from Kubota on our powerful, economical

and versatile ride-on mowers. Claim £300 cashback on a new GR2120(S) or £200

cashback on a new T1880/GR1600(ID). *Offer open from 1st February until 30th June 2017.

*Terms and conditions apply.

To find your local dealer or book

a test drive, call 01844 873190.

Powered By

See your local Webb dealer for details or 
visit www.webbgardenpower.co.uk
�6�LY H]HPSHISL ^OPSZ[ Z[VJRZ�SHZ[
4VKLSZ�ZOV^U�>,99��:7��>,)*���

Webb mowers deliver
D WUXO\ EHDXWLIXO�ð�QLVK�
everytime.
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If you are planning a spring clean in
the garden, and need to wash the patio
and paths without too much scrubbing,
then it may be worth investing in a pressure
washer. We took a range of pressure
washers for outdoor use, each costing
under £250, and put them to the test on
concrete, paving, wooden decking, glass,
furniture, large planters and rigid plastic.

The larger, more powerful machines
were great for big patios that required
heavy-duty cleaning, but it was clear that
for small areas, a cheaper machine with
a lower specification would be adequate
– they just took longer to do the job.

Safety advice
For safety, goggles are a good idea to
protect your eyes from the debris that
is thrown up as you work. Never try to
pressure wash in freezing weather. Ear
defenders are also a good idea if you’ll be
working for a long time. An RCD (residual
current device) on the electrical supply is
essential. This switches off the electricity
automatically if there’s a fault to prevent
electric shocks. Some machines come with
one, but for most pressure washers you’ll
need to buy an RCD separately and attach
it to your electricity socket.

washers

ON TEST

WATCH our video buyers'

guide at gardenersworld.com/

pressure-washers for more tips and

to view these machines in action

gardenersworld.com90 April 2017
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With summer on its way, it’s time to give your patios, decking 

and greenhouses a deep clean. Rosie Yeomans tests and rates 

12 pressure washers so you can find one to suit your needs

Power washing  
is the quick way  
to give your patio 
and paving a lift
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pressure washers on test

Choosing a pressure washer

You can expect to pay from £40 to £400, 
but you don’t have to buy the most 
expensive product – it all depends on what 
you’ll use it for. Look at models in a shop  
or at a garden show before buying. Examine 
how the fittings connect, for example, the 
trigger on the spray gun does a lot of work, 
so needs to be robust and comfortable  
to hold. Also make sure that a heavy 
machine has wheels for easy transportation 
and can be stored neatly. 

If you’re concerned about noise, look for 
one with an induction motor as these are 
quieter than those with universal motors. 
Some of the models need assembling 
before they can be used. Your hose will 
need a universal click-on water-stop 
connector. The following specific pointers 
are focused on what you’ll be cleaning.
�  For decking and block paving: A low 

power and flow rate cleans well without 
damaging the surface, so you can get 
away with using a smaller machine.  
You must use only a gentle nozzle with  
a powerful machine to avoid damage.

�  For large paved areas: A powerful 
machine with a high flow rate and a  
long hose reach will make the job much 
quicker. The Bar rating indicates the 
amount of water pressure you will get. 

�  For awkward areas: Some machines 
come with a multitude of accessories 
while for others you buy them separately. 
We found that a patio-cleaning hood, 
which prevents splashes coming up from 
the patio as you clean, is worth having 
but you don’t need to spend more on 
extra accessories unless you need to 
clean something more complicated,  
such as a car or boat. Other accessories 
include nozzles for patios, metal furniture 
and under cars; brushes for cars and 
windows; long-drain blasting hoses; 
detergent bottles that deliver diluted 
detergent through a specialised nozzle  
or an integrated system on the machine.

Over the page, you’ll see our detailed 
reviews. Our BEST BUYS are: 
� Budget B&Q 1400W 100 Bar
� All rounder MacAllister 1800W
� Paving Kärcher K4 Full Control Home Kit
� Decking Nilfisk Compact 130-1.6 X-TRA

CORRECTION In our February issue, as part  

of the ‘On test: ride-on mowers’ article, the 

Simplicity Regent SLT250 was incorrectly 

described as having no mulch or collection 

option. The suppliers of the Simplicity Regent 

SLT250 have since confirmed that the mulcher 

and triple bag collector are available as optional 

extras with this item. However, they were not 

supplied for the testing process.
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B&Q 1400W 100 Bar £44.00

Power 1400W Max pressure 100 Bar
Water flow 330l/hr Hose reach 5m  
Weight 5.6kg
Our best budget buy. Compact machine. Fast
and easy assembly, with great instructions. The
hose inlet connection dripped and the nozzle
took some force to fit, but once it was working 
it cleaned well. Good on decking.
Pros & cons

� Very good value
� Great instructions
� Lightweight
� Easy storage
� Not very robust
� Trigger lock stiff

Briggs and Stratton Sprint 2300E 
£219.00

Power 2500W Max pressure 160 Bar
Water flow 480l/hr Hose reach 6m
Weight 12.8kg
This machine is low and wide. Assembly was
fiddly. Feels robust and easy to wheel around,
good tool storage and integral detergent tank.
The trigger lock on the spray gun was stiff.
Cleaning quality is adequate for most jobs.
Pros & cons

� Good tool storage
� RCD on the plug
� Easy to move around
� Takes space to store
� Gun trigger lock stiff

Draper PW 2200 £151.00

Power 2200W Max pressure 165 Bar
Water flow 330l/hr Hose reach 5m
Weight 10.5kg
Some assembly needed to prepare this
washer, including the spray heads for the
patio washer attachment. Photographs
in the instructions helped. The washer
is sturdy and has plenty of accessories.
Good for decking and small patio areas.
Pros & cons

� Lots of accessories
� Neat storage
� Integral detergent bottle
� Stiff fittings
� Slow cleaning

Suppliers: diy.com Suppliers: powerproducts.eu Suppliers: drapertools.com

SCORE: 15/20 SCORE: 13/20SCORE: 13/20

BEST
BUY
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Makita HW 101 £76.80

plus brush kit £52.80

Power 1300W Max pressure 100 Bar
Water flow 360l/hr Hose reach 3m
Weight 6.5kg
This basic model comes with a wand, a nozzle 
and a detergent bottle. Clear assembly
instructions, but the wand clips didn’t fit easily
and fell off during handling. Impressive cleaning
for a small machine, but slow to clean paving.  
Pros & cons

� Light and small
� Easy to store
� Patio tool extra cost
� Slow cleaning
� Short hose reach 

MacAllister  1800W  
£120.00

Power 1800W Max pressure 130 Bar
Water flow 440l/hr Hose reach 6m
Weight 10kg
Our best all-round buy. Large, robust machine
handled well and easy to wheel around. Click-fit
lance and extendable wand are very useful. Patio 
cleaner supplied and overall cleaning quality
good. Assembly instructions required patience. 
Pros & cons

� Great all-round performance
� Telescopic lance
� Integral detergent bottle
� Assembly was fiddly
� Takes up storage space

Suppliers: amazon.co.uk, machinemart.co.ukSuppliers: diy.com

SCORE: 14/20SCORE: 15/20

gardenersworld.com92 April 2017
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Nilfisk Compact 130 1-6 PAD 
X-TRA £234.99

Power 1700W Max pressure 130 Bar
Water flow 440l/hr Hose reach 6m
Weight 19.3kg
Our best buy for decking. Easily assembled, parts 
felt robust. Spray gun, wand and accessories
click-fitted in and out with ease. The integral hose
reel was wound tight and awkward to extend. 
Pros & cons

� Cleaning very fast, especially good on decking
� Easy-fit accessories
� Tools store on the machine
� Very heavy
� Stiff feed on hose reel
� A bit of liquid leakage around the brushes

Suppliers: argos.co.uk, machinemart.co.uk

SCORE: 16/20

BEST
BUY

BEST
BUY

pressure washers on test
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Hozelock Pico Power
£149.99 plus patio kit £30.00

Power 1700W Max pressure 140 Bar
Water flow 438l/hr Hose reach 6m
Weight 8.8kg
Small machine, easily assembled, neat tool
storage and very thin 6mm hose. Light, so easier
to carry than to wheel. Some strength needed
to change nozzles. Good for small areas and
garden furniture, but slow on larger surfaces.
Pros & cons

� Lightweight
� Easily stored
� Pricey for its performance
� Stiff fittings
� Cleaning slow

Qualcast Q1W-SP07-1800 £89.99

Power 1800W Max pressure 150 Bar
Water flow 420l/hr Hose reach 5m
Weight 14kg
Easy assembly and good instructions but the
gun storage clip didn’t push right down as it
should. Nozzles are already fitted to the wands
but locking them onto the gun was fiddly and
required force. Motor is quiet. Cleaning was 
slow, but it did the job.
Pros & cons

� Quiet motor
� Easy to assemble
� Lots of accessories 
� Stiff fittings
� Slow cleaning

Vax VPW 4C PowerWash 3 £199.00

Power 2500W Max pressure 180 Bar
Water flow 510l/hr Hose reach 10m
Weight 6.9kg
Easy assembly with good instructions. Comes 
with plenty of accessories. Light to wheel
around. The wand fitting was very stiff. The
jet nozzle was best for cleaning hard surfaces, 
but the cleaning wasn’t as impressive as
expected for such a powerful machine.
Pros & cons 

� Quiet
� Long hose reach
� Lots of accessories
� Cleaning average
� Stiff wand fitting

Greenworks G4 Garden £140.00

Power 1700W Max pressure 130 Bar
Water flow 420l/hr Hose reach 6m
Weight 9.3kg
Assembly was fiddly but diagrams with text
in the instructions were helpful. It is a light
machine and comes with plenty of accessories. 
The hose connections and spray gun
connectors needed some strength to fit.  
Fine for light cleaning.
Pros & cons

� Useful hose storage
� Lots of accessories
� Lightweight
� Stiff fittings
� Gun trigger not robust

Kärcher K4 Full Control Home Kit 
£249.99

Power 1800W Max pressure 130 Bar
Water flow 420l/hr Hose reach 6m
Weight 11.4kg
Our best buy for paving. Feels robust and
comes with a good range of accessories.
One of the three wand fittings can be stored
on board. Great for heavier patio cleaning.
Pros & cons

� Great cleaning power, especially on paving
� Easy assembly
� Integral detergent feed
� Heavy
� Needs plenty of storage space

Suppliers: hozelock.com, argos.co.uk

Suppliers: argos.co.uk, homebase.co.uk Suppliers: argos.co.uk, vax.co.uk

Suppliers: qvc.co.uk, tesco.com Suppliers: homebase.co.uk, karcher.com

Suppliers: buxtons.net, honeybros.com, stihl.co.uk

SCORE: 14/20 SCORE: 14/20

SCORE: 14/20SCORE: 12/20

SCORE: 13/20

SCORE: 17/20

STIHL RE 88 £145.00

plus cleaning kit £55.00

Power 1700 W Max pressure 100 Bar
Water flow 520l/hr Hose reach 6m
Weight 8.9kg
Some assembly needed and the patio cleaner
nozzles required more tools to get them located
into the heads. Lightweight machine and very
easy to operate. Fittings are easy to change.
A robust machine that cleans paving well.
Pros & cons

� Lightweight
� Easy-click fittings
� Good cleaning
� No hose storage
� Expensive accessories

BEST
BUY



Living indoors… outdoors

Timeless designs and handmade in the finest timbers;

a Chelsea Summerhouse is the idyllic hideaway to escape

from the interruptions of everyday life and enjoy the changing seasons.

For further information about Chelsea Summerhouses call 0800 3317742 

or visit www.chelseasummerhouses.co.uk

Buy with 12 Months Interest Free Credit
Example Cash Price £5995. Deposit £1499. Pay balance of £4496 over 12 monthly payments of £374.67. Total amount payable £5995. Credit subject to status. 

0% APR
representative
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102 Pot up

acid-loving 

plants

99 Plant herbs 

outside

WHAT TO DO 

NOW

115 Prick out

seedlings

carefully

112 Adjust

your

watering

111 Give cacti

a new lease 

of life

TURN THE PAGE FOR 50 THINGS TO DO IN THE GARDEN THIS MONTH

This practical section is packed with advice from the Gardeners’ World team on…

O Sowing veg seed outdoorsO Tackling leaf curlO Planting an evergreen hedge 

O Taking pelargonium cuttingsO Checking carnivorous plants
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6Q�ƒPF�[QW�NQECN�FGCNGT�XKUKV www.cobragarden.co.uk QT�ECNN 0115 986 6646

With the largest range of lawnmowers in the UK. Cobra have over 50 models in their portfolio to

VXLW \RXU VSHFL¿F JDUGHQLQJ QHHGV� 7KHVH�LQFOXGH�UHDU�UROOHU����ZKHHOHG�DQG�SURIHVVLRQDO�PRGHOV  

with prices starting from just £89.99*.

$W WKH KHDUW RI WKHVH SRZHUIXO� VW\OLVK ODZQPRZHUV LV D FKRLFH RI�HLWKHU�HOHFWULF��FRUGOHVV RU�SHWURO  

HQJLQHV�SRZHUHG�E\�%ULJJV�	�6WUDWWRQ��+RQGD DQG�6XEDUX�

&REUD SURGXFWV DUH DYDLODEOH DFURVV WKH 8.� WKURXJKRXW RXU QHWZRUN RI DSSURYHG VSHFLDOLVW

GHDOHUV�2XU DSSURYHG GHDOHUV KDYH WKH NQRZOHGJH DQG�H[SHULHQFH�WR�KHOS�\RX�SXUFKDVH  

the correct Cobra product for your requirements.

.CYPOQYGTU�VJCV�TGCNN[�CTG�CU�IQQF�CU�VJG[�NQQM

Li-ion
40v Lithium-ion

*Promotional prices only at participating dealers



WHAT TO DO NOW

APRIL is the kindest

month, healing all the

hurts of winter, and

feeding every hope and 

dream of the long

spring and summer

to come. The month

opens with a prickle of

green in the hedgerows 

and ends full blown,

steaming into May on

a fanfare of new growth. 

It is also the month

of daffodils and, most

gloriously, of tulips,

which rise to their 

crescendo at

Longmeadow in the

last week of the month.

Drumstick and native

primulas can be potted

to augment the display.

But although the

garden is filling with

early clematis, bulbs

and spring perennials,

and blossom is sitting

like a glorious floral

cloud in the orchard,

it is really the growth of

green that makes April

unlike any other month.

At the beginning, the

garden is still dominated 

by bare brown

branches and empty

brown soil, but in just

four weeks, it is flushed

with green of the most

vibrant, life-infused kind,

and all other colours

are set and measured 

against it.

Pot up primulas
and place around
the garden for a
quick colour boost

gardenersworld.com
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Monty’s month
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Carnivorous plants
REMARKABLY UNDEMANDING and 
surprisingly hardy, carnivorous 
plants need to be checked in 
spring. I grow Sarracenia flava and 
‘Vogel’, as well as a few Drosera 
capensis, and confess that I haven’t 
repotted them in the past three 
years. But I do cut off all dead or 
dying growth to encourage new 
shoots to appear from the base, 
which they do with increasing 
vigour as the month unfolds. 

I keep sarracenias in the 
greenhouse to act as flycatchers 
along with the droseras, which 
come from South Africa and need 
to be above 5˚C, but the sarracenia 

are hardy enough to freeze solid 
and survive. They need a dormant 
period of about six weeks, when 
they should be cool and drier to 
trigger good new growth, and then 
in April can be given more water 
and some heat. 

From now, I stand the plants in a 
shallow dish of rainwater, which is 
topped up every day so they never 
dry out. If you want to repot them, 
now is the time to do it. I fill the pot 
with a mix of peat-free ericaceous 
compost and grit to lower the 
nutrients. New plants can be made 
as new growth appears, by dividing 
the rhizomes and potting them up.

MONTY’S MONTH APRIL

Use scissors or 
secateurs to  

trim sarracenia  
of dead foliage

Sarracenias will keep 
the pest population 

down by catching 
insects in their pitchers
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WHAT TO DO NOW

Place pelargoniums on the greenhouse bench for a summer display

Take pelargonium cuttings

PELARGONIUMS TAKE very 

easily from cuttings, right up to 

late summer. But as they put on 

new growth in spring, it is a good 

idea to cut them back to shape 

and use this material for 

cuttings to make fresh plants. 

Strip off the lower leaves and 

make a clean cut below a node 

with a sharp knife. They are 

prone to rotting if they become 

too humid, so don’t put the 

cuttings in a polythene bag  

(or mist propagator if you have 

one); instead, immediately 

insert up to four cuttings into a 

pot of very gritty, free-draining 

compost. Water them in, then 

put them somewhere warm 

(ideally on a heated mat), 

keeping the cuttings dry  

and the compost moist. 

Some, such as the Angel 

Group, take very easily. You will 

know when they have taken 

when you see new growth.

Give your herbs plenty of space so they can get as much light as possible

Remove a healthy shoot by cutting immediately above a leaf

Plant herbs 
outside now
MEDITERRANEAN HERBS, such as 
rosemary and oregano, are hardy 
enough to be planted outside now. 
To thrive, they need free-draining 
soil – I have raised beds filled with 
gritty loam. Those that are clump-
forming, including oregano and 
chives, can be divided now, to 
invigorate and make more plants 
for plenty of pickings this summer. 
Cuttings taken from new growth 
will develop quickly this month, too. 

Space plants out well as the 
clumps will be large by the end of 
the season – plus, Mediterranean 
herbs need plenty of light on all 
sides to grow well. 

WATCH Monty at 
gardenersworld. 

com/propagation for more 
on making new plants

�

April 2017

VISIT gardenersworld.
com/herbs for more 

advice and tips on how to 
grow Mediterranean herbs

� Hoe between border

plants to keep on top

of freshly germinated

weed seedlings

� Harden off young

vegetable plants by

placing them outside

during the day in

a sheltered spot

�  Divide hostas to 

reinvigorate them  

and start new clumps 

from the offsets

 ��CHECKLIST



FOR MORE DETAILS AND WHERE TO BUY GO TO

FREE*

WORTH 
£109
When you buy 
an EGO Power+

self-propelled
mower

www.egopowerplus.com  OR CALL 0333 220 9059
MONDAY – FRIDAY  8:30AM – 5:00PM

*Free EGO Power+ ST1210E line trimmer available with every purchase of an EGO Power+ LM2014E-SP, LM2024E-SP, 

LM2122E-SP or LM2102E-SP self-propelled mower from participating authorised dealers between 20/03/2017 - 04/06/2017. 
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WHAT TO DO NOW

AUTUMN-SOWN sweet peas start
flowering in early summer, but
the plants can start to fade after
a couple of months. To ensure
non-stop blooms all summer, sow
a second batch of seeds now,
directly into their flowering
positions, to take over from the 
autumn-sown plants.

Sweet peas need supports,
ideally canes and pea netting or
tall twiggy pea sticks. Put these
in place now, in pots or borders,
then sow the seeds at the base
of the supports and water well.
Protect the seedlings from birds  
by covering with netting.  

SOME clump-forming perennials,

such as sedums, can produce so

many shoots that when flowers

develop, the outer shoots are

forced to the ground and the rest

flop down on elongated stems.

You can prevent this from

happening, by thinning out some

of the young shoots to give the

rest more space. Snap them out or 

cut them off at the base with

secateurs. Take off up to half the 

shoots, evenly throughout

the clump. The result will be

stout upright flowering stems. 

Start a new batch 
of sweet peas

April showers aren’t enough – you need to water pot displays regularly

Sow sweet peas in pots and

borders for blooms from July

Remove up to half of the shoots

from densely crowded clumps

CONTAINER DISPLAYS of bulbs
can be left to their own devices
through the winter, but once
shoots start to emerge and flower
buds form, you need to keep them
well watered. The same goes for
pot displays of seasonal bedding. 
Don’t just assume that April 

showers will do the watering for
you – when it rains, the leaf canopy
acts like an umbrella, so very little
of the water actually gets into the 
pot and reaches the roots.

You can use a liquid or slow-
release or fertiliser to give the 
plants an extra boost.

Thin out bushy 

perennials

gardenersworld.com 101April 2017
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PULMONARIAS are valuable
ground-cover plants with pretty
spring flowers and speckled foliage.
To get more plants with the exact
leaf markings of the parent, lift and
divide clumps now. This will also
reinvigorate the original clump.
The new plants will be ready to 
plant out by midsummer. 

1 Use a knife to cut off small

sections of the clump, each

with several roots and leaves.

2 Trim large old leaves in half

and cut back any unruly roots.

3 Pot them up into multi-purpose

compost, water in well, and

grow on in a cold frame or

sheltered spot in the garden.

STEP BY STEP Divide pulmonarias

1 2 3

Water your pots

FLOWERS APRIL
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BULBS THAT originate in sunnier,

drier climes may not survive a

wet or hard winter in the ground,

so are better planted now. These

include many alliums, gladioli,

oriental lilies, irises and freesias.

Check the packet for the specific

conditions they need most like

free-draining soil and plenty of

sun. Planting depths will vary too. 

Add a layer of grit to the soil

surface after planting to mark

where the bulbs are and to help

protect the emerging shoots

from slug and snail damage.

Plant summer-

flowering bulbs  

Bury lily bulbs at three times

their depth and about 15cm apart

30 mins
to spare?

CHECK WHETHER your

daffodils have gone over,

in which case they can

be deadheaded with

scissors or finger and

thumb. Leave the foliage 

behind to die down

naturally. Both actions 

will strengthen the

plants for a better

display next year. 

SOME PLANTS, including heathers,
rhododendrons and azaleas, only
grow well in acidic conditions.
These are known as ericaceous
plants, and if your soil has chalk or
lime in it, these late spring stars
won’t thrive in your borders.

However, you can still grow them 
if you plant them in containers 

Plant acid-lovers in containers
using compost that is specifically
formulated for ericaceous plants,
with loam added for long-term
stability. Simply position the plant
centrally in the pot and fill any gaps
around the rootball with additional
compost. Water using rainwater
rather than tap water, and feed
regularly with ericaceous fertiliser. 

VISIT gardeners
world.com/what-to-

do-now for more timely tasks 
to keep your garden and
plants in great shape.
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�CHECKLIST

� Apply fertiliser to pots 

and borders, if you

haven’t already

� Spray roses to control 

future attacks of

blackspot disease 

� Remove frost-

damaged shoots from 

flowering shrubs

� Plant new flowering

shrubs to provide

easy border colour

� Bring in pots of lily

of the valley and

hyacinths to enjoy

their scent indoors

� Keep sowing hardy

annuals for colourful

displays this summer

MONEY-SAVER TIP: TRANSPLANT SELF-SOWN SEEDLINGS

Over-wintered hardy annuals will be visible now, as will newly 
germinated seedlings that have sprouted as the soil has
warmed up. Now is the right time to transplant and space  
out these tough and free additions to your garden. 

Plant newly bought

plugs straight away,

into 9cm pots of multi-

purpose compost

If you don’t have

acidic soil, grow

acid-lovers in pots of

ericaceous compost

AT THIS TIME of year, plug plants
are growing vigorously, so keep
the momentum going by potting
them on regularly into larger pots. 
Use nutritious multi-purpose
compost and water regularly.
Pinch out the leading shoots to
encourage bushiness or train
them up canes, depending on
their habit. Apply liquid feed as  
the flower buds form.

Unless the plants are hardy,
you’ll need to harden them off
before planting outside. Introduce 
them to lower temperatures
gradually, so their soft growth
doesn’t get damaged by the cold. 

Look after your  
plug plants
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offer

Title Initial Surname

Address

Postcode

Tel Email

I enclose a cheque for £ made payable to Blooming Direct with 
my name and address on the back

Or charge my Visa � Mastercard � Maestro � Maestro issue no ��

Card number ���� ���� ���� ����

Start date ��/�� Expiry date ��/�� Card security code ��� 

Signature Date

Sweet peas offer TO ORDER Complete this coupon and send with
your payment to: BBC Gardeners’ World Sweet
Peas Offer RGW124, Blooming Direct, PO Box 637, 
Wetherby Road, York YO26 0DQ

RGW124

�
(Last 3 digits printed on signature strip)

Immediate Media Company Limited (Publishers of BBC Gardeners’ World Magazine) would love to send you
newsletters, together with special offers, and other promotions. Please tick here if you’d like to receive these
by Email � Regular Post �. Branded BBC titles are licensed from or published jointly with BBC Worldwide
(the commercial arm of the BBC). Please tick here � if you’d like to receive regular newsletters, special
offers and promotions from BBC Worldwide by email. Your information will be handled in accordance  
with the BBC Worldwide privacy policy: bbcworldwide.com/privacy.

CODE DESCRIPTION PRICE QTY TOTAL

400617

1 x Super-Scented ‘Jubilee’ Sweet 
Pea Collection 48 plants

£12.99

2 x Super-Scented ‘Jubilee’ Sweet
Pea Collection 96 plants SAVE £6

£19.98

400256
‘Patio Perfect’ Sweet Peas 48 plants  
in 12 multi-sown net pots SAVE £3

£9.99

POSTAGE £5.99 1 £5.99

TOTAL £

offer

✆ 0844 502 6 502†
quote RGW124

BloomingDirect.com/RGW124

T&Cs: Offer closes 30 April 2017. Orders shipped from 20 April 2017. Your contract for supply of goods is with Blooming Direct, Eventus House, Sunderland Road, Market Deeping PE6 8FD.
This offer is subject to availability and in the event that it is oversubscribed, we reserve the right to send suitable substitutes. *Each collection comprises 48 plants in 12 multi-sown net pots  
– ‘Jubilee’ Collection also includes 12 ‘Gardeners’ Jubilee’ plants. Full product details and terms at BloomingDirect.com  †Calls cost 5p/min plus your network’s access charge.

Super-scented
sweet peas
Spend all summer
picking hundreds of
delightfully fragrant sweet
peas with this ‘Jubilee’
Sweet Pea Collection.
Blooming Direct has
hand-picked the very best
fragrant Spencer varieties 
to give you masses of
brightly coloured, fragrant
blooms for weeks on end.

The collection of 48
premium-quality plants 
includes 12 of the
‘Gardeners’ Jubilee’ variety 
– a large, white, frilly 

petalled sweet pea
bred exclusively for BBC
Gardeners’ World Magazine
and named by a Gardeners’
World Magazine reader.
The blooms are great for
climbing up a trellis and
are ideal for cutting.
Height x Spread  
120cm x 45cm
1 collection
(48 plants*) £12.99
2 collections
(96 plants*) £19.98
(RRP £25.98) SAVE £6 
CODE 400617

Super-Scented ‘Jubilee’ Collection 
BUY 2 SAVE £6!

The original and
best sweet pea
for covering pots
and planters with
sweetly scented
blooms – a great
mix for summer-
long colour!
H x S 60cm x 
30cm
1 collection
(48 plants*) £9.99 
(RRP £12.99)
SAVE £3
CODE 400256

Patio Perfect

Sweet Peas

PLUS

‘Patio Perfect’

103

Pick vasefuls of fragrant

flowers, all summer long!
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SOWN indoors in the warmth,
rudbeckia seeds will grow away
quickly, germinating about 14-21
days after sowing. When they
have more than two leaves, prick 
them out, each into its own small 
pot (see page 115). Place the pots
in a draught-free, well-lit spot,
keeping the compost damp but
not wet. Harden off and plant out
when the risk of frost has passed.

Place a plastic lid or bag over the
seed tray to keep in moisture. Put
the tray on a heated propagator or
windowsill for warmth. Remove
the bag or lid daily for ventilation.

Cover the seeds lightly with 5mm
of compost or vermiculite. You
can use the holes in the base of a 
flowerpot to shake an even layer
over the seeds.

Prepare a tray or pots of seed-
sowing compost, tapped to
consolidate it and left in a tray of
water to make it damp. Sprinkle
the seeds evenly on the surface.

STEP BY STEP
Sow indoors

2

3

1

Grow cornflower/rudbekia
YOU CAN START
sowing your
cornflower and 
rudbeckia seeds
now. They’re unfussy
flowers, happy in the
ground or large pots.
Both need a sunny
spot to grow at their
best. Ordinary soil is
fine and no extra
fertiliser is needed, but
keep them watered
well. The cornflowers
are hardy annuals,
suitable for sowing
in spring and autumn.
The rudbeckias need  
a little more heat to
germinate. We will
keep you supplied
with growing tips over
the next few months.

Sow cornflower  
‘Black Ball’ now in  
the position where  
you want it to flower
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PREPARE to fight slugs
and snails. These pests
love to devour seedlings,
especially at night when 
the soil is damp.
Methods include pellets,
nematodes, traps and
barriers. Work out which
ones you’ll use and get
them ready now so you
can put them in place
straight after sowing.

TELL US how yours are doing by writing to Gardeners’
World Magazine, Vineyard House, 44 Brook Green,
London W6 7BT or emailT letters@gardenersworld.com
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IF YOU’RE growing your flowers
for cutting, sowing them in neat
rows will make the job easier.
For displaying in a bed, scatter
them or sow in patches of rows.
If sowing in patches, face the rows
in different directions for each
patch to achieve a random effect.
Rows will help you identify weeds
easily as your seedlings grow.
Keep watered if the weather’s dry.

Sow the seed along the drills,
giving each seed plenty of space.
Cover with a fine layer of soil and
thin the seedlings as they grow. 

Create shallow, straight drills
25cm apart for cornflowers and 
45cm apart for rudbeckias.
Trickle water into the drills.

Prepare the soil carefully,
breaking up any clods, removing
all weeds, and making sure it’s
firm and level. Only rake lightly.

STEP BY STEP
Sow outdoors

1

2

3

QUICK ��������
PROTECT OUTDOOR seedlings from animals such as
birds, rabbits and cats by making a barrier to stop them
reaching the soil. Birds and rabbits may nibble on tender
green shoots, while cats are prone to treating a new
seedbed as a litter box. Use a structure like the one below
to throw netting over or simply place bushy twigs on top
of the soil. Keep a vigilant eye out for any soil disturbance
so you can take precautions.

 seeds

Top tips for growing flowers
Plan the position you want
your flowers to grow in when
sowing direct. The rudbeckias
(90cm x 45cm) will be larger
then the cornflowers (75cm x
25cm), so need more space.
Partner these bright flowers
with strongly coloured foliage
or flowers. They will look great
together or with lime-green or
purple foliage. Try them with
dahlias or sunflowers for a
zingy scheme.
Water using a watering can
or seep hose. A seep hose is 
pinned down on the ground
between the seedlings. Water 

Our Rudbeckia 
‘Gloriosa Daisies’ will 

flower right 
 into autumn

Keep looking for 
weeds in-between 

rows and remove 
them straight away

pumped through it drips
out gently through holes.
Direct water to the base of
your plants rather than to the
leaves. This will deter fungal
diseases such as mildew from
attacking their foliage .
Push some short bushy twigs
into the ground between your
seedlings to provide hidden
support for the plants.
Deadhead individual flowers
as soon as they start to fade.
This will prevent the plants
wasting energy producing
seed and encourage them to
make more flowers.
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...bringing the garden to your window

Tel: 07729 634239
sales@mywindowbox.com
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WHAT TO DO NOW

CHECK the base of tomato seedlings’
pots to see if roots are coming out
of the drainage holes. If so, it’s time
to pot them on. A bigger pot, fresh
compost and more space will boost
growth. Tomato plants readily send
out new roots from their stems, so
pot them deeper than they were, to
stimulate extra roots. These will help
the plant to take up more nutrients
and water, resulting in a better crop.

Givetherepottedplantsathorough

soaking tosettlethemin.Ideally

usewater from a can that has been 

standing at room temperature.

Firm the tomato plant into its new

pot. Add a label giving the variety

name and date, as it’s easy to get

small plants mixed up at this stage.

Fill a pot with potting compost and

make a deep hole in the centre.

Press the young plant out of its old

pot and lower it gently into the hole. 

STEP BY STEP

Pot on young
tomato plants

1

2

3
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THIS EVERGREEN aromatic herb

has a tendency to grow into an

untidy shrub if left to its own

devices, so it’s best to keep it lightly

pruned from the start. To do this,

simply shorten last year’s growth

by two-thirds and cut back shoots

that are ruining the shape of the

plant. Pruning encourages the 

formation of fresh new growth

that is great for use in cooking,

as well as stimulating flowering

shoots that will attract bees and 

other pollinating insects.

Plants growing in a sheltered

spot with free-draining soil can

cope with harder pruning or can

even be trimmed to form a hedge. 

Keep rosemary in good shape

KEEP YOUR plastic fruit cage
netting for longer by sewing up any
holes. It’s a good idea to allow birds
to forage for grubs in the cage over
winter, but now, as the fruit plants
start into growth, you must keep 

Mend holes in fruit cages
birds out. Check all the netting
carefully, as holes can be tricky to
spot. Mend any you find using a
large needle or net hook and nylon
fishing line. Draw the torn faces
together and tie them off carefully.

THE BEST way to support pea plants
is with a row of branched hazel sticks
or netting held up with canes, which
their tendrils can readily cling to.

Runner beans, with their vigorous 
twining habit, need straighter,
sturdier supports, such as hazel
poles or tall canes. These have to
take a lot of weight, so push them in
deeply and tie in horizontal poles as
braces to keep the structure stable.

EXAMINE peach, nectarine and

almond trees now for red blistered 

foliage caused by the fungal

disease peach leaf curl. If not

controlled, this will lead to a slow

decline in the tree’s overall health.

With no fungicides available,

evasive action is key. Pick up any

fallen leaves to prevent reinfection

and cover wall-trained trees with

plastic sheeting from autumn to

May, to keep fungal spores away.

Leave this loose at the sides to let

pollinators access the blossom. 

Put up bean and 
pea supports

Tackle leaf

curl disease

Build a sturdy structure of tall

poles for runner beans to climb

Use sharp secateurs to reduce new growth and any untidy stems

Look out for tell-tale blistered, 

distorted leaves in spring

Sew torn edges

together using

fishing line or

plastic twine 
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CHARD, or leaf beet, is hardy
enough to supply you with leaves
over winter and also put on new
growth in spring, providing a final 
flourish of foliage to harvest  

Harvest chard leaves
during the traditional ‘hungry gap’, 
before the summer vegetable 
supply starts.

When harvesting chard, pick
from the outer-most leaves 

towards the centre, to keep the
central shoot growing. Shredded
leaves can be cooked like spinach,
while the leaf stalks can be braised 
or added to stews. 

ENJOY PLENTIFUL pickings of
tender annual herbs this summer
by growing them from seed now.
Sow basil, dill, flat-leaf parsley
and coriander thinly in pots or
seed trays and place in a heated
propagator to germinate. Grow
them on, and once the risk of
frost is over the young plants can
be transplanted into the garden. 

Sow annual

herbs indoors

Scatter seeds on damp compost

and cover thinly with vermiculite

Colourful and tasty,

chard can be harvested

now, when little else

is cropping

�CHECKLIST

� Finish planting all

new fruit bushes

� Remove the flowers

from new strawberry

plants, so they fruit 

well next year 

� Sow beetroot,

Brussels sprouts,

cabbages, carrots,

chard, leeks, lettuces,

peas, radishes and

spinach outdoors

� Plant out onion sets, 

potatoes, leeks

and artichokes

� Earth up potatoes 

� Hand-pollinate

wall-trained fruit if

insects aren’t flying

TIME-SAVER TIP: TOP-DRESS FRUIT IN CONTAINERS

You don’t need to repot container-grown fruit every year, but
you must keep it fed and condition the soil. Scrape off the top
layer, add fertiliser pellets, water and plenty of organic mulch.

Look out 
for...

SAWFLY

This pest attacks currants

and gooseberries. You’ll

see the small, voracious,

S-shaped grubs hanging

from the leaf edges. Cut 

off the colonies and

destroy them promptly.



Tel: 01543 889900
Email: sales@gardenoasis.co.uk
Web: www.gardenoasis.co.uk

CREATE A GARDEN OASIS  

WITH OUR RAISED PLANTERS

Bed Planter

Tall PlanterBox Planter

ONLY 

£32.95

+ FREE  

DELIVERY

ONLY 

£36.95

+ FREE  

DELIVERY

ONLY 

£36.95

+ FREE  

DELIVERY

Colours 6SHFL¿FDWLRQ

• Powder coated steel
• Bed Planter: H 30 x W 120 x D 80cm
• Box Planter: H 40 x W 50 x D 50cm
• Tall Planter:  H 80 x W 100 x D 24cm

Available in 3 stunning colours
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UK DESIGN & 

MANUFACTURE

SINCE 1954

QUOTE

SVADGW�10% OFF

MADE TO MEASURE & BESPOKE

DESIGN SERVICES AVAILABLE

• FRUIT CAGES •  RAISED BEDS & PLANTERS

• ARCHES • PERGOLAS • OBELISKS & SUPPORTS

• GREENHOUSES & EQUIPMENT • WATERING

• NETTING & PROTECTION • COMPOSTING

CALL 0333 400 1500 (local rate)

VISIT www.harrodhorticultural.com



New Oil based formulations
HIGH PERFORMANCE
PREMIER QUALITY

An essential range of  Wood Care products designed
to treat and protect your valued outdoor wooden structures.

Go to
www.barrettinePro.co.uk

and follow online instructions 
to redeem voucher & place order.

Quote code: BWCP2017 
Please allow up to 7 days for delivery.

Enquiries and orders only accepted online. 
Payment will be taken by approved stockist.

Promotion valid until May 31st 2017
or ‘While Stocks Last’

5 litre pack size only.

REDEEMABLE

VOUCHER

£5
.00

Colours: Red Cedar, Dark Brown, Light 
Brown, Clear, Golden Brown, Summer Tan, 

Holly Green & Black
(colour swatch from left to right)

* RRP’s are a guide only and may vary from one stockist to another. Delivery charges may also apply.

Colours: Red Cedar, Dark Brown, Light 
Brown, Clear, Golden Brown, Summer Tan, 

Holly Green & Black
(colour swatch from left to right)

Colours: Natural Oak, Dark Oak, Cedar Red, 
Clear, Rosewood & Light Oak
(colour swatch from left to right)

For further details on colour options and product 
performance visit: www.barrettinePro.co.uk

RRP £23.54*+ VAT RRP £18.98*+ VAT RRP £23.54*+ VAT
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QUICK
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ALTHOUGH CACTI can be tricky

to handle, once in a new pot they

can stay there for several years.

Fill the new pot to 1cm below the

rim with a free-draining mix of

John Innes No.2 compost and grit,

then make a hole in the centre.

Using tweezers and an old spoon,

scoop the cactus, along with its

mass of shallow roots, out of the

old pot and sit it in the hole, at the

same level as previously. Cover the

compost with a thick layer of grit,

then water well to settle the roots. 

Repot cacti

Use an old spoon and tweezers

to carry out a pain-free move

Spray the leaves of humidity-lovers daily, using room-temperature water

AS TEMPERATURES warm up, start
misting any plants that like high
humidity. Keep a supply of water at
room temperature in a mister and
spray the leaves regularly – daily 
isn’t too often. Rainwater
is best if your tap water leaves
limescale marks on the foliage. 

Mist humidity-lovers �CHECKLIST

� Feed cacti and other

succulents weekly

in spring and summer 

using a balanced

liquid fertiliser

� Divide clump-

forming succulents,

replanting each bit

that has its own

growing point 

� Look out for dark

fungal leaf spots and

remove the whole leaf

� Divide and repot side 

crowns of ferns 

THIS IS AN EASY way to propagate
Begonia rex and other rosette-
leaved begonia houseplants. Keep
the pots of cuttings in a propagator
or polythene bag, and air them
regularly to deter rot. New plantlets
should appear after three weeks.
Grow them on in a bright location
and cut away the original leaf once 
the new plant is growing well. 

1 Fill 7cm pots with cuttings

compost and firm the surface.

2 Cut off a healthy young leaf

with a strong stalk, and trim 

the stalk to 5cm long.

3 Use a dibber to insert the stalk 

right up to where the leaf

starts. Firm in and water well.

STEP BY STEP Take begonia leaf cuttings

1 2 3

Keeping the humidity high will
also deter red spider mites from
settling in, and plants sprayed
regularly will need less watering
overall. However, never mist
succulents, cacti and any plants
with hairy leaves, as these tend  
to rot in humid conditions. 

VISIT gardenersworld.
com/houseplant for

lots more advice on how to
grow specific houseplants.

DUST SPIKY PLANTS

Houseplants can easily

get covered in dust, just 

like any other home

ornament. This matters, 

because plants need

light to penetrate their

leaves so they can make 

food. Clean intricate

leaves and spiky plants

using a dry paintbrush. 
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THE TENDER ANNUAL climber
ipomoea, or morning glory, is easy
to grow and produces its colourful
trumpet flowers all summer long.
This is the ideal time to sow it, as
the seedlings grow fast and will be
at the perfect stage for planting 
outside after the last frost.

Give the young plants canes
to grow up while still in their pots.
Then plant out into a sunny border
and let them scramble up supports.

STEP BY STEP

Sow ipomoea

Sow pansy seeds 
for winter beds
SAVE MONEY on winter bedding
by starting some pansies from
seeds now. Fill a modular tray
with multi-purpose compost.
Firm it gently and water using a
fine rose. Sow the tiny seeds onto 
the surface of each cell.

Cover with a light layer of
sieved compost or vermiculite
and germinate in a propagator
at 18ºC. Thin out the seedlings 
selecting one per cell.

Grow the pansies in their
modules until they are ready for
planting out in their final positions 
in late summer.

CARRY out a pest check.

Many, such as whitefly,

hide underneath leaves.

Waft a sticky yellow trap

over the top of plants as 

you disturb them to

catch small flying pests.

Spotting and tackling the 

start of an infestation

now will pay dividends. 

ON SUNNY DAYS the greenhouse

can heat up so much that the

difference between day and night 

temperatures can affect plant 

growth. Lowering the day

temperatures with ventilation will 

help keep levels consistent.

Open vents on the sides and in 

Check greenhouse ventillation
the roof a little so that air is drawn

through the greenhouse. This

airflow reduces fungal disease

but will increase the plants’

demand for water. Don’t forget

to close the vents again in the

afternoon to protect plants from 

the low night temperatures.

PLANTS IN the greenhouse need
different amounts of water. A new
seedling in a pot will need less
water than one that has more 
leaves and lots of roots.

In general, the faster a plant is
growing, and the more total leaf
surface it has, the more water it 

needs. Plants in flower slow down
and need a little less. There are
exceptions – for example, plants
with hairy leaves or thick succulent
leaves need less and are good at
storing water. Group similar plants
together in the greenhouse to make 
watering more straight forward.

Get your watering right

Ipomoea seeds need warmth to

germinate, so ideally place in a

heated propagator set at 20°C or

above. Then ensure the seedlings 

get as much light as possible.

The seeds are large enough to

sow individually, so space them

4cm apart, pressing them into the

compost. Cover them with a thin

layer of compost or vermiculite.

Fill a seed tray or pot with multi-

purpose compost and firm the

surface gently. Stand it in a tray

of tepid water for half an hour to

thoroughly dampen the compost.

Use ventilation

to create airflow

and reduce

fungal diseases

WATCH Find out more about growing greenhouse plants  
at gardenersworld.com/plant-finder/tender/

30 mins
to spare?

Grow pansy seeds in modules

until planting out in late summer

Group plants  

based on

watering needs  

to save time
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Closing date for entries
23 April 2017

WORTH
£7,500†

Greenhouse
competition 

Chrysanth cuttings
CHRYSANTHEMUMS make great
cut flowers and add valuable late
summer colour to borders. To make
more plants, take basal cuttings
from the early shoots that emerge
now. Use a knife to cut them away
just below soil level and place in a
plastic bag to keep them fresh. 

Fill a small pot with multi-purpose
compost and firm down. Prepare
the cuttings by trimming the base
and removing the lower leaves.
Use a dibber to insert the cuttings
around the edge of the pot. Water
in and cover with a polythene bag
or place in a propagator to root.

TOMATO PLANTS from the

earliest sowings should be well

rooted in their pots by now and 

ready to transplant into the

greenhouse, for crops well ahead

of outdoor plants. If night-time

temperatures drop below 13°C,

the leaves will curl a bit but should 

soon recover. Plant them into

large pots or grow bags, or into

greenhouse border soil. Water

them well and start feeding as

soon as you see the first flowers.

Transplant

tomatoes

MEALYBUG

These floury pests spoil

the look of plants and

reduce vigour. Use a

systemic insecticide

on non-edible plants,

or leave it to ladybirds  

or wasps to control.

� Sow celariac, celery,

French and runner

beans, sweetcorn  

and melons

� Take conifer cuttings 

to grow specimen

trees or hedges

� Protect young plants

and cuttings from full 

sun with shading

� Check the compost

of plants that are not 

thriving for vine 

weevil grubs

� Sow tomatoes to be

grown outdoors in

warmer weather

�CHECKLIST

WIN a Rhino

greenhouse

To be in with a chance of

winning a Rhino greenhouse

go to gardenersworld.com/

rhino and answer this 

question:

Which of these is not usually 

found in a greenhouse?

A) Thermometer

B) Propagator

C) Rotovator

How to enter

Enter our prize draw

for a chance to win a

Rhino greenhouse

† For full terms & conditions,
go to gardenersworld.com/rhino

We’ve teamed up with Rhino
Greenhouses to offer you the
chance to win one of two Premium
greenhouses, worth £4,400 and
£3,100 including installation and
accessories. The two winners can
choose the specification up to the
winning value to create their own 
bespoke greenhouse. Rhino
greenhouses are as robust and
durable as their name suggests.

Your prize includes
O A premium Rhino greenhouse, 

either 8’ x 12’ or 6’ x 8’
O Delivery and installation
O Choice of contemporary colours
O   Staging, shelving and blinds

To discover more about the Rhino range, go to
rhinogreenhouses.co.uk/competition

Plant tomatoes into rich soil or

compost and add sturdy supports

Look out 
for...

VISIT gardenersworld.
com/greenhouse for

more topical hints, tips and 
jobs to do under glass

Space the

cuttings out

around the edge

so their leaves

don’t touch



Fight the slugs in your garden now!

Fold the trap out and pour 3 dl (half a pint) bait

into each trap.

:KHQ WKH WUDS LV ƮOOHG ZLWK VOXJV� WLOW LW RQ LWV VLGH

ZLWK D VWLFN VR WKDW WKH OLTXLG FDQ GUDLQ RXW�

Enjoy a garden without slugs

Order now at:
www.noslug.co.uk

Order today and
we will send the
traps by tomorrow.

20 disposable
traps

1 2

7DNH WKH WUDS ZLWK WKH GHDG VOXJV DQG SODFH LW LQ

the bin.

Place the trap in a shady place and leave it for

2 3 days.

Every slug, that lays eggs during spring, can develop into thousands of slugs during summer and

autumn. Use the succesfull Danish disposable trap, sold in millions in Scandinavia, now available in UK.

3 4

Environmentally friendly.

+\JLHQLF DQG HƬHFWLYH�

11£incl. VAT

TM

Tel: 01482 345067 Email: info@jandcrwood.co.uk

ADD A TOUCH OF CLASS
TO YOUR GARDEN WITH

THE PERFECT HOBBY OR SIDELINE TO MAKE ENDLESS IDEAS LIKE:

A unique range of tools, materials &

accessories for you to make beautiful &

practical ideas for your home and garden

www.metal-craft.co.uk

t (BSEFO 'VSOJUVSF � -JHIUJOH t 'JSFCBTLFUT � -PH )PMEFST

t 1MBOU 4VQQPSUT t 5PPM 3BDLT � 4IFMWJOH

t )BOHJOH #BTLFUT � #SBDLFUT t #PPU 3BDLT � 4DSBQFST

t %PPS � 8JOEPX (SJMMFT t BOE NBOZ NPSF HJGU JEFBT
t GPS )PNF � (BSEFO

Balconies &
Plant Pot Holders

Gates & Fencing Birdfeeders House Signs

SAFE
AND VERY  

EASY TO USE

No Heat or  

Electric P
ower  

Required

Call today for your free catalogue and if you quote
we will send you our new demostration DVD free of charge

MGW17

J & C R Wood, Dept MGW17, 66 Clough Road, HULL HU5 1SR

0808 168 28 28 IronmongeryDirect.com

YOU’LL DIG OUR

LOW TRADE PRICES

£

• Size 140mm

• Superior rust resistance

• Ideal for interior

and exterior use

Order Code:

913539086

Plain Ring
Gate Latch -
Galvanised

FROM ONLY

£3.50
EACH

WHEN YOU

BUY 5+

TO GET YOUR FREE CATALOGUE

ORDER BY 8PM. GET IT NEXT DAY! *Prices ex VAT.

*
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Back to

basics
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BACK TO BASICS APRIL

If you prick
out and pot on

seedlings regularly,
you’ll produce healthy

and robust plants

Pricking out
FLOWER AND VEGETABLE seedlings need to be

pricked out once they have their first true leaves.

This will give them enough space to grow healthily,

and will also allow them to benefit from the extra

feed in the new compost. It is possible to avoid

pricking out by sowing seeds singly into modular 

trays, but these take up much more space in

propagators or on windowsills. If your germinating 

seedlings are close together and have become

leggy, pricking them out allows you to lower

them further into the compost, which will help 

them to grow into sturdier plants.

You should aim to put 12 seedlings into a half-sized

seed tray. Use a dibber to mark out the spacing,

with three plants across the width and four down

the length of the tray. Large seedlings are better 

pricked out and grown on in a deeper pot.

Place the seed tray in a warm, well-lit spot, keep

the compost damp, and check plants regularly for

aphids. As the seedlings grow, pinch out the tips

of vigorous or leggy plants to make them bushier.

GO TO gardenersworld.com/how-to to watch lots of
practical video guides, including pricking out and potting on�
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21 3
Transfer the seedling to the new

seed tray, which should be ready

and waiting alongside. Filled

with multi-purpose or bedding

compost, its surface should be  

level and gently firmed.  

Make a hole with the dibber and

lower the seedling into it, almost

to the base of the leaves. Firm it

in carefully, ensuring the seedling

is upright, well spaced from its

neighbours and in a straight row.

Soak the newly planted seedlings

using tepid water from a watering

can with a fine rose. Label the tray

with the plant’s name and place

it on a greenhouse bench or a

bright windowsill to grow on. 

Gently lift one seedling at a time

using a dibber to lever out as many

of the roots as possible. Always

hold seedlings by a leaf, not by

the stem, as this is easily crushed, 

which would kill the seedling.

STEP BY STEP How to prick out seedlings

4



The Amazing®™ Clematis range

Cards debited at time of order

Description Code Qty Total

Amazing®™ Clematis Oslo - 1 Potted Plant 26 15 65 £9.99

Amazing®™ Clematis Rome - 1 Potted Plant 26 15 60 £9.99

Amazing®™ Clematis London - 1 Potted Plant 26 15 55 £9.99

Amazing®™ Clematis Collection - 3 Potted Plants (1 of each) 26 15 70 £19.99

Postage & Packing N/A 1 £4.99

GRAND TOTAL £

Suttons Consumer Products Limited

Signature . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Expiry Date . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Cardholders Name . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Maestro issue no . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

(Mr/Mrs/Miss/Ms) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .(Block Capitals Please) Name: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Address . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Postcode . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Telephone . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Email Address. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

AHA17
(in case we need to contact you)

Security Number - 

(Last 3 digits on back of card)

�

I enclose cheque / PO payable to SUTTONS for £________:______p.

Or debit my credit/debit card R�MasterCard R�VISA R�Maestro R�Delta

Card
Number Tel: 0844 326 2200  Suttons, Woodview Road, Paignton Devon, TQ4 7NG

• Long, straight 40-50cm stems

• 5-6 blooms on every stem, flowers
for 2-3 months from May and
again in August!

• Height 1.5-2m (5-6½')

• Supplied in a 7cm pot

  Delivery mid April onwards

Clematis 
Collection

3 Potted Plants 
(1 of each variety)

SAVE £9.98

ONLY

£19.99

World 
Exclusive

NEW

 Oslo 
Deep blue flowers with a centre of clear 
white stamens. 

   1 Potted Plant £9.99

 London 
Large pale blue flowers over a long 
period. 
1 Potted Plant £9.99

 Rome 
Large light purple flowers with clear 
white stamens.  

   1 Potted Plant   £9.99
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SOWING VEGETABLES outside couldn’t be easier.

You don’t need much space to grow smaller crops,

and because the seeds are in the ground, aftercare

is far less critical than when they’re in pots. Prepare 

the soil by weeding and digging in well-rotted

garden compost or manure. A week before sowing, 

rake in a sprinkling of blood, fish and bone.

Water the bottom of the drill before rather than

after sowing to avoid disturbing the seeds. Try to

sow at the spacing recommended on the packet,

so you don’t need to thin out the seedlings later.

If you sow in clear rows, you can easily distinguish

the crop from any weeds, and can then quickly 

hoe the weeds away between the rows.

Once the seedlings appear, take care to never let

them dry out, as they’ll quickly wilt and die. Spring

rain will help, but you’ll need to water in dry spells.

Carrots are one of
the easiest crops
to grow from seed
– just watch out  
for carrot fly

Alan’s top direct-sow veg

�Beetroot Hugely underrated, but enjoying renewed popularity

�Broad beans Easy to germinate, producing a large, early crop

�Carrots Sow sparsely to avoid thinning, which can attract carrot fly

�Lettuces To ensure continuity, sow a short row every 10 days

�Radishes The fastest of all crops tender if kept growing rapidly

� Swiss chard A long cropping season of edible leaves and stalks

Sowing outdoors

21 3 4

STEP BY STEP How to sow veg seeds outdoors

Make a straight, shallow drill about

1cm deep. Either pull the corner

of a Dutch hoe along a taut string

or make an indent in the soil by

pressing down a bamboo cane.

If the seeds are large enough to be

handled individually, sow them a

couple of centimetres apart. If not,

take a pinch of seeds and sprinkle

as thinly as possible along the row.

Protect from cold and bad weather

with a cloche or layer of fleece.

Remove when the seedlings are

growing strongly, and thin to the

spacing advised on the packet.

Make sure the soil is weed free,

firm and level. Use a fork to break

up any clods, then rake lightly.

Don’t over-rake, otherwise the

surface may turn hard after rain.



25 5025 50 50

DUTCH IRIS
MIXED
Exquisite shades

FREESIA MIXED
Bright colours and
heavy perfume

50

TRITELEIA QUEEN
FABIOLA
Stunning purple
star-shapes

50

ANEMONE
DE CAEN
A bed of red, pink,
blue and white

10 GLADIOLI 
MIXED 
Colourful cut
flowers

SPARAXIS 
MIXED
Long-lasting

CROCOSMIIFLORA
MIXED
Wonderful mix
of colour

3 EASY WAYS TO ORDER

1

2

3

www.bakker.com/300bulbs
QUOTE PROMO CODE: GWORLDAPR17

Phone: 0844 481 1002
*

Return the coupon to:
Bakker.com, P.O. Box 113, Spalding, Lincolnshire, PE11 9WL

Colour 
your 
garden
all 
summer
long!

The COMPLETE 300

Flower Bulb Collection

300 Bulbs300 Bulbs
FOR JUST

50

&

£14•99
£14•99

Save over 50%!

Normally £3 .97

Less than

5p PER 
BULB

This value for money 300 bulb collection
is unrivalled and will provide spectacular colour in
your garden borders and pots from the start of
summer, through to autumn. The amazing 60cm tall
birdhouse and 50 bulbs will also be yours free. 

Comes with FREE extra
bird surprises and 
50 EXTRA bulbs!

�

Name: Mr/Mrs/Miss/Ms

Address:

Postcode:                                                  Tel/Mobile                                                                        

Email:

HP
Your email address will not be passed onto other companies. Please tick this box if you do not wish us to
pass on your postal mailing details to other companies who may have offers of interest to you.

Expiry date: Security code:
Last 3 digits

on back of card

I enclose a cheque/PO made payable to Bakker  £
Credit or Debit cards will be
charged upon acceptance
of your order.

Please debit my Card No:

SUPPLY YOUR EMAIL ADDRESS

To be the first to receive information on our future price promotions

Post to: Bakker.com, P.O. Box 113, SPALDING, Lincolnshire, PE11 9WL.

6775-64

Cat.No. Description Price Qty Total

COMPLETE 300 FLOWER
BULB COLLECTION

Bird Table Villa and
Extra 50 Summer Bulbs

Bakker.com
Fertiliser Pellets

Please add Post & Packaging

£14.99
£32.97

£5.29

£4.95

£
Please note we are unable to deliver to the Channel Islands. Only one free gift
per order. (We may supply alternative varieties and gifts where necessary)

*Calls are £0.07p per minute, plus phone company’s access charges.

FREE 1 FREE

Make your life easier
with this fertiliser
created specifically
to ensure healthy
flowering bulbs.
These sophisticated,
coated fertiliser
pellets release a
small amount of
fertiliser daily giving
your plants just the

right amount
of food.

ORDER FORM OFFER

£4.95

6775-98

See our full range of gardening products 
at www.bakker.com

Absolutely

FREE!



WHAT TO DO NOW

USE TRELLIS to screen areas in

the garden and to support a wide

range of climbing plants. Panels

of trellis must be secured with

rust- resistant brackets and

screws. Use a spirit level when

mounting battens on a wall, or a

hinged post level to set posts

perfectly upright before the

trellis is attached to them.

Make sure that your trellis can

take the weight of the plants that

will be climbing through it. All

hardy climbers can be planted

out now at the base of the trellis

and tied in to encourage them  

to cover the frame. 

Put up trellis

for climbers

Ensure trellis is upright and will

take the weight of your plants

gardenersworld.com
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AROUND THE GARDEN APRIL

Start sowing courgettes

Beechgrove
�

BEECHGROVE GARDEN
Watch the show on Sunday
mornings (times vary), BBC2, 
and on Thursdays
at 7.30pm, BBC2 
Scotland.

COURGETTES TEND to germinate
pleasingly quickly and are sown
2 cm deep, individually, into 9cm
pots. After watering, it’s into
the propagator at 18-20°C until
the seed leaves appear, when the
plants are moved to develop in
the more open environment of  
the heated greenhouse.

Courgettes resent root
disturbance, so use pots rather
than cell trays to avoid transplant
shock when planting out in June.
Courgette seeds are often sown 
edge side down to assist
germination and avoid decay.

On the programme this month,
Jim will be sowing larger seeds to
see if orientation and position makes 
a difference to their germination.

� Harden off plants,

gradually at first,

bringing back indoors  

on cold nights

� Shade greenhouse

seedlings even on

cold days when the 

sun is strong

� Deadhead faded

daffodils, leaving the

stem, and feed with 

liquid seaweed

� Keep the lawn mower

set slightly higher for 

the first few cuts

�CHECKLIST

VIEW FROM BEECHGROVE

Plant an evergreen hedge
SPRING IS THE TIME to start off
evergreen hedges, as the roots will
grow quickly and the plants will have
all summer to establish. Prepare a
clean hedgeline and add organic
matter and some bonemeal fertiliser.

Choose bushy, compact plants 
and space them much closer
together than border plants. Small-
leaved box can be as little as 30cm
apart whereas large-leaved cherry
laurel could have 75cm between 

each plant. Firm plants in and stake
if they are large. Keep well watered
throughout the first year. If box blight 
is an issue, Yew, Euonymus
japonicus ‘Microphyllus’ and Ilex
crenata make good alternatives.

For a good evergreen box hedge choose compact and bushy plants and plant them close together 

Sow courgettes in individual

pots to avoid transplant shock



AROUND THE GARDEN APRIL

IT IS ONLY SAFE to prune
evergreens once the risk of the
harshest winter cold is over as
fresh new growth will be totally
exposed. Spring rains also give
the plant a period of stress-free
growing. Not all evergreens need 
pruning, and wait if they are  
about to flower.

Use shears on shrubs like winter 
flowering heathers, lavender,
rosemary and sage to keep them
producing plenty of new flowering 
wood. Larger shrubs can be
shaped and tidied up with
secateurs and loppers.

Prune hardy
evergreens

Use secateurs to shape and tidy

evergreen shrubs such as bay

Mow at least once a fortnight

gardenersworld.com
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POND PLANTS such as waterlilies
grow under the water and adapt
their leaves and stem structure
based on depth and light. A new
plant plunged straight to the bottom
will rot. Lower it down gradually as 
the plant grows. This can take
weeks before the basket rests on
the bottom. Pots turned upside
down make good platforms that
won’t damage the pond liner.

1 Position an upturned pot on the

bottom of the pond – different

pot sizes will create different 

depth platforms.

2 Lower the basket onto the

pot. Make sure it is stable.

3 The pot must be level and

the basket rim just under the

water surface to start with.

STEP BY STEP How to position new pond plants

1 2 3

IT MAY NOT BE the first mowing 

of the year but now that grass

growth is accelerating in longer

days it is best to mow your lawn

areas every couple of weeks.

Keep the mower blade at a

medium height to avoid stressing

the grass this early in the season.

Be diligent with the weed control.

At this time of year the grass has a 

chance to thicken up fast and

out compete the lawn weeds

formal lawns will need weeds 

dug out or treated.

Leave less formal grassed

areas, particularly where you

have bulbs and flowers, long until

the plants have died back. Mow

paths through these areas for a

neat look and better access.

Mow paths

through less

formal grass areas

Next month
�Alan plants a spectacular 

summer container

�Monty thins out his early 

vegetable seedlings

�Make more cactus plants 

from cuttings

�PLUS find out how to make 

compost faster

�CHECKLIST

� Feed shrubs with a

balanced fertiliser

� Apply grass feed

in warm areas

� Sow grass seed for a

new lawn or to patch 

an old lawn

� Clean the pond by

removing protective

nets, dead leaves and 

any duckweed



The new GARDENA secateurs. Light, robust, and ergonomic.

Our top model: adjustable for every handsize. GARDENA cutting

range now available at Homebase and leading garden centres.

The Passionate

Gardener’s choice

New

Available at



Heavenly Blue

Plum JerkumApple Blossom

Maurice Gibb

MidnightSnowstormGarnet Stapleford GemBlackbird Vanilla Plum

Pink Necklace Just Jayne

HAYLOFT PLANTS, MANOR FARM NURSERY, PENSHAM, PERSHORE, WORCESTERSHIRE WR10 3HB

  Name  

Address 

 Postcode

Email* Tel

I enclose Cheque/PO made payable to Hayloft Plants Ltd or please debit my Mastercard� Visa� Maestro�

Card no.

Card expiry date

Signature

Start date

CSV

Issue no

*By advising us of your email

address we will be able to send

all of our special offers. Please

tick here if you prefer not to

receive offers other than from 

our company �

Please enter the

last 3 digits of your

security code (CSV). 

TO ORDER SIMPLY QUOTE GW0417
• ONLINE hayloft.co.uk/gw • PHONE 0844 335 1088 (7am to 11pm, 7 days)

• POST Hayloft Plants, FREEPOST RTGR-JAGJ-JETG, Pensham, Pershore, WR10 3HB

TOTAL DUE 

PLEASE SEND ME ITEM CODE  PRICE QTY TOTAL

12 PLANTS

(1 of each) YPPEN12-GW0417 £12

P&P (UK ONLY) £4.95

OVER100 NEWPLANTS
see inside

rare | unusual | exc ting

2017

AWARDWINNERS
ALOYSIA CITRODORA

`The best emon scented p ant

or flavouring cakesa MARY

SEE PAGE 27
NO-QUIBBLEGUARANTEE

hayloft.co.uk • 01386 554440

Trill um erectumsee page 5

All orders will be personally

confirmed by return with a

copy of your 2017 catalogue.

Call 01386 554440 for your 

FREE catalogue.

DRIPPING BELL-SHAPED FLOWERS WILL FILL YOUR GARDEN WITH COLOUR FOR OVER SIX MONTHS OF THE YEAR
Penstemon will become the insomniac party animals of your garden. Summer arrives and they’re flowering, summer ends and they are

still at it, autumn turns up and they are still flowering relentlessly. Oblivious of drought or rain, resists slugs and other pests, thrives in most

soil conditions in sun or part shade and propagates so painlessly. Easy to grow too. Height 60-90cm (24-36"). Spread 45-60cm (18-24"). 

Hardy perennials. Delivered in May as well-rooted young plants approx. 6" from root base to stem tip.

PARTYPENSTEMON

THAT’S ONLY
£1 PER PLANT

BUY12
FOR

£12
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April is the ideal month to channel all

the vigour of spring into the right

place – the production of flowers.

First on the pruning list should be

your summer-flowering species –

hydrangeas, potentillas and hibiscus 

– which can quickly become

overgrown masses of twiggy, bare

branches at the base. Also chop back

softer-stemmed fuchsias, penstemons

and salvias, all of which – if left

unattended – are liable to flop under

the weight of their summer growth

and blooms. You can also get away 

with cutting back any remaining

buddleja, lavatera or roses, the pay-off

for such late attention being a two- to

three-week delay in flowers that far

outweighs the floppy consequences 

of leaving them unpruned.

And don’t forget to prune your

winter- and spring-flowered shrubs as

soon as the last blooms fade. Remove

the oldest of the flowering stems to

stop shrubs becoming too large and

ensure that they bloom well next year.

Once woody plants

commit themselves

to growth, there’s no

stopping them. But

rather than allowing

them to run amok,

says David Hurrion,

prune your shrubs

carefully to redirect 

their energy into

making flowers Coming up next month: How to prune 
shrubs that are half-hardy

PRUNING MONTH

CUT BACK OLD STEMS
� Cut back some of the oldest

stems to a large bud or shoot
on well-established shrubs to
encourage new, strong growth
that will carry more flowers
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Pruning for the

best flowers
Woody shrubs need yearly
pruning to remove portions
of the oldest branches and
stems. Left unpruned they’ll
become a tangle of
unproductive growth with
fewer, small flowers held
high on the tips.

While vigorous summer-
flowering growers, such as
buddleia, lavatera and some
clematis, will have been
already cut back almost to
ground level, there are a
number of other species that
benefit from more considered

pruning this month. This
involves identifying the
youngest stems – generally
those less than three years old
– and leaving these to carry
the blooms in the coming year.

Of these, only the thickest
and most vigorous will give
the largest flowers; thin,
twiggy growth at the base
of the shrub is less likely to
bloom and is best removed
now so that all the plant’s sap
is channelled more profitably.

With the old wood and
weakest stems removed, you
can focus on the shape of the
shrub, opening up the centre
of the bush by removing any
congested stems that will
jostle together and stop them
developing to their full
potential. This will also allow
air to circulate through the
plant as it grows, reducing the
risk of disease in summer.

And lastly, with the most
vigorous, best placed stems
remaining, ‘tip’ back those that
still have last year’s dead
flowers on by cutting off the
top fifth of their height to just
above a bud or node.

Identify which are the older
stems that need prunning out

OTHERS TO PRUNE NOW

� Caryopteris
� Ceanothus (deciduous

forms)
� Clerodendron bungei
� Hibiscus
� Kerria

� Leycesteria
� Olearia
� Perovskia
� Phlomis
� Potentilla
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1
CHECK THE SHAPE of the shrub and identify the flowered 
stems and the new vigorous growth that is coming from  
low down on the plant

DO IT

now

Mophead hydrangeas give a better display after a careful prune



Now on iPad

Your essential 
guide to pruning

Our 132-page pruning special, 

packed with expert advice, 

is now available for iPhone 

and iPad from the iTunes store 

for only £3.99. Download the 

free GW Magazine app and 

look under Special Editions. 

Calendar Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec

FLOWERS

PRUNING 

pruning

3
CUT BACK the tallest two- to three-year-old 
stems, pruning back to a strong shoot or just 
above a pair of buds. This will help to stop the 

plant becoming top heavy when in flower.
2

USE SECATEURS to remove three to four of the 
oldest, most branched stems, cutting them 
down to the base. These are less likely to give 

good sized blooms compared to the younger stems.

5
DEADHEAD ANY remaining dried out blooms 
(they’ve served their purpose of protecting 
new buds over winter). Cut back to the first 

strong, healthy pair of buds below the faded bloom.

4
REMOVE thin twiggy growth from the base of 
the shrub so that all the plant’s energy goes 
into strong stems that will carry the blooms. 

   Thin, twiggy growth at the base of the 

shrub is less likely to bloom and is best 

removed now to increase productivity  
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FACTFILE

Common wasp
Vespula vulgaris

DID YOU KNOW One in seven Gardeners’ World 
Magazine readers can’t identify a common wasp, with 
nearly 10 per cent of you mistaking them for honey bees*. 
Interesting when wasps have such a bad reputation,  
and particularly as they’re one of the best pest controllers 
in the garden. Living in large social groups, the sterile 
female workers gather caterpillars, aphids and other pests 
to feed their siblings. Nests are annual – only daughter 
queens hibernate, before setting up a new colony the 
following year. Large, with an obvious ‘waist’ between  
the thorax and abdomen, this distinctive insect has bright 
yellow and black bands along the body, two pairs of wings 
and long, robust antennae. On its face is a black mark in 
the shape of an anchor. The wasp’s sting is located at the 
tip of its abdomen. The nest is made using chewed wood 
mixed with saliva. The queen and workers scrape off  
small pieces of wood with their powerful jaws, making  
a sound that is audible to the human ear.

DIET In spring, the queen emerges from hibernation and 
feeds on insects and nectar, before starting a nest and 
laying eggs. The workers gather caterpillars, aphids and 
other pests to feed the grubs in the nest. In return, the 
grubs secrete a sugary solution, which the worker wasps 
eat. In late summer, the queen stops laying eggs, so there 
are fewer grubs to give worker wasps their sugary reward, 
forcing them to turn to fruit and sweet treats such as  
fizzy drinks and jam sandwiches. 

LIFECYCLE The mated queen emerges from hibernation 
in spring and founds a new colony. She lays a few eggs, 
which hatch to become the first workers. The workers take 
over collecting food and building the nest, while the queen 
focuses on laying. In summer, new daughter queens mate 
with males from other nests, and enter hibernation. The 
existing queen stops laying and by autumn the original nest, 
workers, males and queen die. Only the mated daughter 
queens hibernate, to start the cycle again in spring. 

HABITAT Urban, suburban and rural areas, including 
gardens and parks, woodland and arable land.

AT RISK? No, wasps are common and widespread.

The common wasp  
is an important pollinator, 
as well as a pest 
controller, using its sting 
to immobilise prey

Unsung heroes
Wasps often get a bad press, but these efficient 

predators play a valuable yet usually 

unappreciated role in our gardens



Wildlife gardening

We’ve reprinted our popular 

Gardening for Wildlife  special 

edition. With stunning images, 

this 132-page book includes 

step-by-step projects and expert 

advice from your favourite  

BBC presenters. On sale, priced 

£6.99 at bit.ly/gwwildlife

wildlife this month
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3  Trim back the edges of the liner so it’s no longer 
visible. Add a layer of stones to reduce evaporation.

1  Drill holes in the base of the container, then add the 
liner so it overlaps the sides. Part-fill with compost. 

2  Arrange the plants to your liking, then fill in around 
them with more compost. Firm in and water well.

Keep this mini bog garden 
damp at all times and it’ll be 

an ideal habitat for a range of 
moisture-loving creatures

garden in a pot
In the absence of a pond, a bog 

garden can provide a habitat for 

egg-laying dragonflies and other 

invertebrates, plus damp shelter  

for frogs, toads and newts. And  

it doesn’t have to take up much 

space – simply follow our steps  

to create a container bog garden.

YOU WILL NEED 

� Container, such as an old tin baby’s bath

� Pond liner 

� Peat-free, multi-purpose compost

�  Moisture-loving plants (we used astilbe, 

variegated eupatorium and rodgersia)

� Slate chippings or gravel (optional)

How to ...



CREDIT CARD ORDERLINE: 0844 7010055 - Quote Ref GWAPR17
Calls cost 5p per minute, plus your phone company’s access charge

Pest ff
Bird Feeder
Not just 100% squirrel proof

ALSO PEST PROOF

PORT OPEN PORT CLOSED

INDIVIDUALLY SPRING LOADED

Order online & view other great products at

www.homgar.com

Anti rust
stainless steel
plates prevent
squirrels from
gnawing into

the feeder.

Secondary baffle feature protects birds
and seed from elements and also
prevents squirrels sliding down the feed
tube to access the food ports

Delivering only unique & innovative products directly to your door

Designed in the UK

GREAT VALUE

£24
.99£24
.99
PLUS P&P

BUY TWO FOR
£39.99

PATENT
PENDING

GUARANTEED

TM

• INDIVIDUALLY spring loaded feeding
ports only let the songbirds feed, not
pests as these are too heavy and will
close the feeding port.

• AUTOMATICALLY pest proof straight out
of the box - No setting or spring
calibration to adjust - So simple to use.

• VERY LARGE CAPACITY and so easy
to fill, simply open the lid.

• WEATHER PROOF - No more seed
clogging. Woodpecker friendly
and also baby squirrel proof!

• THREE VERSIONS of PestOff bird
feeders available to suit all different
seed types.

• EASY TO CLEAN - simply 'clicks' apart,
no bolts to remove and replace.

NEW

HOMGAR GUARANTEE If you are not completely satisfied with your purchase return within 7 days
for a full refund of purchase price. Goods despatched within 4 days receipt of order.

Please order from our website at WWW.HOMGAR.COM or return the coupon using our
free post service to: Homgar, FREEPOST LON 12290, Borehamwood, WD6 1BR.

The Metal seed
tube lid also
acts as a large
baffle to
prevent aerial
attacks from
squirrels.

Large
capacity
seed tube

B CA

Bird seed
not included.

Post to: Homgar, FREEPOST LON 12290, Borehamwood, WD6 1BR.
Please send me the following: Please allow 4 days for delivery

I enclose cheque (payable to Homgar)

for £ or charge my Mastercard/Visa/Maestro/Switch Card account

Card No            

Security Code (last 3 digits) / / Expiry Date / Issue No (Switch/Maestro)

Name Signature       

Address

Post Code Email Address

Tel No

Item Price Qty Total

1 x RoamwildTM Pest Off Bird Feeder £24.99

2 x RoamwildTM Pest Off Bird Feeders £39.99

Please add £4.99 postage to complete order £4.99

 Grand Total £

GWAPR17

TICK TYPE REQUIRED    A           B           C

Keeps Seed Dry
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Britain’s bestselling
photographic bird
guide of 2016

Britain’s Birds

An Identification

Guide to the Birds

of Britain and Ireland

Rob Hume, Robert Still,

Andy Swash, Hugh Harrop

& David Tipling

“Unrivalled coverage

of British birds. It’s an

absolute must.”

—Birdwatching Magazine

“A work that should be

on every birdwatcher’s

bookshelf or kept in a

rucksack or pocket.“

—Sunday Express

PRINCETON

WILDGuides

Paper £19.95

Available at all good bookshops



� Stir into a creamy
goat’s cheese risotto

� Blend with garlic, pine
nuts and parmesan to
make a peppery pesto

� Stuff into a steak baguette

Fast and easy to grow,
rocket has a distinctive
peppery flavour. Regular 
sowings can ensure a
near year-round supply.
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Rocket

 3 WAYS TO TRY

gardenersworld.com

GROW&EAT
This month we’re eagerly sowing masses of veg seeds and enjoying  

the perennial delights of asparagus and forced rhubarb

131April 2017

DISCOVER MORE ways to

use your rocket harvest at 

olivemagazine.com



Rocket
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Calendar Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec

SOW

HARVEST

SPACING Sow   1cm deep Final spacing  15cm apart   45cm between rows  

grow & eat

The flowers are edible and 
make lovely decorations  
for salads and other dishes,  
so it’s not a disaster if 
plants bolt and run to seed!

Our choices 
Wild rocket: Deeply serrated  
leaves, strong taste. Perennial  
in mild areas. Salad rocket:  

Quick-growing and shorter-lived.  
‘Dragon’s Tongue’: Purplish-veined 

leaves, vigorous and good bolt-
resistance. ‘Wasabi’: Hot, spicy 

flavour, quick-growing and vigorous.

Harvest 
Best grown as a ‘cut-and-come-again’ 

crop by picking a few leaves from 
each plant, over a long period. 

Harvest when large enough to use – 
as soon as six weeks after sowing 

with the quickest-growing varieties. 

Nutrition 
The leaves have good levels of 

vitamin C and folic acid as well as 
calcium and potassium, and are an 
excellent source of vitamins A, B  
and K. Usually eaten raw, so no  

goodness is reduced by cooking.

How to store 
Ideally eaten soon after harvest, but 
leaves keep in the fridge for several 

days in a sealed container. Older 
leaves can be blanched and frozen.

How to grow 
Rocket is best sown directly in good, 

fertile soil as it dislikes root 
disturbance. Thin seedlings if 

necessary to avoid overcrowding. 
Spring and autumn-sown crops tend 
to be most successful. Provide shade 

in summer to avoid bolting. Keep  
soil moist but don’t overwater or it 

can ‘dilute’ the taste. Flea beetle may 
eat tiny holes in the leaves but 

covering with fleece or fine mesh 
keeps the pest at bay.





Cardholder’s name Expiry Date /

Please turn your card over and write the last 3 numbers from the signature strip.CSV

Please debit my: Visa Mastercard  Maestro

Occasionally we make our mailing list available to other reputable organisations. If you prefer not to be included in mailings from other carefully

selected companies please tick . By providing your email address we will be able to contact you quickly in the event of a query with your order.

You will also receive our regular email newsletter with all our latest special offers. If you do not want to receive our email offers please tick . 

We DO NOT pass email addresses or telephone numbers to any third parties. © 2017 Thompson & Morgan.

ORDER CODE

GW878ZEmail

I enclose a cheque/postal order made payable to‘Thompson & Morgan’ for £

Name

Address                                                                                                                                         

Postcode

Telephone                                                                                                                         

At Thompson & Morgan we select only the best
plants that will perform well in your garden year
after year and for 20 years Cascading Begonia
Apricot Shades has been a customer favourite.
Each year there will be hundreds of extra large,
three to four inch blooms in the most vibrant
shades of orange and apricot to amaze you.

Begonias thrive in the British weather growing in sun, rain and
shade. Only by growing this spectacular variety will you truly
appreciate why this is our best selling begonia. Fill beds, create
sensational patio displays or fill hanging basket for cascading 
colour to create the most breathtakingly beautiful feature.

WORLD EXCLUSIVE

Non stop, vibrant, cascading
colour up til October

Outstanding performance
whatever the weather

Easy to grow in sun or shade

Fill hanging baskets, pots and beds
with large, luxurious radiant blooms

The best begonias you’ll ever grow

Please send to: Thompson & Morgan, Dept GW878Z, Poplar Lane, Ipswich, Suffolk, IP8 3BU.

To place your priority order visit: 

Paul Hansord,
Horticultural Director.

When ordering online please use order code GW878Z to access our special offers

Tel: 0844 573 7414 9am-8pm weekdays - 9am-6pm weekends

Maximum call charge for BT customers is 7p per minute. Calls from other networks may vary.

www.thompson-morgan.com/GW878Z

Product CodeItem Description Price Qty Total

TJ70924 Begonia ‘Apricot Shades Improved’ 12 plugs £5.99

TJ16811 Begonia ‘Apricot Shades Improved’ 24 plugs SAVE £3.99 £7.99

TJ16812 Begonia ‘Apricot Shades Improved’ 48 plugs SAVE £11.97 £11.99

T47467 Begonia ‘Apricot Shades Improved’ 30 Garden Ready Plants £14.99

TJ50887A 1x Hanging Basket £9.99

TJ55082P 2x Hanging Basket SAVE £5 £14.99

T47963P Incredibloom® - 100g Starter Pack + £5 Voucher £4.99

T47552 Incredibloom® - 750g Pack £12.99

P&P

Grand

Total

FREE 2017
Spring Catalogue

Out Now!
Please send me

my free copy

(tick box)
or request online.

The Spring Catalogue

www thompson morgan com

New & e cl si e pl nts • Sp ing & summer bed ing • Ga den re dy • Per nni ls T eesshrubs & climbers • F ower & veg se ds • Fruit • Po at es • Equ pment

i
Experts in the garden ince 1855

 2017 Edition
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ee p ge 5

Special
offers
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ONLY
£2 99
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h £ 99

+ FREE P&P
when you spend over £60

Begonia ‘Apricot
Shades Improved’

24 Plants
Was £11.98

HURRY OFFER MUST
END APRIL 30th

NOW ONLY

£7.99

Your satisfaction GUARANTEED
– or your money back
We want you to be 100% satisfied with any product
you buy from us. If you’re not 100% happy then
neither are we, so let us know and we’ll replace your
product or give you your money back.

Plug plants supplied from May, garden ready from June.

Hanging Baskets
Your new Begonia Apricot Shade’s
will look breath-taking as the blooms 
overflow from these easy to use
market leading hanging baskets.
37.5cm (14 3⁄4in) diameter. 

Our best-seller just got better!
This hand blended ‘Improved’ version gives you a broader range
of colours and 50% more colour-edged picotees – meaning even 
more non-stop stunning colour and impact in your garden.

Garden Ready Plants – 
limited availability
Now also available in superb quality
garden ready plants to go straight
into beds or baskets. Just plant, 
water and enjoy!

£4.95
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‘Trafalgar’ Midseason variety 
that holds buttons tight for ages
‘Revenge’ Late maturing to 
spread your bets on timing  
for your Christmas sprouts

Cabbage

‘January King’ Tightly  
packed hearts tinged with 
burgundy after frost
‘Deadon’ Tinges of magenta 
that intensify in cold weather

Carrots

‘Berlicum 2’ Sturdy stump-
rooted maincrop lasting well  
in the ground
‘Parmex’ Bite-sized roots  
for autumn sowing in 
greenhouse or containers  

Kale 

‘Dwarf Green Curled’  
Super reliable, productive  
and extremely hardy
‘Redbor’ Deep purple  
ruched leaves for a splash  
of Christmas colour

Leeks

‘Musselburgh’ Bone hardy  
and reliable with thick,  
sturdy white shanks
‘Oarsman’ Very straight white 
shanks and good rust tolerance

Potatoes

‘Carlingford’ Second early  
so it will mature quickly

Parsnips

‘Albion’ Reliably disease-
resistant with pure white, 
wedge-shaped roots
‘Gladiator’ Good choice  
for heavier soils with big,  
well-flavoured roots

Swede

‘Brora’ Extremely hardy and 
resistant to mildew 
‘Helenor’ Evenly shaped, round 
roots and good, rich flavour 

There are only 38 weeks to go until Christmas! 
Yes, it’s true –  for a home-grown Christmas dinner,  
it pays to get your sprouts on early.

It’s a proud moment when you dish up a Christmas 
feast of fragrant home-grown potatoes, plump 
sprouts, and sweet carrots and parsnips, pulled fresh 
from the plot. So this year, why not take our Veg

Pledge challenge to grow as much of your Christmas 
dinner as possible. Timing slow-growing winter veg to 
peak on the 25th December takes patience, but you’ll 
have the very best for the year’s most important meal 
– plus plenty to pick all winter, too. Follow our guide 
and we’ll lead you every step of the way from now to  
a deliciously home-grown Christmas Day.

Follow our guide and grow your own Christmas dinner – from 

planting now, to harvesting ho-ho-homegrown veg on the big day! 

Your Xmas essentials

Take our

christmas veg

135April 2017



seedlings to leave the largest, with 5cm between carrots and
10-15cm for parsnips (wider spacings mean thicker roots).
Where seedlings emerge in clumps, nip off unwanted ones
at ground level to avoid disturbing those you’re keeping.

� Sow swedes Swede hates being transplanted so sow
where it’s to grow. Sprinkle seed along shallow drills and
cover lightly with compost.

April May
�   Prepare the soil  Weed thoroughly, then cover with clear 

polythene. This warm e ground for sowing and remaining weed 
seeds will germinate, you can hoe them off before sowing.

�  Sow parsnips Par p seed is slow to get going, and 
germination can be patchy. Use fresh seed and sow generously 
into shallow drills in free-draining soil in a sunny spot. Seedlings 
can take a month to emerge so mix in a few radish seeds. These 
pop up in days, ‘marking’ the row – and you get a salad crop.

� Sow maincrop carrots Sprinkle seed sparingly into shallow
drills in light, stone-free, watered soil. Lightly cover with more soil,
then place fleece over so carrot fly can’t reach emerging seedlings.

� Sow leeks Start leeks in seed trays under cover. Sprinkle seed
sparingly onto dampened seed compost and cover with compost.
Place in a plastic bag until seedlings emerge, then remove the
bag and keep seedlings damp while they’re growing on.

� Take sage cuttings Trim sprigs to 10cm, just below a leaf bud.
Sink cuttings in a pot of gritty compost. Water and keep compost
just damp. They should root in six weeks on a warm windowsill.

� Sow brassicas Sow Brussels sprouts, cabbages and kale into
5cm modules now for midwinter pickings. Place on a windowsill
or in a cool greenhouse to germinate.

� Defend seedlings from slugs Newly-emerged seedlings
are slug caviar, so patrol at dusk and sink yoghurt pots into the
ground nearby laced with beer to lure them to a boozy end.

� Pot on sage cuttings As new growth appears, pot on.
� Check newly-sown drills daily Keep new drills damp.
� Carefully pull out weeds Emerging seedlings need all the

help they can get so remove weeds as you spot them.

YourChristmas countdown

weeks till38 33

Sow quick-growing 
radishes with your 
parsnips as a drill marker

Leave 5cm 
between carrot 
seedlings 

Take cuttings of 
sage and share 
with friends

Sow your sprouts  
in modules on  
a windowsill
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are chopstick thickness, transplant into
holes 15cm deep and 15-25cm apart.
Water into the hole and don’t backfill.

� Plant sage Harden off young sage
plants before planting out in your
sunniest, most free-draining spot. Sage
is quite happy in containers, too.

blood, fish and bone or granular
fertiliser, then water in.

� Make cabbage root fly collars
Cut out a 15cm circle of cardboard and
snip a slot into the centre. Slip it around
brassica seedling stems, on the ground,
to protect from cabbage root fly larvae.

now should guarantee a good crop by
Christmas Day, though to be sure, plant
another batch next month, too. Place
two potatoes on 15cm compost in each
sack and add another 15cm compost.
Water well and keep in a sunny,
sheltered spot.

June July August

�  Inspect brassica leaves for 
caterpillar eggs Even if you’ve 
netted cabbages, butterflies might get 
in. Check under leaves for clusters of 
tiny yellow eggs and wipe them off.

�  Earth up carrots Maincrop carrots 
can develop green shoulders if exposed 
to the sun, so earth up over the crowns.

�  Ask a friend If you’re going away 
ensure you have watering taken care of.

�  Cover brassicas with fine 
mesh Protect brassicas from cabbage 
white caterpillars with a mesh cover. 

�  Avoid canker Pull soil over parsnip 
shoulders to protect them from canker.

�  Keep watering Carrots, parsnips and 
swedes can split if allowed to dry out. 

�  Inspect for mealy cabbage 
aphid Check cabbages and kale for 
aphids and spray with insectidal soap.

christmas veg

�  Plant out brassicas Harden off 
cabbages, kale and Brussels sprouts 
over about 10 days, then plant out. 
Leave 45cm between cabbages and 
60cm between sprouts and kale.  
Plant deep and firm in really well.

�  Fend off flea beetles Cover 
emerging swede seedlings with fleece 
to stop flea beetles peppering their 
leaves with holes.

29 25 21

Plant out leeks in 
15cm deep holes 
and 15-25cm apart

Scatter fertiliser 
around stalks 
and water in

Start planting 
potatoes in 
sacks now

Harden off 
brassicas,  
then plant out

Water root veg 
to prevent  
them splitting 

Check under 
brassica leaves  
for caterpillar eggs
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cut the top off to stop upward growth and mature the sprouts.
� Lift leeks A hard frost prevents harvesting so lift leeks, dig a

shallow trench and pack them into it. Cover shanks in loose soil.
� Mulch swede and parsnip Protect swede and parsnips

from freezing by mulching with a thick layer of straw or bracken.
� Keep red cabbage dry Late-maturing red cabbage is prone

to splitting in a sudden downpour, so protect with polythene.

September

October December

November

� Earth up potato shoots As potatoes grow, keep earthing 
them up with compost, leaving only the topmost leaves showing 
to encourage a heavier crop. Mix fertiliser with the compost.

� Sow ‘button’ carrots If your carrots haven’t thrived, fast-
maturing round carrots give you a second chance. Sow direct  
into greenhouse borders or grow bags.

� Blanch leeks For long, elegant white shanks slip a collar over 
each leek, and pull dry earth up around the stems as they grow.

� Stake Brussels sprouts and kale The biggest brassicas
get very top-heavy, so drive in a sturdy stake alongside each
plant and tie the stems in securely with soft twine.

� Lift and store carrots You can leave maincrop carrots in
the ground in all but the coldest areas of the country, but slugs
can sometimes take a nibble, so storing part of your harvest
ensures blemish-free Christmas carrots. Select only perfect
specimens, twist off foliage and pack in crates of damp sand.

� Bring potato sacks inside A sunny porch or frost-free
greenhouse is the perfect location to keep spuds growing well.

� Two weeks to go Dig up your parsnips and keep them
in the fridge, as they become sweeter after a spell of cold.

� Two days to go Sink a garden fork alongside carrots and
swedes and wiggle it to loosen the soil, then ease out the root.
Cut cabbages whole, leaving stalks in the ground to resprout.

� One day to go Pick Brussels sprouts by cutting the whole
stem, or select sprouts that are about 5cm across and snip them
off. Tip out your sack of potatoes and select the biggest.

� Christmas morning Pick sage and kale, leaf by leaf.
� Enjoy your best ever home-grown Christmas dinner!

16 12

Now over to you to share your #Veg Pledge! Email, tweet or join us on Facebook to tell us what  

you’re going to grow for Christmas.  See page 3 for our social media addresses

April 2017
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Stake big,
top-heavy
brassicas

Make leek collars
to create elegant
white shanks

Lift leeks and 
place in a 
shallow trench

Keep parsnips  
in the fridge to 
add sweetness
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Name .........................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Address .....................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

...............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Post Code.....................................................................Telephone ...........................................................................................................................................................................................

Email .............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

I enclose a cheque made payable to Double TWO Limited or

Charge my VISA |  MASTERCARD |  MAESTRO

Card Number

Valid From Expiry Date

3-Digit Security Maestro Card No GW399

For more information see email offers on website. UK Delivery Only. Please provide telephone number for delivery updates. 
Offer valid until 17 April 2017. Tick here if you do not wish to receive email news and promotions  

Complete this form and post to Double TWO, PO Box 1 Thornes Lane Wharf, Wakefield, 
West Yorkshire, WF1 5RQ.

To order visit doubletwo.co.uk, call 0800 374 901
and quote GW399 or complete the order form below.

Lines open Mon - Thu 8.30am - 5pm, Fri 8.30am - 4.30pm

COLOUR CODE SIZE QTY FABRIC

SHIRTS

Pink/Blue Check BS0131B 100% Cotton

Denim Blue BS0152C 55% Cotton, 45% Linen

Blue Check BS0142A 100% Cotton

Red Oxford BS0140B 100% Cotton

Blue Stripe BS0154A 55% Cotton, 45% Linen

TOTAL £

/ /

O
n all orders over £50

PLUS

FREE
DELIVERY£40 single item price

3
SHIRTS

£99
FOR

Available in sizes M - XXXXXL

Hand crafted from the world’s finest cotton fabrics, these leisure shirts 
are perfect for everyday comfort and occasional elegance.

View our full range online

www.DoubleTWO.co.uk



Grow Your Own
Your complete guide to over
60 tasty crops PLUS 6 packets
of veg seeds worth over £14

This 132-page Special

Edition is a must-have

for all veg plotters.

Buy it for just £7.99 in

Waitrose, Sainsbury’s,

WHSmith and

selected retailers

and garden centres

or online at buy

�

HOW TO ORDER
www.mr-fothergills.co.uk/GWF417
Call 0845 3710518† quote code GWF417
Terms & Conditions: Delivery will be from mid-May 2017. Delivery to UK
addresses only. Subject to availability. Offer closes 14 May 2017. Contract
for supply of goods with Mr Fothergill’s Seeds. Mr Fothergill’s Seeds reserves
the right to substitute varieties of equal or greater value. Not available in
conjunction with any other offer. *Calls cost 3p/minute plus your phone
company’s access charge.

These two varieties, ‘Carlton’ F1 and ‘Sultan’ F1, will stand in
the ground for weeks, are high yielding and full of flavour.
Harvest ‘Carlton’ F1 from Aug-Oct and ‘Sultan’ F1 from Nov-Mar.
60 plants (30 of each) £11.90 (42054)
PLUS FREE POSTAGE worth £4.95

PRE-ORDER FOR MID-MAY DELIVERY
LEEK PLANT COLLECTION

SAVE
£4.95
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‘Carlton’ F1

Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec

OUR CHOICE ‘Ophelia’. This dwarf plant
produces lots of tiny fruits with no bitter
aftertaste. It will also crop outdoors.

SOW

HARVEST

Tip If growing outdoors, select the sunniest, most protected spot you’ve got for these semi-tropical plants.

Sow 0.5cm deep Final spacing 60cm apart 75cm between rows Avg. yield: 3kg per 3m row

Brussels sprouts
OUR CHOICE ‘Clodius’. Firm and tasty
sprouts on plants that stand up well
to cold weather and diseases.

SOW

HARVEST HARVEST

Tip Regularly firm down around the base of these top-heavy plants to keep them well anchored in the soil.

Sow 2cm deep Final spacing 30cm apart 60cm between rows Avg. yield: 60 sprouts per plant

Cauliflowers
OUR CHOICE ‘Clapton’. These sturdy
plants are resistant to clubroot and
produce a dense white head.

SOW

HARVEST

Tip For an earlier crop of delicious mini cauliflowers, reduce the spacing to only 15cm apart in each row.

Sow 2cm deep Final spacing 45cm apart 60cm between rows Avg. yield: 6 heads per 3m row

Leeks
OUR CHOICE ‘Apollo’. Vigorous and
upright, the plants can be grown close
together and are resistant to leek rust.

SOW

HARVEST HARVEST

Tip Best results come from sowing in modules and planting out in deep holes, rather than direct sowing.

Sow 0.5cm deep, transplant 15cm deep Final spacing 15cm 30cm Avg. yield: 3-5kg per 3m row

Onions
OUR CHOICE ‘Setton’. Excellent sharp
flavour, good skin quality and high yield.
The uniform bulbs also store well.

PLANT

HARVEST

Tip If planting sets in late spring, make sure they are ‘heat treated’ to deter bolting and extend the season.

Plant tip showing Final spacing 10cm apart 30cm between rows Avg. yield: 25 bulbs per 3m row

Parsnips
OUR CHOICE ‘Albion’. This variety
produces long, sweet, superbly flavoured
roots with good resistance to canker.

SOW

HARVEST HARVEST

Tip Old parsnip seeds tend not to germinate reliably – use fresh seeds every year for the best results.

Sow 2cm deep Final spacing 15cm apart 30cm between rows Avg. yield: 4kg per 3m row

Peas
OUR CHOICE ‘Sugar Ann’. This sugarsnap
variety produces an abundance of
sweet pods from early in the season.

SOW

HARVEST

Tip To boost yields, water when in flower and as pods swell. Watering before this just encourages more leaves.

Sow 4cm deep Final spacing 5cm apart equal to plant’s height Avg. yield: 3kg per 3m row

Potatoes
OUR CHOICE ‘Sarpo Axona’. A blight-
resistant variety with uniform-shaped
pink tubers and creamy flesh.

PLANT

HARVEST

Tip Mound up soil around the plants when they reach a 20cm height, leaving the top few leaves showing.

Plant 8-15cm deep Final spacing 40cm apart 75cm between rows Avg. yield: 10kg per 3m row

Pumpkins & squash
OUR CHOICE ‘Uchiki Kuri’. Medium-sized,
teardrop-shaped fruits with firm, orange
flesh and a superb chestnut flavour.

SOW

HARVEST

Tip Save space by training the shoots of trailing types round in a circle on the ground, using short canes.

Sow 1.5cm deep Final spacing 90cm apart 90cm between rows Avg. yield: 4 fruits per plant

Strawberries
OUR CHOICE ‘Elegance’. A mid-season
cropper with enormous, tasty fruits and
good tolerance to powdery mildew.

PLANT

HARVEST

Tip Remove the flowers from spring-planted strawberries for better fruiting the following year.

Plant at soil level Final spacing 45cm apart 75cm between rows  Avg. yield: 4.5kg per 3m row

April growing guide
There are lots of edible crops you can start this month, both indoors and outside

offer

DO IT
now
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Taking on a Tablet is Easy
Advertisement

T
ablets like Apple’s iPad and Samsung’s
range of Android tablets have become
more and more popular over the last few

years. They used to sound like something out of
Star Trek - portable devices that you just touch
to operate... and that you can even talk to!

But now they’re everywhere - and with good
reason. They’re by far the easiest way to access
the internet, send and read emails, keep in
touch with far flung friends and relatives... even
making video phone calls (free).

Of course you could do all that on a “traditional”
PC or laptop, but a tablet is far more portable
- take it to the cafe or out to the park... or curl
up on the sofa with it.

Plus tablets are easier to use than traditional
PCs. Instead of fiddling about with a keyboard
and mouse you can simply touch the screen to 
tell it what to do.

It’s not all quite that simple, though.

You see, most people find tablets easier to use,
that’s only once they’ve been shown how. There
are “gestures” and tricks that make using a
tablet easy - but you’d never guess them and you
can’t work them out - you need to be shown.

There are lots of features and useful bits hidden
away on the tablet, as well - unless you know
they’re there, you’ve little chance of stumbling
across them.

Even if there are things you’re managing to do,
there might be easier ways to do it that you’d
never know about unless someone told you...
and ideally showed you, nice and simply.

Of course, if the devices came with a proper
manual, it’d be fine. But usually you’re lucky to
get a page or two telling you how to plug it in!

That’s where a popular guide published in the
Lake District comes in. It doesn’t assume you’re
an expert or a techie. It takes things from the
start and explains them step by step.

Published by The Helpful Book Company, author
Tim Wakeling has helped thousands get to grips
with their tablet, PC or laptop since setting up
the company 10 years ago. He’s learnt how
to explain things in plain English for the less
technical, with plenty of illustrations to show
what the screen will look like and where you
need to tap on it.

More than 50,000 people have used one of
Wakeling’s easy to read books to help master
their computer and the firm has gained a
great reputation with its customers - many
recommending the books to their friends and
family. (You won’t find them in the bookshops,
though.)

There are separate books for the Apple iPad and
for Android based tablets such as a Kindle Fire,
Hudl, Samsung Galaxy Tab, Sony Xperia, the
Nexus range or anything else running Android.

The information pack available helps explain
how to tell which version a customer has.
The books are only available direct from the 
publisher.

INFORMATION: For details call The Helpful
Book Company on 01229 777606 and ask for 
a free information pack.

T
ablets are becoming hugely
popular. And no wonder -
they’re lighter and easier

to carry around than a PC. You
can sit in a comfy armchair and
browse the web or even video call
your family around the world.
They’re easier to use than PCs in
lots of ways, too.
But there’s a catch. In fact, two

Catch number 1:
They’re different from PCs. So
if you already know how to use a
PC, you have to start again.

Catch number 2 (the big one!):
There are lots of important
features that are “hidden”.
There’s no button for them,
saying “click here”. And you
simply can’t work it out. You
need to know to slide the screen
from the left, or drag the thingy-
me-bob to the right.
Someone needs to tell you these
things – it’s just not possible to
work it out as you wouldn’t even
know they’re there!

If I ran the world...
If I ran the world, these devices
would come with a proper
manual. But when they do come
with a manual, it’s on the device,
so you can only get at it if you 

already know how to use the
thing! And when you do get at
it, it’s usually written assuming
you already know how to use it -
which makes it a bit pointless.
That’s why I’ve written these
books: iPads One Step at a Time
and Android Tablets One Step
at a Time (ideal for all Android
tablets).

Plain English - that’s not all...
They explain how to use the
device, in plain simple language,
with pictures of the screen
showing exactly where to tap or
VOLGH \RXU ˋQJHUV� 1R MDUJRQ�

Only Half the Story...
That’s only half the story, but I
don’t have room to explain what
I mean by that here. So I’ve put
together full information on the
books - who they’re for, what
they cover and so on.
What’s more, the books also
come with a small free gift – no
room to explain that here, either!

“Better than WHSmith’s
Best”?
As soon as these books came out,
I started getting comments like...
“Thank you for producing such a
superb book – it is really helping
me. I had bought one (a book) in 

W H Smiths a short while ago and
couldn’t get on with it at all!” -
J.S.
and “I am delighted with the new
book on tablets, so many things
I didn’t understand before, being
of the ‘retired brigade’ it’s a great
help.” – Doreen Wadsworth

Don’t buy now, do this instead
Anyway, don’t buy now. Instead,
\RX FDQ ˋQG RXW WKH IXOO GHWDLOV
about what’s covered, who
they’re ideal for and what
you might be missing out on,
then decide. Just ask for a free
information pack.

Quick and Easy to Get Yours
Why not ring or write off for the
full information now? There’s
no obligation at all. Discover
what the books will do for you
and about your free gift that
comes with them. (And don’t 

worry, we won’t pass your
address to anyone else.)

Call, email or post the coupon
Ring Simone, Emma, Michelle or
Jess on 01229 777606 or send the
coupon below to 13B Devonshire
Road Estate, Millom, Cumbria,
LA18 4JS. Or email your name
and postal address to us at:
Gardeners4@helpfulbooks.co.uk
You don’t even need to know
which type of tablet you have:
the infopack will explain how to
tell.
There’s no obligation, no cost.
You have nothing to lose so why
not do it now, while you think
of it? Best not risk losing the
details, reply to ask for your free 
infopack today.

Only available direct from the 
publisher.

Best send for info now

Calling all iPad or Android Tablet owners

Yes, please send me a free info-pack about iPads One Step at a Time

and Android Tablets One Step at a Time. It’s free & there’s no obligation.

Name

Address

Postcode
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Post to The Helpful Book Co, 13B Devonshire Rd Est, Millom, Cumbria, LA18 4JS or call 01229 777606

GW0417A

Step by step guide means there is nothing to 

fear about using devices
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Your questions answered

Edited by Emma Crawforth

Hygiene is king when propagating.

That’s why we advocate sterilised pots,

trays and tools, fresh compost, clean

water and the regular tidying and

removal of damaged, diseased and

dead plant material. Seedlings and

cuttings are too young to fend off

infections and will succumb quickly.

Damping off is the broad term for

the death of seedlings. This disease

describes infection by various

organisms. You might see a sudden

collapse in a seed tray, sometimes with

the seedlings showing dark patches

at the base of their stems, like those

on the right. Roots rot away and grey

mould may be obvious.

To avoid this you need to act like a

strict nurse, keeping your propagating

area clean and tidy, and looking out for

symptoms. If just a few seedlings die,

you should dispose of the whole tray,

taking the compost and plants to

a compost heap and disinfecting

the tray before its next use.

Contact us: email your questions to Q&A@gardenersworld.com or write in to  
Q&A, Gardeners’ World Magazine, Vineyard House, 44 Brook Green, London W6 7BT 

We regret that we cannot 
offer a personal garden 
advisory service.

TOP TIP
Only use tap water on 

seedlings to ensure healthy 

development, keeping the 

water butt for outside use.
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This month
144 NEW Garden Doctor 
Nick Bailey on tackling weeds

146 Gardeners’ Question 

Time The BBC Radio 4 experts answer 
this month’s pick of readers’ queries

Q&A
Preventing the 
death of seedlings

Emma Crawforth,  
Gardening Editor
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Weeds! We’ve all got them and these 
‘plants-in-the-wrong-place’ have an 
uncanny habit of being able to 
populate just about any bit of the 
garden. They look unsightly, steal 
nutrients and light from garden plants 
and often carry transmittable 
diseases. Keeping weeds in check is 
the bane of most gardeners’ lives, but 
eradicating them can be simple with 
the right know-how. 

How to beat them
Annual weeds complete their life 
cycle in one year – they germinate, 
flower, set seed and die. They can 
easily be removed by hoeing and 
leaving them on the soil surface – 
especially effective in hot weather. 
Or in paved or open areas, a hand-
operated gas-powered flame gun 
works well. Annuals are easier to 
manage than their bully-boy brethren 
– perennial weeds. These long-
term pests maintain a root stock 
underground and re-emerge each 
year to wreak further havoc. No part 
of the garden is out of bounds. 

The methods for clearing annual 
weeds can be applied to perennials 
but will only weaken them – their 
determined root system will soon 
generate new shoots and leaves. They 
need an approach that will eradicate 
their roots. Pulling or digging out can 
work for some but those with tap 
roots, such as dock and thistle, tend 
to snap below ground, leaving root 
fragments. Smothering them with 
black plastic sheeting for a year or 
more can work, or try out-competing 
them. Planting sturdy specimens of 
Geranium oxanianum, for example, 
works to smother ground elder. 
Underground plastic barriers stop 

‘running’ plants such as nettles from 
spreading further. But, for the most 
effective removal, chemicals are 
usually required. 

Selective weedkillers such as 
Verdone Extra and Westland Resolva 
Lawn Weedkiller work by killing  
perennial weeds in lawns without 
affecting the grass. On paved areas 
or among veg or ornamental planting, 
glyphosate weedkillers such as 
Roundup are highly effective, so long 
as they do not come into contact with 
your plants. The weed absorbs the 
chemical and draws it down the roots, 
killing it. Bindweed, nettles, couch 
grass and brambles can take several 
treatments, along with your best 
effort to physically remove the whole 
plant. To prevent weeds returning for 
up to six months try a pre-emergent 
herbicide. These work by forming an 
invisible layer on the soil or gravel 
surface that prevents any new plant 
germinating for up to six months. 
Bayer Path and Drive weedkiller and 
Weedol Pathclear do just this.

Innovations 
‘Natural’ wildlife-friendly weedkillers 
based on plant acids and oils have 
recently entered the market. They 
strip the weed of the protective 
layer on its leaf surface, causing 
the foliage to die off, which is 
effective for annuals. Try Weedblast 
from Ecofective or Doff Superfast 
Weedkiller. Another innovation in the 
last decade is the advent of a system 
for removing the worst villain of the 
lot – Japanese knot weed. Used by 
professionals, it involves injecting the 
stems of the plant with a translocated 
herbicide (see panel). This works but 
can take more than one treatment.

Persistent 
weeds
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Nick Bailey examines this 

tricky problem and offers 

his advice on the cure 

?
Did you know? 

The soil below the 
average bramble 

contains in excess  
of 10,000 seeds 

In this new column Nick shares his expert knowledge for a thriving garden.  
NEXT MONTH:  Nick turns his thoughts to overgrown ponds

144

NEW SERIES



garden doctor
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More from Nick

Now here’s  
the science

� Translocated herbicides have the 
capacity to enter a plant through its 
leaves and then travel though the entire 
plant via its vascular system, which 
means weedkillers of this nature will kill 
the plant, roots and all. The following 
‘active ingredients’ do this: glyphosate, 
2,4-D or MCPA.

� Salt can work as a contact weedkiller 
but used extensively it will poison  
the soil making it unsuitable for other, 
desirable plants.

� Horsetails have been around for 
well over 100 million years. One of the 
reasons for this long-term survival is 
that their roots can penetrate 1.5m 
into the soil.

� Small annual 
weeds such 
as bittercress 
have an unusually 
short life cycle, meaning 
some can go from seed 
to a flowering plant in 4-6 
weeks. Un-checked, 
their exponential 
spread in the garden 
can be huge.

� Table vinegar, although recommended 
by some organic gardeners, is not really 
acidic enough to have any marked effect 
on weeds. Better use one of the new 
acetic-acid based weedkillers.

� Some studies have claimed that 
glyphosate (a translocated herbicide) 
can remain in the soil and be a cause of 
cancer. Others claim it is perfectly safe. 
I avoid it where I can.

145

An RHS Chelsea medal winning designer, 

professional gardener and writer, Nick is 

now a regular presenter of Gardeners’ 

World – watch him throughout 2017.

On TV Catch him on 17 March, as he 

reveals why dahlias are his impact plant 

of the past 50 years – see p25. 

Fridays, 8pm.

On stage Nick will be in the 

magazine Potting Shed 

Theatre on 15 June. For 

details and to book see p60.
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Gardeners’ Question Time

Q What will do well in a conifer-
shaded bed with clay soil?

Daphne ‘Aureomarginata’ provides interest throughout the year

A ANNE SAYS This border
sounds troublesome, with clay
soil potentially being dried out by
conifers. You say you have a small
magnolia that’s doing well, so to
continue the theme of a shady,
woodland-style border, you could
plant a Camellia x williamsii hybrid
(as long as the soil is acidic to
neutral, so do a pH test first).

Coming down in size, the
deliciously fragrant Daphne odora
‘Aureomarginata’ is worth a go
for early, pink blooms. Plant
deciduous Clerodendrum bungei
and let it sucker – its stems will
pop up here and there, rising
to 1.8m and topped with heads
of fragrant, exotic-looking pink
flowers in summer.

Shanti and Phil, by email

A MATT SAYS The
combination of clay, conifers and
shade means the soil is going to
be dry. To increase your options,
create raised beds using non-
treated railway sleepers, which
you can then fill with well-rotted
organic matter or ericaceous
compost, and install a seep-hose
irrigation system. As you prefer
evergreens, try Bergenia
‘Bressingham White’ with pure-
white flowers in spring and Liriope
muscari, which boasts vertical
spikes of small, deep-lavender
flowers in autumn. Also try
Nandina domestica ‘Fire Power’
with red berries and leaves
that are tinted red in spring,
and Fatsia japonica. If the soil’s
acid, Rhododendron ‘Koichiro
Wada’ is a must, with silvery new
shoots that turn a glossy green,
followed by pink buds bursting
into pure-white flowers.

gardenersworld.com

Q What veg can I
grow in a plot that
gets morning sun?

Eve, by email

A BOB SAYS The wall you
mention behind your plot will not
only shade crops but also keep off
rain, and as raised beds dry out
quickly it will be important to
water everything really well.
Shade means that while sun-
loving crops such as onions,
garlic, tomatoes, peppers, sweet
corn, sweet potatoes, courgettes,
squashes, and French and runner
beans may struggle, they won’t
necessarily fail – they’ll just give
smaller yields. Potatoes may get
leggy but will crop, so plant
earlies for new potatoes.

Brassicas, especially tougher
ones such as kale, cabbage,
sprouts and sprouting broccoli,
should do well. Salad vegetables
such as loose-leaf lettuce and
leafy annual herbs such as
chervil, dill and rocket should
thrive, as will spring onions,
beetroot, turnips, broad beans,
peas (especially sugar snap or
mangetout). Watercress could
do very well if kept soaked and
can be grown by planting pieces
from the supermarket.

Our experts tackle your gardening problems,

including small grapes, declining corkscrew

willows, blind daffodils and growing acers

Brassicas such as kale will do well
in shady soil with good watering

Rhododendron
‘Koichiro Wada’ suits

light shade

Q&A

TEAM

Shady clay
border
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gardeners’ question time

Angela Cooke, Glamorgan

A ANNE SAYS This looks like 
South American Oxalis debilis, a 
weed I know well. Known as pink 
shamrock, it probably originated 
as a garden escapee and is 
difficult to eradicate due to  
its persistent fleshy root and 
numerous bulbils, which tumble 
easily into the soil. Weeding  
tends to turn into propagation. 

I was once hired to rid a border 
of this weed and having dug out as 

much as I could, proceeded to hoe 
weekly with a good sharp blade. In 
the second year, I whizzed through 
the border every two weeks and in 
the third year, every three. By the 
fourth year, there was hardly any 
oxalis to be seen, but you have to 
remain vigilant as there are always 
small scraps waiting to proliferate. 

You have three options: ignore it 
(the roots are relatively shallow, so 
can be pulled out easily), smother 
it with old carpet for about three 
years or hoe like a dervish.

Q How can I stop this weed?

Keep areas around plants free of
hiding places for hungry pests

Carole, by email

A MATT SAYS Fork the Spanish
Bluebells from the soil carefully
and methodically, going over the
area repeatedly until every one
has been lifted. Pull them
carefully from the ground because
the stems snap easily. You can
use glyphosate weedkiller by
applying it to the leaves after
crushing them. Dispose of the
plants in the local council
composting bin where the heat

from the heaps will kill them.
Don’t compost the plants or
dump them in the countryside
and don’t replant with the native
bluebell until you are sure the
ground is completely clear.

The true bluebell can be bought
from reputable suppliers of
cultivated stock; under no
circumstances should they be
wild collected. They are available
in spring ‘in the green’ or as dry
bulbs for autumn planting at least
10cm below the surface.

Q How should I dispose of
rogue Spanish bluebells?

Q What happened
to my daffodils?
Sandra Harris, by email

A BOB SAYS From the size and
shape of the holes, you appear to
have two or three pests eating
the flowers, probably slugs and
snails, possibly birds, perhaps
vine weevils or maybe even
woodlice. Check them at night,
and have a clear up, particularly
under the pots and ornaments in
the background of your photo.

Q Can I use soot 
and wood ash on 
the garden?
Jo White, by email

A ANNE SAYS Wood ash 
makes soil more alkaline and adds 
potash, so is good around fruit 
bushes. Soot (not from coal or 
anthracite as they may contain 
harmful residues) has been used 
to darken soil and help it warm  
up faster in spring, and contains 
nutrients for plants. Spread it 
thinly in a compost heap but  
don’t use it directly on the soil. 

A comfrey feed will encourage
fruit set and flowers

Getting rid of 
oxalis takes 
persistence

Remove every
bulb to get rid of
Spanish bluebells

Anne
Swithinbank 
A keen fruit, vegetable 
and houseplant grower, 
Anne was formerly the 
glasshouse supervisor 
at RHS Garden Wisley.

Bob
Flowerdew
Bob is an organic 
gardener and a regular 
panellist on BBC  
Radio 4’s Gardeners’ 
Question Time.

Tina Church, by email

A BOB SAYS Stinging nettles 
give a general-purpose liquid feed 
thought to also improve disease 
resistance. Comfrey gives a high-
potash feed mainly for potatoes, 
tomatoes, roses, fruit trees and 
bushes, especially gooseberries.  
I find borage makes a better 
general-purpose liquid feed than 
either, and more quickly. Make the 
best feed by combining all three.

Q What kind of 
food do nettles and 
comfrey make? 

Matt 
Biggs
Matt trained 
at Kew and has  
been gardening 
professionally for  
more than 30 years.
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Use mesh with holes that small 
birds can get through

Plant daffodil bulbs in holes
10-15cm deep to avoid bud blast

Willows are easy to care for, but
corkscrews need extra attention

Q Why didn’t the
buds on my large
double daffs open?

Q Why does my potted corkscrew
willow lose leaves and suffer dieback?

Q How can we
keep magpies off 
our bird table?

Brian Kay, Hampshire

A ANNE SAYS This is known
as bud blast. Too much nitrogen
can be to blame, so only feed
bulbs with a high-potash fertiliser.
Plant the bulbs deeply enough not
to suffer from droughts on light
soils, and consider lifting and 
repositioning them. 

Angela, Bedfordshire

A ANNE SAYS Corkscrew 
willows (Salix babylonica
‘Tortuosa’) make dramatic winter
outlines when the twisted stems
are revealed. They are great for
flower arranging and providing
supports for spring bulbs in pots.

Although willows like water, you
should avoid planting a small
rootball into a large container,
where it will be swamped by wet 
compost, stopping oxygen
reaching the roots. Conversely, I 

hope the roots were not allowed
to dry out or overheat, which can
happen when they are pot-bound.

Whether or not the plant was
well kept, the culprit could be
willow sawfly larvae. These look
like caterpillars, eat hungrily in
large numbers and can defoliate 
their host plant.

Keep a regular look out for them
from spring onwards. If you see the
larvae, put a sheet under the tree
and knock it sharply so they fall
onto the ground when you disturb 
them, then dispose of them.

Valerie Griffin, Dorset

A BOB SAYS Magpies are 
bigger than most of the
insectivorous birds we gardeners
wish to encourage. To keep them
away, surround your table with
wide-mesh, galvanised chicken 
netting or similar wire net,
which the smaller birds will
be able to pass through but  
the magpies will not.

Marilyn Frost, Devon

A MATT SAYS Water the pot so
the compost is moist, then gently
ease out the seedlings with a hand
fork, doing as little damage to the 
root as possible. Tease the
seedlings apart, sprinkle
mycorrhizal fungi on the roots to 
stimulate root growth, then
transplant into individual pots that
are slightly larger than the spread
of the roots and filled with peat-
free ericaceous compost. 

Pot them at the same level as
they were before, then firm the
compost, leaving a gap between
the surface of the soil and the rim
of each pot for easy watering.
Label the seedlings clearly and put
them in a sheltered, shady spot.
Keep the compost moist and check 
the pots regularly through the
growing season. If roots appear
through the hole in the bottom,
repot into a container one size
larger. Keep doing this until a good 
root system is established.

Q How can I grow tree
seedlings under my acer?

Q How should I
repot my 10-year-
old acer tree?
Janice, by email

A BOB SAYS These
ornamental maples can be
difficult, requiring shelter from
scorching sun and fierce winds,
and need rich, moist, but never
waterlogged, soil. After a decade 
it will now be pot-bound, so I
cannot suggest you simply plant  
it out in the ground as it will
probably not have enough vigour
to establish. So, remove it from
the pot, shaking off as much
of the old compost as possible,
and prune off any dead roots.

Repot it into a slightly larger
container, preferably terracotta
as its weight will help to keep the
plant upright. Use a good-quality
potting compost (not a cheap or
multi-purpose one), preferably
a 50:50 mix of a soil-based one 
such as John Innes with an
ericaceous one (or with leaf 
mould, if you have any).

Q&A

HOT
TOPIC
Japanese
maples

Acer japonicum
varieties need
to be repotted
every two years

Use good-quality 
compost for
acers in pots
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If you have a gardening problem, email the details (and your

location) to Q&A@gardenersworld.com or write to Emma

Crawforth at Gardeners’ World Magazine, Vineyard House,

44 Brook Green, London W6 7BT. We regret that we cannot  

offer a personal advisory service or guarantee a reply.

You’ll also find lots of pest and disease advice, along with creative 

and problem-solving projects, at gardenersworld.com/how-to

Ways to find more help

Missed it?

Listen online

within seven days

at bbc.co.uk/

radio4

Gardening on the radio

Gardeners’ Question Time 
Enjoy a fascinating crop of listeners’ 

questions and answers

from the experts every

week, on BBC Radio 4,

Fridays at 3pm, repeated 

Sundays at 2pm. 

Q What can I use
to write on labels 
that will last?
Maureen Tostevin, by email

A MATT SAYS Botanic gardens
use engraved labels, while others,
such as Plant Heritage, use hand-
held labellers that type out the
name onto tape. Some gardeners 
use white paint on stones,
permanent marker on wooden
labels or etch into copper. It’s also
worth keeping a paper planting 
plan or book so you have a
written record of what you have 
planted in the garden, too.

Jacqui Dace, by email

A ANNE SAYS Carpet bedding 
became popular during the
Victorian era. The plants used
were usually tender and most
were novelty introductions,
such as Alternanthera ficoidea
amoena, a tender perennial
evergreen reaching only 5cm
high, the dark-red Iresine lindenii
(which needs clipping), Aptenia 
cordifolia and echeverias.

Some of these can be grown
from seed, usually in autumn,
kept frost-free during winter,
grown on in spring and planted
for summer display. You could
also try golden feverfew, ajuga 
and acaena for its metallic-
looking foliage.

Q Which perennials can I grow from seed 
to make attractive carpet bedding?

Iresine lindenii
produces eye-catching

crimson leaves

Q What can we do 
with pine cones 
and needles?
Vincent and Madeleine Naylor,  

North Yorkshire

A MATT SAYS You could
compost them. Although pine
needles have a pH of 3-4, they
become slightly acidic to neutral
after composting. They are slow
to rot and the pH suppresses
microbial activity in the compost,
but they’re good for opening up
the heap. If adding fresh, chop
them up before mixing them in.

Limit them to 10 percent of
the heap or stack separately to
rot after about three years. Keep
the heap moist. If growing plants
that like acidic soil, use them as a
mulch. The needles can be left to
rot down naturally or raked from
the border after 12 months, then
added to the compost heap once
the rotting process has started. 

Try pruning harder to get  
larger grape fruits

Leave pine needles where they fall to act as a weed-suppressing mulch

Patricia Fergusson, by email

A BOB SAYS It could be that
the variety is one intended for
wine-making not dessert. Harder,
more ruthless pruning should
help, so leave fewer branches and
then only one bunch per branch
with about a metre of foliage to
each. You could also thin the
number of berries per bunch, as 
recommended in old books.

Q My grapes are
pea-sized – how do
I get bigger ones?
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offer

Italy and the Alps

On this trip, we explore the Italian lakes Como, Maggiore and Lugano,
visit Bellagio and medieval Bergamo, tour the majestic Alps surrounding 
St Moritz and take a fantastic rail journey on the Bernina Express. 

This tour is a wonderful blend of northern Italy’s finest sights: Lake
Garda, with its snow-capped Dolomite background; beautiful and
cultural Venice, and romantic Verona, the setting for Romeo and Juliet.  

Lake Como, St Moritz

& the Bernina Express
Lake Garda, Venice  

and Verona

Selected departures from April to October 2017 Selected departures from April to October 2017

Holidays organised by and subject to the booking conditions of Riviera Travel, New Manor, 328 Wetmore Road, Burton-upon-Trent, Staffs DE14
1SP, and are offered subject to availability. ABTA V4744 ATOL 3430 protected. Per person prices based on two sharing a twin room. Single rooms 
and optional insurance available at a supplement. Images used in conjunction with Riviera Travel. Additional entrance costs may apply.

� Return flights from Gatwick,
Heathrow, Stansted,
Birmingham, Bristol,
East Midlands, Manchester, 
Dublin or Edinburgh

� Seven nights in three to
four-star accommodation, with 
breakfast and dinner

� Tour of beautiful Lake Garda
� Guided tour of medieval Verona,

city of Shakespeare’s Romeo
and Juliet, plus Roman and 
Renaissance sites

� Tour of the Dolomites, the finest
alpine scenery

� Guided tour of Venice

� Services of our experienced 
tour manager

� NEW Select a ‘classic’
or ‘undiscovered’ tour
of Venice and Verona

Hand-picked for you
(optional excursion) Attend the
Verona Opera Festival to catch a
spectacular performance of Aida, 
Nabucco, Madame Butterfly,
Rigoletto or Tosca. Call us to
pre-book your tickets for June
to August 2017. Price £55pp.

Visit our website to view the video

Both tours
fully bonded
& protected

Discover majestic Italian lakes, cities and Alpine scenery 

VeronaLake Como

Eight days half-board from only £799pp Eight days half-board from only £599pp

To request a brochure, call 01283 742397 or to book, visit gwdriviera.co.uk

Fully escorted price includes:Fully escorted price includes:

� Return flights from Gatwick,
Heathrow, Luton, Stansted,
Birmingham, Bristol, East
Midlands, Manchester, Cardiff,
Dublin, Glasgow or Edinburgh 

� Seven nights in four-star
accommodation, with breakfast
and dinner

� Visit to St Moritz, in heart of the
Swiss Alps

� Travel on the Bernina Express
for spectacular railway journey 
through the Alps

� Visit to Lake Maggiore with its
Mediterranean ambience, green
hills and exotic colourful flora

� Guided tour of Bergamo,
northern Italy’s most
enchanting medieval town

� Visit to Switzerland’s stylish  
city of Lugano

� Take a lake cruise to Bellagio,
one of Italy’s most enchanting 
lake-side towns

� Private visit to the enchanting
Villa del Balbianello and its 
inspirational gardens

� Services of our experienced 
tour manager

Visit our website to view a video 
of this fantastic tour

All bookings will receive a FREE BBC Gardeners’ World Magazine travel wallet
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& tell
Show

gardenersworld.com

Send your tips and photos to Show & tell, Gardeners’

World Magazine, Vineyard House, 44 Brook Green,

London W6 7BT or email letters@gardenersworld.

com and you could win National Garden Gift Vouchers.

We award National Garden Gift Vouchers for all published
letters: £50 for a makeover, £25 for a letter and photo, and
£10 for a letter. We are unable to return photos. If sending
digital photos, make sure they are taken on the camera’s
highest image resolution setting. We can’t give individual

replies and we reserve the right to edit letters. National Garden Gift Vouchers
can be bought and redeemed at more than 2,000 outlets in the UK, with more
than 90,000 plants and products on offer. Visit thevouchergarden.co.uk

When we bought our house
four years ago the garden was
desperately overgrown and
neglected, but full of mature
shrubs and perennials. We spent
two years clearing and pruning,

ACROSS
1Brassicas7Coir8Lupinus9Tulips10Spruces11Lawns13Magnolia15Urens
17Wishes20Sterile21Fleece22Sage

DOWN
1Bulbs2Asparagus3Senecio4Casts5Scilla6Pippin11Laurels12Weeding
13Mow14Lesser16Seed18Isle19Heel

APRIL SOLUTIONS – see page 154 for puzzle

The trouble with wildlife …

Robin Hood hedgehog wins prize

It’s an irruption

Rare visitors

We welcome wildlife into our
garden, but the rabbits, squirrels,
badgers and foxes dig up the lawns,
the deer eat the shrubs and roses,
the pigeons eat the vegetables and
the bird food, and the field mice

I wanted to show you my nine-year-old granddaughter’s hedgehog
drawing, which has won Nottingham in Bloom’s

Hedgehog Logo Design Competition. Beth’s entry
has earned her class at Haydn Primary School a

hedgehog workshop, where they’ll learn how to
make a hedgehog habitat for the school.

Mrs S Ritchie (proud nanna),

Nottingham

I took this photo of a waxwing
feeding on cotoneaster berries
in February.

The waxwing is a winter visitor
from Scandinavia and in some
years they arrive in larger
numbers, called irruptions. This
happens when the population
on their breeding grounds gets
too big for them to survive on
the available food.

Christine Cassidy, Londonderry

Here’s my wicked looking
goldfinch. These lovely birds
sometimes visit my garden feeders,
but the starlings are such bullies.
I hope you like him.

Anita Hobbs, by email

We say How lucky to have these
endangered starlings visiting you

I read with interest your reader’s
query regarding how to keep rats
out of a compost bin (GQT, January
issue). I had the same problem until
I invested in a wormery for green
waste. Since then I’ve had no sign
of rats, so I assume that it was the
peelings that were the attraction.

The wormery chugs away
with very little help and I add
kitchen peelings, tea bags, paper,
cardboard, and egg shells.

The bubble wrap is to keep the
worms warm in the cold weather
so they keep working.

Helen Knight, by email

help themselves to the seedlings.
As for this handsome fellow I do
wish he would do something useful
like eat slugs or moss. Who would
be a gardener?

Mrs E Leach, by email

AFTER

READER MAKEOVER

added a pond, a veg garden and 
a patio. It has been an immensely 
rewarding experience and we’re 
proud of what we’ve achieved.
Michelle Mitchinson, Wigtownshire

Can of worms 1 – Rodents 0 
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It’s a shame 
herons don’t eat 
slugs and moss

These worms  
are all wrapped  

up for winter

‘Wicked’ goldfinch 
has its eye on you

This waxwing 
enjoys a  

berry feast

Neglected and overgrown

A rewarding  
conclusion

BEFORE
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ACROSS

1 Plot staples that may need
protection from cabbage  
root fly (9)

7 Fibre from coconut husks,
used in potting compost (4)

8 This genus of cottage plants
includes the colourful ‘Band  
of Nobles’ series (7)

9 Sprinkle fertiliser around
these showy spring bulbs (6)

10 Common name for trees  
of the picea genus (7)

11 Now is a good time to sow 
new __ (5)

13 An icon of spring with
showy, scented cup- or
star-shaped blooms (8)

15 Latin name meaning
stinging, as in Urtica __ (5)

17 ‘Warm __ ‘ is a hybrid
tea rose with peachy coral 
petals (6)

20 Refers to a flower that
cannot produce seeds (7)

21 Drape __ over fruit trees
on frosty nights to protect 
fragile blossom (6)

22 Herb with grey-green
leaves used in cooking (4) 

DOWN

1 Pick off dead flowerheads 
from spring __ (5)

2 Plant new beds of this
delicacy, eaten for its tender 
young shoots (9)

3 Huge genus of plants including  
ragworts and groundsel (7)

4 Worm __ can be a nuisance  
on 11 across (5)

5 __ siberica ‘Spring Beauty’  
is aptly named (6)

6 Popular dessert apple,   
‘Cox’s Orange __’ (6)

11 Ideal evergreen hedging
plants with dark-green,  
glossy leaves (7)

12 Keep doing this to root
out bindweed, couch grass  
and other invaders (7)

13 __ the lawn if the grass  
is growing too long (3)

14 Vinca minor is better known 
as __ periwinkle (6)

16 The structure that develops
from an ovule after it has been 
fertilised (4)

18 ‘__ of Jura’ is an easy-to-
grow maincrop potato (4)

19 Type of cutting that is pulled
away with a piece of stem (4)

1 2 3
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See the 
difference 
for yourself 

RISK FREE 
for 30 days

At first glance you might think a Serious Readers Light is attractive

but nothing special - but you’d be wrong.

Like all the best designs, what might appear to be rather simple is in fact

very considered, clever and eminently practical. Apart from offering

breathtaking clarity, detail and colour, a Serious Readers Light is packed

with features that will completely transform your ability to read even

the smallest of print in complete comfort.

Comparison with Daylight

Wavelengths

380 430 480 530 580 630 680 730 780

5 year
guarantee

No 
assembly 
required

Free 
returns

Mirrors Daylight

Our HD lights closely match the

wavelengths of natural light.

Extra touches

Slow-start circuitry maximises bulb life. 

Internal electronics protect against use of 

wrong bulb. Removable pen and glasses 

holders on table light versions save space. 

Environmentally 

friendly

Incredible clarity 

and brightness, but 

still energy effi  cient. 

Ultra low levels of

UV and infra

red light.

Easy bulb change

No screws, 

no tools, 

no hassle.

Engineered to last

British craft smanship, 

German engineering 

and the very best 

components 

sourced from 

around the 

world.

Uniform Beam

Th e entire beam 

projects onto your 

page. No warm up 

time, no hotspots, 

and a quality of 

light that doesn’t 

degrade with use.

Effortless adjustment

A dimmer to match the needs 

of your eyes and a memory 

function to remember 

your last setting.

Special Offer
Purchase a Serious Light by 

18.04.2017 and get a FREE 

and accessories, 

worth over £100. 



Collect our other great titles...

A special collection for
you and your family

from the team behind 
BBC Good Food

Visit the Apple App store to download digital

issues in the Home Cooking Series, including 

Good Food Healthy, Good Food Family,

Vegetarian Summer and Bakes & Cakes

Triple-tested recipes

from BBC Good Food

Out now!

Brioche breakfast bake

Ham, leek & potato pie

Coconut chai traybake

HOME
COOKING 
SERIES

HOME
COOKING 
SERIES



gardenersworld.com 157April 2017

Call 0844 848 9707*
Quote code GWSP417 Lines open Mon to Fri 8am–8pm and Sat 9am–1pm

Visit www.buysubscriptions.com/GWSP417

2 EASY WAYS TO SUBSCRIBE

†This offer is only open to new UK customers subscribing to BBC Gardeners’ World Magazine. You will pay £29.99 for 12 issues, saving 47% on the usual shop price, your subscription will then continue at the
rate of £45.60 – still saving 20%. The closing date for this offer is 25th April 2017. You may cancel at any time and receive a full refund on any outstanding issues by contacting your bank or building society.
Written confirmation may also be required. Prices are discounted from the full UK subscription price and include P & P. Standard UK subscription price is £57, Europe and Republic of Ireland is £67and Rest  
of the World is £80. *Calls will cost 7p per minute plus your telephone company’s access charge. Please note enquiry lines are open 9am-6pm.

Special Spring Promotion � Special Spring Promotion

Subscribe to BBC Gardeners’ World Magazine and save 47%,

paying just £29.99 for 12 issues†. That’s less than £2.50 an

issue compared to the usual shop price of £4.75 

£29.9912 issues
for just

Offer must end 25th April 2017 

Less than
£2.50 an

issue,
(usual shop

price £4.75)

What to do now

Gardening experts

Subscriber club



CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENT FEATURE

COMFORT WITH STYLE
LEATHER MULES

A small family business offering high
quality leather mules in two styles
(one suitable for a wider foot), and

seven colours. Perfect for indoor and
outdoor wear. An arch support is an

integral feature helping to create
additional comfort.

We offer sizes 2-14 (35-49)
Prices £46.00 & £50.00

with £5.00 P&P
www.themulecompany.co.uk  Tel: 01364 652028

QUALITY FRUIT
SUPPLIERS

We at Ken Muir pride ourselves on providing
the highest quality fruit trees. Our catalogue

contains an extensive range of apple, pear, plum
and cherries together with more unusual fruits
VXFK DV PXOEHUULHV�PHGODUV� ƓJV DQG QXWV� 2XU

soft fruit range covers, strawberries, raspberries,
blackberries, grapes, currants and gooseberries,

together with blueberries, cranberries and
gardening accessories.

Ken Muir Ltd, Honeypot Farm, Rectory Road, Weeley Heath,
Clacton-on-Sea, Essex CO16 9BJ

Telephone: 01255 830181  Visit: www.kenmuir.co.uk

LARGEST RANGE OF
PLANT SUPPORTS

Props for Peonies:
Peonies produce huge and beautiful heads on slim
and wind-vulnerable stems. They need support, we

suggest using good-looking ‘Peony Cones’ which are
�P KLJK LQ D QDWXUDO UXVWLF ƓQLVK� 7KH &RQHV DOVR DGG
architectural interest over the winter months. For full

range visit the website.Proud to be a totally British
manufacturer of Plant Supports.

www.plantsupports.co.uk
Tel:01584 781578 Facebook: plantsupportsuk

Twitter @plantsupportsuk
Peony cone shown here £22.94

POPADOME – A NEW
PLANT PROTECTOR

Based on a dome design, the net keeps
out pests but allows bee pollination and

with a copper strip around the base deters
slugs and snails. It’s easy to assemble,

sturdy but lightweight with a zip up
entrance for easy access. Fitted Accessory

covers pop over for the Base Dome in
Fleece, Cloche and Fine Insect Netting.

Sizes from 1.2m square
Prices from £29.99 - £59.99

including UK delivery
For more information visit popadome.co.uk or tel. 02071 250342

EXCLUSIVE
POLYRATTAN PLANTERS

PIGGYGARDEN offers an
extensive collection of quality

garden furniture from traditional
teak to contemporary designs.

Pictured is our exclusive Polyrattan
planter range available in black or
PL[HG EURZQ� ƓQLVKHG ZLWK PHWDO

liners for strength and longevity.
Various sizes available. These also

work well both indoors and outdoors.
To view our full range visit piggygarden.co.uk/planters/ or telephone

our dedicated sales team on 0333 011 2313

LABELS ‘N’
THINGS

Since 2004 Labels ’n’ Things have been supplying
professional and enthusiastic amateur gardeners with
the complete labelling solution. The Labels ‘n‘ Things

range features Plant Labels manufactured from Plastic,
Wood, Bamboo, Metal, Slate, Scratch-On. To compliment

the labels there is a selection of Markers and Pens
all Weatherproof, Waterproof and Lightfast, for the

”professional look” The Brother Label printer produces
exceptional durable high quality labels.

Visit our website www.labelsnthings.co.uk
or call 01527 557990 for a catalogue quote GW1

for a free gift

WINDERMERE
LAKE HOLIDAYS

Self-catering apartments in a unique location
on the shore of Lake Windermere with stunning

views of the lake and fells.
Superb base for enjoying the area or for just

doing nothing.
Short breaks are available all year round.

Price includes the use of a rowboat and leisure
club membership at a local spa hotel.

Sleeps 2-6.
www.lakewindermere.net  email@lakewindermere.net

tel. 015394 43415

STRULCH -THEMINERALISED
STRAW MULCH

for organic gardening with slug
and snail deterrent

Strulch stops weeds by blocking
out the light. It is light and easy to
use, looks good and lasts for up to
2 years. It can be used anywhere in
the garden and will improve sandy

and clay soils. The texture of the
mulch together with the embedded

minerals deters slugs and snails.
Tel: 01943 863610 www.strulch.co.uk

Available in bulk and from our stockists – www.facebook.com/strulch
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MAKING THE MOST OF
YOUR CONSERVATORY

$GG WKH ƓQLVKLQJ WRXFKHV WR \RXU FRQVHUYDWRU\ RU JODVV H[WHQVLRQ
with these stunning bespoke blinds from Conservatory Blinds Limited.
Help reduce heat and glare, and also protect your furniture from fading

with these specialist fabrics … all made-to-measure and
created by a team of experts in their UK factory.

Spring Sale: up to 30% off the most popular fabrics.
Call for a brochure: 0800 071 88 88 or visit

www.conservatoryblinds.co.uk

ULTRASONIC
PEST DETERRENTS

Concept Research Ultrasonic pest deterrents are
proudly designed and manufactured in Great

Britain.Our humane deterrents banish cats,
foxes, mice and pine martens from homes,

gardens, sheds and lofts without harming the
animal in question.

Call our UK based team on 01438 727183
or visit www.conceptresearch.co.uk

Please quote code GW17 when ordering over the
phone or online. Discount valid until 30/04/2017

on orders over £25.

PEAT-FREE ORGANIC
TOMATO PLANTS

Early tomatoes should have been sown
around 1 March for planting in an unheated

greenhouse mid-April. But you can catch up -
ours are already 3-4 weeks old. Choose from 21

hybrid, heritage and blight-tolerant varieties –
14 are also available as grafted plants for extra

vigour. Lots of other plants too.
www.organicplants.co.uk

Tel: 01354 740553
Twitter: @organicplantsuk
YouTube: Organicplantsuk
Facebook: @organicplants

,QVWDJUDP��GHOŶ�DQGRUJDQLF

THE SUSSEX
TRUG

The Sussex Trug is a Traditional gardener’s tool that is probably more cherished than
any other item in the tool shed
and an ideal gift for those hard

to buy for people.Hand made in
Sussex, signed, stamped, dated

and sent next day.
Our most popular

No.7 is just £37.80 + P&P
www.trugmakers.co.uk

Tel: 01323 440452

FERRYMAN
POLYTUNNELS

Ferryman Polytunnels have been
manufacturing quality Polytunnels

for over 35 years.Offering a range of
sizes to suit your growing needs.Our

Classic Range is solid and strong
but we offer a Tufftunnel Range
with a larger tube size designed

for the more exposed areas.
Replacement covers and accessories.

Free Polytunnel Brochure.
info@ferrymanpolytunnels.co.uk www.ferrymanpolytunnels.co.uk

For help and advice telephone 01363 84948

LOBSTER POT
GROW-THROUGH

SUPPORTS
Leander’s beautiful Lobster Pots in rusted

iron make perfect grow-through supports for
peonies, poppies and other unruly plants, and

now is the ideal time to get them in place.
For these and many other useful and
stylish designs for all types of plants

visit their website:
www.leanderplantsupports.co.uk

tel. 01773 550495
MADE IN ENGLAND

NO MORE CRACKED
HANDS OR FEET!

BEESWAX BARRIER HAND & FOOT CREAM
100% Money Back Guarantee!

TRIAL OFFER – FREE 1oz and ¼ oz Tubs worth £15.45
when you buy a 4oz Tub for

£23.95 + £3.95 P&P.
Go to www.BeeProtX.com or

Call Free 0800 027 0208 and
order a 4oz Tub quoting

Code: GWCAF
Cheques to:

Richard Starkie Associates,
Timber Cottage, Wistow, Leicester LE8 0QF
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RRP £1264

INCLUDES

Dimensions:  Base width 1918mm (6ft3);
Length 2538mm (8ft3);
Eaves Height 1316mm (4ft3);
Ridge Height 2015mm (6ft7); Door width 
620mm (2ft);Door Height 1717mm (5ft7).

10 YEAR GUARANTEE
ON FRAME AND METAL BASES

10% DEPOSIT
Full payment on delivery.Greenhouse

can be held in stock for up to a year

LOWEST PRICES
We’ll beat any cheaper prices by £10

for the same greenhouse.

www.greenhousepeople.co.uk

Phone our Order/Help line (Open 7 days a week 9am to 5pm)

0800 083 9354 ORDER ONLINE

ASK FOR OUR FREE GREENHOUSE BUYERS GUIDE AND ULTIMATE  BROCHURE. If you would like help buying
your greenhouse and have questions such as: where should i position a greenhouse in my garden, 
or what is the best size greenhouse for me, then this comprehensive guide is exactly what you need.

SURPLUS STOCK CLEARANCE

SAVE £665

FIND ME QUICK CODE 01259

£60
£599

£59.plinth
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Call: 0208 804 7474             

INSPIRED LIVING

THE HOME OF QUALITY GARDEN FURNITURE

Get the Bridgman 2017 catalogue for the UK’s largest range of

quality garden furniture, featuring exclusive waterproof cushions.

Visit: www.bridgman.co.uk
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Vitopod
Heated propagator

Precision
control

Height
adjustable

39cm

Large
Vents

Award 

Winner

KNOWLE NETS
Fruit & Vegetable Cages - Polytunnels - Cloches - Pond Nets - 

Poultry Nets - Garden Netting 

FREE CATALOGUE & SAMPLES: 01308 424342

info@knowlenets.co.uk   www.knowlenets.co.uk

View our range of ´LQVWDQW�À�Wμ hanging basket,

pot holder and bird feeder brackets for:-

Concrete/Wooden Fence Post - Fence - Trellis - Drainpipe

www.clipnhang.com

Buy online or telephone 01268 544 003
John Harris Products 21 Denehurst Gardens, Langdon Hills, Essex SS16 6TX

2 for £17.49
incl. postage

2 for £24.99
incl. postage

2 for £14.49
incl. postage

2 for £17.99
incl. postage

´LQVWDQW�À�Wμ
no drilling

Manufacturers of High Quality
British Hand Made Cedar Greenhouses, 

Garden Buildings and Coldframes.
For more information
Call: 01889 562 610

or 
Visit: www.woodpecker-joinery.co.uk

Woodpecker Joinery (UK) ltd

“Putting the Cedar
                        back into Greenhouses” 100% British made

Ferryman

Polytunnels Ltd
Quality Polytunnels for Gardens,

Allotments and Commercial.

Replacement Covers

Free Brochure and Advice

01363 84948

www.ferrymanpolytunnels.co.uk

Ferryman Polytunnels, Westleigh,

Morchard Road, EX17 5LS

'Z��E,Kh^�^Zh^
Massive range of sizes, colours &

styles to choose from.

dĞůĞƉŚŽŶĞ� ϬϭϲϮϯ ϰϰϯϯϯϭ

ǁǁǁ�ŐƌĞĞŶŚŽƵƐĞƐƌƵƐ�ĐŽ�ƵŬ

- Direct from manufacturer.

- All major brands supplied.

- �ĞůŝǀĞƌǇ EĂƟŽŶǁŝĚĞ�
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01642 370888www.pondkeeper.co.uk

DEAL
Price*

Build YBuild Your Dream Pondour Dream Pond

withwith PondkPondkeepereeper

Shop: A3 Bentley Ave
Cowpen Lane, Billingham,
Stockton-on-Tees, TS23 4BU

FREE 2017 Catalogue

Contains products, prices,
hints, tips and advice.

Claim your FREE copy now!
Just call or click!

�

‘EasyPond’ Pump & Filter Sets

UK’s bestselling
submersible pump/filter
with UVC.

Hozelock EasyClear

Pond Vacuum SpecialsPond Essentials - BOGOF

1/2 Price Underlay
with all 40yr Flexiliner

Pond Liners

System+Liner

Sets include Hose & Clips

Pond System Pond Size Price

SAVE
Up to

£31.47

£99.99
£119.99
£169.99
£254.99
£304.99
£609.99

FREE Gloves

with vacs

Dig a Hole - Line It - Add WDig a Hole - Line It - Add Water - Enjoy!ater - Enjoy!

UK’s Biggest & Best Pond Specialist

1200+ Products Reviewed & Rated

Over 12,000 product and service
independently verified reviews
(Current rating 96%)

All Aquatic Brands - Lowest Prices

FREE Next Day Delivery
(use promo code shown top right)

£149.99
£159.99

4x3m
4x4m

3000 3000 litres £109.99
4500 4500 litres £124.99
6000 6000 litres £139.99
7500 7500 litres £154.99
9000 9000 litres £169.99

5m Hose

25mm Clips

Spare UV Bulb

All-in-One Pond Pump

TripleAction 4500

Perfect Solution for ponds

up to 4500 Ltrs (1000 Gals).

2000lph pump, 11w UVC,

effective 4-stage filtration.

RRP £179.99

Special Offer £99.99

Pond Protectors
Pond Spotlight
Blanketweed Btr
Tap Tonic
Green Water Btr
Sludge Shifters
Barley Straw

£24.99
£24.99
£9.99
£9.99
£9.99
£9.99
£6.99

2 for price of 1

Perfect for filters and

waterfalls for small ponds.

20 / 25 / 32mm hosetails

Model Price

FREE
GIFTS

�

�

�

�

Cleanopond
Pondomatic
Pondovac
Pondovac 3
Pondovac 4
Pondovac 5

EasyPond 2000
EasyPond 3000
EasyPond 4500
EasyPond 7000
EasyPond 12000
EasyPond 20000
EasyPond 30000

2000Ltr
3000Ltr
4500Ltr
7000Ltr
12000Ltr
20,000Ltr
30,000Ltr

1000lph
2000lph
2500lph
3000lph

�

1000lph model
12-25mm hose

£119.99
£124.99
£129.99
£169.99
£229.99
£269.99
£299.99

£29.99
£39.99
£44.99
£49.99

PondXpert MightyMite Pumps

Pond Pumps -Special Offers

UK Pond Liner Expert

Easy to install

exi Liner

Liner Size Guarantee   
Metres (Feet) 15yr 40yr
3 x 3m 10x10 £13.41 £20.61 £25.56
4 x 3m 13x10 £17.88 £27.48 £34.08
4 x 4m 13x13 £23.84 £36.64 £45.44
5 x 4m 16x13 £29.80 £45.80 £56.80
5 x 5m 16x16 £37.25 £57.25 £71.00
6 x 5m 20x16 £44.70 £68.70 £85.20
6 x 6m 20x20 £53.64 £82.44 £102.24
7 x 5m 23x16 £52.15 £80.15 £99.40
7 x 6m 23x20 £62.58 £96.18 £119.28
7 x 7m 23x23 £73.01 £112.21 £139.16
8 x 6m 26x20 £71.52 £109.92 £136.32
8 x 8m 26x26 £95.36 £146.56 £181.76
9 x 7m 30x23 £93.87 £144.27 £178.92
9 x 8m 30x26 £107.28 £164.88 £204.48

10 x 8m 33x26 £119.20  £183.20  £227.20

*Deal includes Basic Underlay 

FREEFREE Next Day DeliveryNext Day Delivery

Just Quote CodeJust Quote Code ‘‘B17AB17A‘‘

NEW

Model Pond Size   Price

NEW
Firestone &

EPDM
Rubber

Liner now
available on

24hr
Delivery

Firestone
1mm

£6.88sqm
(£0.64sqft)

Greenseal
EPDM

£6.50sqm
(£0.60sqft)

�

5x4m
5x5m
7x6m £329.99

£399.99
£449.99

7.5m
9x7m

£174.99
£234.99

G W G�

Why Buy From Pondkeeper?

Lowest UK Price
From £1.49sqm

Fully Guaranteed
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Installation 

service 

available

call 0800 9804732 for expert advice
www.isgreenhouses.co.uk  

enquiries@isgreenhouses.co.uk
Plaisters Green North Somerset BS40 8BH

COMPOST

Tel: 01600 890 125

www.archwoodgreenhouses.co.uk

SYSTEMS

Quality outdoor living with Nationwide
CELEBRATING OVER 29 YEARS AS THE NATION’S NO.1 HOME IMPROVER

Classic Verandas

UP TO

40%
OFF

*Credit is subject to application and status. Written details on request. 
0% APR for 12 months then 19.9% APR representative. Fees may apply. 

BUY NOW, PAY LATER*

Nationwide Verandas are designed to provide a stylish & 

practical area to enjoy outdoor living whatever the weather

For a FREE brochure  
or no obligation  
design consultation or visit us online at www.nationwideltd.co.uk

0800 825 0532Call us 
today on

SEE OUR EXTENSIVE RANGE ONLINE

Two Wests & Elliott (GW) Unit 4 Carrwood Road, Sheepbridge Ind Estate, Chesterfield S41 9RH

Two Wests & Elliott
Quality Equipment
We stock a massive range of products with many exclusive to us including Cloches � &ROG Frames �
Heaters ��7LPEHU�6KHGV���Pots ��)UXLW�&DJHV ��Polytunnels � Plant Supports ��Greenhouses � Raised Beds   

( V W D E O L V K H G V L Q F H � � � �

Design

SURGXFWV��$OO�PDGH�E\�KDQG�WR�WKH�KLJKHVW�VWDQGDUGV��ZH�DOVR�RIIHU�D�custom build service��
where our skilled craftsmen can make a special size or unique design for a perfect fit.

for Greenhouse and Garden

The Bayliss range of Autovents opens
and closes greenhouse vents automatically
without the need for electricity by using
the warmth of the sun.

0 ������� ��
�
0 ��������
 ��� � �����
0 	��
�� 	��
� �		����


������� ���	�����
	��������� ��

Dept BGW, Airfield Ind., Est.
Ashbourne, Derbyshire DE6 1HA

���� ��	��� ������� ��
����
@ www.baylissautovents.co.uk

Enjoy the  
outside, 
inside

Polytunnels�t�Cloches�t�Fruit Cages

Buy online @ www.premierpolytunnels.co.uk  

or call for a brochure: 01282 811250 

dovetail
greenhouses

Greenhouses designed...
...and built to 
suit you and 
your garden

dovetailgreenhouses.co.uk

Call: 0121 311 2900
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How have you used your recycled rail materials?
Email your photos to railwayrecycling@networkrail.co.uk

Wire Anchors on Concrete Posts & Easy Trellising

Rivelin Glen Products

www.rivelinglenproducts.co.uk

info@rivelinglenproducts.co.uk

Tel: 01246 851777

Wire Anchor

Wire Anchor fi tted with  

Gripple system

Quick & Easy Solution to fi x wires to concrete posts

No drilling – simply clamp 2 halves together

Two sizes to fi t most posts

Internal/External Corners, End Brackets, Pot Holders

Main stockist of Gripple Trellising System

FREE UK DELIVERY

“Perfect
Ponds Made

Simple”

www.watergardeningdirect.com  
Tel: 01778 341199

PVC 15 Year ....0.35mm ..£1.99/m2 (19p/ft2)
PVC 30 Year ....0.50mm ..£2.50/m2 (23p/ft2)
Greenseal ......0.75mm ..£5.99/m2 (56p/ft2)
Butyl ................0.75mm ..£8.99/m2 (84p/ft2)
Firestone ........1.00mm ....£7.85/m2 (73p/ft2)

Liner
Size M

Greenseal Butyl Firestone

Lifetime
(0.75mm)

Lifetime
(0.75mm)

Liner Size
M (Ft)

Lifetime
(1.00mm)

3 x 3 £53.91 £80.91 2.44 x 2.44 (8’ x 8’) £46.72

3 x 4 £71.88 £107.88 3.05 x 3.05 (10’ x 10’) £73.00

4 x 4 £95.84 £143,84 4.27 x 4.27 (14’ x 14’) £143.08

4 x 5 £119.80 £179.80 4.27 x 4.88 (14’ x 16’) £163.52

4 x 6 £143.76 £215,76 4.27 x 6.10 (14’ x 20’) £204.40

5 x 6 £166.14 £269.70 4.88 x 4.88 (16’ x 16’) £186.88

6 x 6 £199.37 £323.64 5.49 x 6.71 (18’ x 22’) £289.08

6 x 7 £251.58 £377.58 6.10 x 6.10 (20’ x 20’) £292.00

8 x 8 £383.36 £575.36 7.92 x 7.92 (26’ x 26’) £493.48

Pond Liners

Just A Small
Selection Of Our

www.watergardeningdirect.com      
Tel: 01778 341199

Water Gardening Direct, Hards Lane, Frognall, Peterborough PE6 8RL

1Kg treats 10000 litres £13.99
2.5Kg treats 25000 litres £32.99
4Kg treats 40000 litres       £49.99

Evolution Aqua’s Stop Blanketweed
is our best selling treatment

Special Deal
Buy any 3 UV bulbs and get

the cheapest 1 free

Damselfly
500 - 1250L
from £132.99 

Mayfly
150 - 1000L
from £64.99

Free delivery to your door

Seasonal Products

UK’slargestsupplier of
preformedponds

Fibreglass Ponds
136 - 4950L

from £194.99

KEEP YOUR CONSERVATORY
COOL IN SUMMER AND

WARM IN WINTER

SAVE £££ BY NOT REPLACING THE ENTIRE ROOF

WE CAN

BEAT ANY

LIKE FOR

LIKE

QUOTE!

INTERNALLY FITTED

CONSERVATORY CEILING

INSULATION SYSTEM

PLEASE CALL FOR BROCHURE

0800 772 3272
www.comfyconservatories.co.uk

7 DAYS A WEEK
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PLUS Toughened Safety Glass throughout

PEFC Certified Western Red Cedar

Aluminium Door Runner Hasp & Staple Lockable Door

Roof Vents & Side Vents Stainless Steel Screws

Pre-Drilled for Ease of Construction

6x6 from only £1,675.00

T H E E S S E N T I A L R A N G E
by G A B R I E L A S H

FOR OUR L ATEST OFFERS CALL 01829 271 890
OR VIS IT w w w. g a b r i e l a s h . c o m

STRUCTURE SHOWN 6X8

If spending time in your garden is your idea of fun then the

addition of an Essential Range greenhouse from Gabriel Ash

will make it even more enjoyable.

Made from the same quality Western Red Cedar as our RHS

and Classic Ranges, with aluminium gutters and door runners,

plus an optional easy to install base our new Essential Range

makes the perfect greenhouse package.

The only

timber

greenhouses

endorsed by

the RHS

Aluminium

Guttering

Low

Threshold

Made in

Cheshire UK

Optional

Metal Base

©The Royal Horticultural Society. Endorsed by the Royal Horticultural Society. Registered Charity No 222879/SC038262

Dog urine killing

your lawn?
Green Peez herbal remedy
prevents brown patches on
the lawn caused by dog urine.
Add to food daily. 100% natural, safe

Tel: 0845 127 9903
www.caninenaturalcures.co.uk

COUPON CODEGWAPR17OFFER ENDS31/05/17

Visit our website to see our range of

innovative and stylish pet products

kedronpetandgarden.co.uk

Kedron Pet and
Garden

Doggie Dooley dog
waste systems

The original in-ground
environmentally friendly dog

waste disposal system

Bird feeders and nest boxes
-:*�*LY[PÄLK IPYJO IPYK MLLKLYZ�HUK�

nest boxes

Felted wool cat cocoons
Hand felted from sheep wool

in six colours 
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GROW MORE AND EXTEND YOUR SEASON WITH THIS 

WALK-IN NETTED BRASSICA/VEGETABLE TUNNEL

CONTACT US WITH YOUR ENQUIRIES TEL: 01543 677531

OR VISIT WWW.WALK-INWONDERWALL.CO.UK

t�13&7&/54�4-6(4�"/%�4/"*-4�'30.�&/5&3*/(

t�"--084�3"*/�"/%�46/�50�1&/&53"5&

t�/0�#"4&�/&&%&%�	'*9&4�*/�40'5�&"35)


t�&"4*-:�%*4."/5-&%�"/%�3&1045*0/&%

t�1305&$54�"("*/45�1*(&0/4

t�&"4*-:�4503&%�8)&/�/05�*/�64&

t�1305&$54�"("*/45�$"##"(&
8)*5&�#655&3'-*&4�$"5&31*--&34

t�&"4:�50�&3&$5�t�&"4:�8&&%*/(

t�&"4:�8"5&3*/(

t�"--084�"*3�50�$*3$6-"5&�"/%�"5�5)&
4".&�5*.&�1305&$54�'30.�4530/(�8*/%4

An affordable alternative to polytunnels, yet more effective than cloches

A unique, innovative and organic solution to most of your problems

Standard width 3.5m - height 1.9m approx 6’3”, 3m - £1��

4m - £1��, 5m - £2��, 6m - £2��, 7m - £269, 8m - £299, 9m - £329

(plus postage) OTHER SIZES AVAILABLE ON REQUEST

www.walk-inwonderwall.co.uk

BUY DIRECT FROM THE MANUFACTURER,
NOT AVAILABLE IN ANY RETAIL OUTLET

Made in Britain, the frame

is constructed from a light

weight, durable, heavy duty

PVC tube and is covered in

D ÀQH� KHDY\ GXW\ QHWWLQJ�

which means it is able to

withstand very strong winds

and harsh conditions.

ć� F�8BML�*O�8POEFSXBMM¥               pat pen 

TO BUY ONLINE�PHONE�SHOWROOM

cyan.co.uk | 020 8655 6240
Unit 8 Gateway Business Park Station Approach Road Coulsdon CR5 2NS
Showroom Open Monday Saturday: 9am 5pm • Fast Nationwide DeliveryCushions & Parasol sold separately unless otherwise stated. All items except Sun Lounger delivered assembled. Prices include VAT but exclude delivery.

LT602 £189.99
includes free cushion

LT176 £220.00
includes free cushion

Teak Sun Lounger
Halo Teak
Steamer Chair

Teak Versailles Planters
LT051 Standard £49.99
LT052 Large £79.99
LT053 XLarge £119.99

Canfield Teak Dining Set
CS304 £519.99

Windsor Teak Benches

LT107 1.2m £160.00
LT029 1.5m £184.99
LT030 1.8m £209.99

Windsor Bench Sets

CS130 £719.99
1.5m Benches, 1.5m Table & Armchairs

CS131 £799.99
1.8m Benches, 1.8m Table & Armchairs

Brompton Extending Teak Set
Double Leaf Extending Table,
Folding Chairs & Folding Armchairs

CS231 6 Seat £614.99
CS206 8 Seat £799.99

feel good furniture
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Within our portfolio of residential care and

nursing homes across the south of England,

you will find our four beautiful Care South

.

We offer high quality care, fine dining and

comfortable accommodation at a realistic cost.

Care South is a leading provider of residential and home care
across the south of England. Registered Charity No. 1014697

Find out more and request a brochure at

-

Q a e i
r  

Solar Powered Pumps
Waterfalls & Fountains

www.solarsolutionsfountains.co.uk

The experts for over 10 years

Designed for British weather

from £174

The UK’s best solar powered pumps

01686 440 608

www.soluxuk.com

LAKESIDE RETIREMENT VILLAGE
Flats for Sale - £155k to £235k

Extensive Private Grounds ■ Allotments ■ Direct
Access to 140 Acre Heathland ■ Restaurant ■ 24h

Emergency Call ■ Social Programme ■ Pets Welcome
Just 38 minute train ride from Central London to

local Ashford train station.
Limited ground floor with private terraces remaining.

Lakeside Village, Chapel Road, Hothfield,
Ashford, Kent, TN25 4LN

Tel. 01233 713546
www.LakesideLiving.co.uk
info@LakesideLiving.co.uk

BRIGIDFOLEY
Est’d. 1973

Unfortunately we do not do brochures

NEW STOCK ARRIVING DAILY

Shop online at www.brigidfoley.co.uk

01822 612048
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2017 MAIL ORDER
CATALOGUE NOW 

AVAILABLE

THE BEST PROTECTION FROM
SLUGS AND SNAILS

slugrings.co.uk   01225 851524

HIGH QUALITY SLATE HOUSE SIGNS
Traditionally hand made in a small artisan workshop

in the Scottish Borders

01835 824 529 / www.scottishslategift.co.uk

15%
DISCOUNT

VOUCHER CODE

GIFT15

Redeemable

online only

Made by Roberts & Sheppey (Melrose) Ltd. Est 1880

melroseellamay@aol.com
www.melrose-skincare.co.uk

MELROSE
SKINCARE

18G MULTI-PURPOSE
SKINCARE STICK

SOOTHES DRY SKIN, SORE LIPS
AND PAINFUL CRACKED HEELS

=fimaj] Yl qgmj kmh]jeYjc]l �Af%@gmk] H`YjeY[q�

gj�qgmj�dg[Yd [`]eaklk h`YjeY[q \]hYjle]fl&

£3.20
E=DJGK= Y\n]jlak]\ af ;`]eakl � <jm__akl Hja[] Dakl&

Hah�[g\]�(),.,,1�gj�^gj�99@$�E=D�)((:

✂

Name:

Address:

Post Code:

17-GW4

For your FREE Backfriend Literature (N.B. we never pass on enquirers details):
POST coupon to MEDesign Ltd, FREEPOST, Southport, PR8 1BR (no stamp needed)
CALL 01704 542373 EMAIL gw@medesign.co.uk

You need a Backfriend®

at Home DrivingAnywhere Working In the Garden

O
ffe

rs
p

o
s
itio

n
a

l

relief from
�Backrest height is adjustable to suit user

�8 colour choices

�12 month guarantee

�

�Used by over 500,000 people

�Manufactured by MEDesign® right here in the UK

Coccyx Wedge Ortho Pillows

Muscle Wraps

Wrist Pain Guard

Portable

Kneeler SeatsEasi-Grip Scissors

14 day home trial

Food Tech Tools

Back Belts

back pain

Request your free Back Pack Catalogue now

DOES SITTING MAKE YOUR BACK ACHE?

THE portable back support for use in any seat

�Exported to 37 countries�Light and portable

...and 100+ other amazing products as well
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Buy your 2017 SEEDS & PM Turf now!
www.pictorialmeadows.co.uk

For a free catalogue call 01142 677 635

™

ECHIUM PLANTS
Giant Tree Echiums

and many other
varieties available

Holders of the
National Collection

www.echiumworld.co.uk

DAVID AUSTIN
® ROSES

Tel: 01902 376300
www.davidaustinroses.com

POT GROWN HEDGING – PLANT NOW
QUALITY PLANTS DIRECT FROM THE GROWER. INDEPENDENT TRIALS CONFIRM US AS THE BEST

SUPPLIER. WRITTEN GUARANTEE AND CULTURAL INSTRUCTIONS ACCOMPANY ALL ORDERS.
Per 10 Per 50

Beech, Green 60/90cm 2 litre pot £56 £261
Beech, Green 90/120cm 2 litre pot £67 £315
Beech, Green 125/150cm* 4 litre pot £144 £678
Beech, Green 150/175cm* 10 litre pot £199 £957
Beech, Purple 60/90cm 2 litre pot £65 £309
Beech, Purple 125/150cm* 4 litre pot £150 £705
Beech, Purple 150/175cm* 10 litre pot £226 £1083
Berberis Stenophylla 30/40cm 2 litre pot £65 £309
Box, Common 20/25cm 9cm pot £27 £119
Box, Common 25/35cm 1 litre pot £37 £167
Box, Common 30/35cm 1.5 litre pot £51 £237
Box, Common 30/40cm 2 litre pot £59 £276
Box, Common 40/50cm 4 litre pot £95 £447
Box, Dwarf 8/12cm 9cm pot £30 £129
Box, Dwarf 15/20cm 2 litre pot £56 £261
Cotoneaster Lacteus 50/70cm 2 litre pot £56 £261
Elaeagnus Ebbingeii 30/50cm 2 litre pot £51 £237
Elaeagnus Ebbingeii 60/80cm 3 litre pot £83 £396
Elaeagnus Ebbingeii 120/150cm* 10 litre pot £258 £1239
Escallonia, Apple Blossom 50/70cm 2 litre pot £67 £315
Escallonia, Red 30/50cm 2 litre pot £56 £261
Escallonia, Red 80/100cm* 7.5 litre pot £167 £795
Euonymus, Silver or Gold 1 litre pot £37 £167
Griselinia, Littoralis 50/80cm 2 litre pot £67 £315
Griselinia, Littoralis 80/100cm* 7.5 litre pot £177 £846
Griselinia, Littoralis 100/120cm* 7.5 litre pot £225 £1083
Holly, Blue, Gold or Silver 30/50cm 2 litre pot £56 £261
Holly, Green 50/60cm 2 litre pot £59 £276
Holly, Green 100/120cm* 4 litre pot £149 £705
Hornbeam 60/90cm 2 litre pot £56 £261
Hornbeam 90/120cm 2 litre pot £67 £315
Hornbeam 125/150cm* 4 litre pot £143 £678
Hornbeam 150/175cm* 10 litre pot £199 £957
Hornbeam 175/200cm* 10 litre pot £258 £1239
Laurel, Common 40/60cm 2 litre pot £59 £276
Laurel, Common 80/100cm 3 litre pot £95 £447
Laurel, Common 100/125cm* 7.5 litre pot £184 £876

Per 10 Per 50
Laurel, Common 120/150cm* 15 litre pot £258 £1239
Laurel, Common 150/175cm* 25 litre pot £406 £1956
Laurel, Common 175/200cm* 25 litre pot £502 £2397
Laurel, Portugal 40/60cm 2 litre pot £59 £276
Laurel, Portugal 60/80cm 2 litre pot £67 £315
Laurel, Portugal 80/100cm* 5 litre pot £143 £678
Laurel, Portugal 120/150cm* 10 litre pot £302 £1437
Lavender, Hidcote 5/10cm 11cm pot £37 £167
Lavender, Hidcote 10/15cm 2 litre pot £56 £261
Lavender, Munstead 5/10cm 11cm pot £37 £167
Lavender, Old English 5/10cm 11cm pot £37 £167
Leylandii Gold or Green 30/40cm 11cm pot £28 £119
Leylandii Gold or Green 60/80cm 2 litre pot £56 £261
Leylandii Green 100/120cm 2 litre pot £78 £363
Leylandii Green 125/150cm* 5 litre pot £144 £678
Leylandii Green 150/175cm* 10 litre pot £258 £1239
Leylandii Green 175/200cm* 10 litre pot £316 £1527
Lonicera, Nitida 30/50cm 2 litre pot £56 £261
Photinia Red Robin 30/50cm 2 litre pot £56 £261
Photinia Red Robin 60/80cm 3 litre pot £76 £351
Photinia Red Robin 125/150cm* 7.5 litre pot £281 £1353
Privet Green or Gold 60/80cm 2 litre pot £56 £261
Privet, Green 80/100cm 2 litre pot £67 £315
Privet, Green 120/150cm* 4 litre pot £144 £678
Privet, Green 120/150cm* 10 litre pot £199 £957
Pyracantha, Orange ) 30/50 2 litre pot £56 £261
Red or Yellow ) 50/80cm 2 litre pot £67 £315
All Pot Grown ) 80/100cm 2 litre pot £78 £363
Quickthorn (Hawthorn) 90/120cm 2 litre pot £67 £315
Quickthorn (Hawthorn)150/175cm* 4 litre pot £144 £678
Thuja Plic Atrovirens 60/80cm 2 litre pot £56 £261
Thuja Plic Atrovirens 80/100cm 2 litre pot £76 £351
Yew, English 30/40cm 1 litre pot £40 £179
Yew, English 60/80cm 2 litre pot £78 £363
Yew, English 60/90cm 5 litre pot £146 £699
Yew, English 100/120cm* 15 litre pot £316 £1527
Yew, English 120/150cm* 15 litre pot £406 £1956

DELIVERY – ALL ORDERS PLEASE ADD £7.15 (UK Mainland only except Scottish Highlands & 
Islands and items marked*). ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT.

HOPES GROVE NURSERIES, SMALLHYTHE ROAD, TENTERDEN, KENT, TN30 7LT
Tel: 01580 765600 Fax: 01580 766894

Our full colour brochure is FREE on request and contains over 300 photos inc. HEDGING,TOPIARY,
NATIVE & ORNAMENTAL TREES AND GROUND COVER

e-mail: sales@hopesgrovenurseries.co.uk web: www.hopesgrovenurseries.co.uk
All enquiries and Credit/Debit card orders welcome. Office open 9-5 Mon-Fri. Closed Weekends.

Sorry the nursery is not open to visitors. Minimum Order Value £36 before Carriage.
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Offer subject to availability and cannot be used in conjunction with any other offer from Marshalls. See website for T&Cs. Credit/debit cards charged at time of 
ordering. Please tick� if you would prefer not to receive offers other than from our Company. Offer valid until 12/04/2017.

Post to: Marshalls, Alconbury Hill, Huntingdon, PE28 4HY

I enclose my cheque made payable to Marshalls �
Debit my VISA � Mastercard � Maestro � option available online

Name: (Mr/Mrs/Ms/Miss)

Delivery Address:

Postcode:                               

Telephone: Email:

Card No:

Start Date: / End Date: /

Issue No (Debit Cards Only):          CVV (3 digit code on reverse of card):

Name on Card:  Signature:

FREE March 2017 Marshalls
Catalogue OUT NOW!

Please send me my FREE copy

(Tick box)

www.marshalls-seeds.co.uk
Call 0844 557 6792

3 EASY
WAYS TO

ORDER

marshalls-seeds.co.uk/OEGWX2
Marshalls, Alconbury Hill,
Huntingdon PE28 4HY

Please send me: Code Qty Price Total Price

Organic Extra – 22 litre Bucket 1090-4600 £17.99

Organic Extra – 44 litre Sack
SAVE £12.99 1090-4605 £22.99

Organic Extra – 44 litre Sack x 2
SAVE £36.00 (compared to 4 x 22 litre Bucket)

1090-4610 £35.90

*Quote AOEGWX2 to receive FREE P&P worth £4.95,
when ordering or enter it in the ‘redeem voucher’ panel in
your on-line shopping basket.

P&P FREE  £4.95*

Total cost

0844 557 6792

We guarantee everything we sell. If you
are not satisfied with one of our products
at the time you receive it, or if it does not
perform to your satisfaction, let us know
and we will replace or refund.

100%
SATISFACTION
GUARANTEE 

Improve your soil
the natural way
Our 12 month composting process produces this nutrient dense 
4 in 1 solution with added trace element rich seaweed.

FREE
P&P

WORTH £4.95*

44
LITRE 44

LITRE

Large Gardens
& Allotments

£35.90
2 x 44 Litre Sacks

44
LITRE

Regular Gardens
& Small Allotments

£22.99
1 x 44 Litre Sack

Small Gardens

£17.99

1 x 22 Litre
No-Spill Bucket 22

LITRE

� Peat Free

� Child & pet safe

� Use as mulch, top dressing,
soil enricher or liquid feed

We recommend that you don’t
handle chicken manure based
products if you are allergic to 
chicken and feathers.
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GROWERS OF TOP QUALITY 
BULBS IN THE GREEN

I0 PLICATUS WARHAM FREE with every 
£50 spent on bulbs and plants

50 100 500 1000
Galanthus Single Snowdrops £5.00 £9.00 £40.00 £70.00
Galanthus Double Snowdrops £8.50 £15.00 £70.00 £125.00
Galanthus Elwesii Snowdrops £17.00 £28.00  
Aconite Aconite Hyemalis £8.50 £15.00 £70.00 £130.00
Hyacynthoides Non Scripta – Cultivated English Bluebells £7.50 £13.00 £60.00 £115.00
Galanthus Plicatus Warham £20 per 10
Snowflake Leucojum Vernum £20 per 10  
Snowflake Leucojum Aestivum £18. per 25  
Snowflake Leucojum Gravetye-Giant £20 per 25  

SINGLE SNOWDROPS – lifted in small clumps for less disturbance – 500+ bulbs per tray
1 Tray £40   2 Trays £70

CYCLAMEN Grown and sold in 9cm pots – £5.90 per 3 pots   £17.10 per 9 pots same variety
Cyclamen Coum Mix pink   Coum Alba (white)   Coum Silverleaf   Cyclamen Hedrifolium pink

Hedrifolium Alba (white)   Hedrifolium Silverleaf
Chiniodoxa Violet Beauty £4 per 50 £7 per 100
Muscari Armeniacum £4 per 50 £7 per 100
Muscari Mount Hood £6 per 50 £11 per 100
Pushkininia Libanotica £4 per 50 £7 per 100
Narcissus Psuedo Narcissus Lobularis £15 per 50 £28 per 100
Narcissus Baby Moon £6.50 per 50 £12.50 per 100
Narcissus Hawera £6.50 per 50 £12.50 per 100
Narcissus Tweety Bird £6.50 per 50 £12.50 per 100
Narcissus Sun Disc £6.50 per 50 £12.50 per 100
Narcissus Rip Van Winkle £6.50 per 50 £12.50 per 100
Narcissus Little Gem £6.50 per 50 £12.50 per 100
Narcissus New baby £6.50 per 50 £12.50 per 100
Narcissus Golden Bells £10.00 per 50 £19.00  per 100
Convallaris Lily of the valley £7.50 per 3 pots

Grown and sold in 9cm pots – £4.05 per 3 pots   £11.90  per 9 pots all same vaiety
Echinacea Pururea     Echinacea White Swan     Echinacea Prairie Slendour 

Primula Vulgaris ( wild primrose)     Primula Veris (cowslip)     Primula Elavator (oxslip)
%PP�FYPFW�EVI�¾S[IVMRK�WM^I�MRGPYHMRK�*6))�SRIW��(IPMZIV]�MW�NYWX�������9/�QEMRPERH�SRP]� 

3XLIV�HIWXMREXMSRW�TPIEWI�XIPITLSRI�JSV�TVMGI��'LIUYI�SV�GEVH�TE]QIRXW�TPIEWI�[MXL�SVHIVW
)YVSFYPFW�9/�0XH������7QIIXL�6SEH��1EVWLPERH�7X�.EQIW��;MWFIGL��'EQFW�4)����)4��

8IP����������������*E\����������������)QEMP��MRJS$IYVSFYPFW�GS�YO

ALL MAJOR DEBIT AND CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED

romance of 
the rose...

www.classicroses.co.uk  01953 454707

Specialist Rose & Plant Centre  
Free Catalogue  Display Gardens

The Hardy Geranium Specialist

150+ 

Geranium 

varieties

available!

Free Guide and Catalogue

on request

Contact Gary:

01684 770 733     07500 600 205

Gary@cranesbillnursery.com

 www.cranesbillnursery.com

We are the leading suppliers of quality walnut,

sweet chestnut, almond and Kentish cobnut 

trees and give specialist advice for the garden, 

orchard,forest and amenities/landscape uses.

The best selections are available for the fruit

or the timber businesses.

Please contact Alexander W. J. Hunt.

www.kentishcobnuts.com 
01732 882734

awjhunt@btconnect.com 
www.walnuttrees.co.uk

Single Snowdrops £9.00 per 100 £40.00 per 500 £70.00 per 1000
Double Snowdrops £14.50 per 100 £65.00 per 500 £120.00 per 1000
Aconites £8.00 per 50 £15.00 per 100
English Bluebells £14.00 per 100 £60.00 per 500 £110.00 per 1000
Snowflake Gravity Giant £10.50 per 15
Wild Garlic £15.00 per 100 £70.00 per 500
Lobularis Lent Lilly (wild daff) £12.00 per 50 £22.00 per 100
Wood Anemone £15.00 per 100

All orders over £50 receive 50 free mixed crocus
Please add £2.95 towards P&P.

All major debit and credit cards accepted. Cheques made payable to: Abbey Country Gardens,
Abbey Country Gardens, Little Eastfield Barn, Lynn Road, Wisbech, Cambs PE14 7AL

SNOWDROPS
IN THE GREEN

01945 464167 - www.abbeycountrygardens.co.uk

FAMILY NURSERY
BUSINESS –

EST 1963

01932 878570                organiccatalogue.com

Organic Vegetable, Herb and Flower Seeds,
Onions, Garlic and Shallots,
Seed Potatoes, Peat Free Composts,
Soil preparation, Green manures,
Seed sowing essentials and more

Only good things for your garden

The

Cata ogue

Request your

FREE SEED CATALOGUE 

today!
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Ericaceous
Compost

Ericaceous
Plant Food

GROW THE BEST

BLUEBERRIES WITH

+

1 application

lasts up to

3 months

Subject to availability. See website
for T&Cs. Credit/debit cards charged
at time of ordering. Please tick �
if you would prefer not to receive
offers other than from our Company.
Offer valid until 25/04/2017.

I enclose my cheque made payable to Marshalls �
Debit my VISA � Mastercard � Maestro � option available online

Name: (Mr/Mrs/Ms/Miss)

Delivery Address:

Postcode:                               

Telephone: Email:

FREE March 2017 Marshalls
Catalogue OUT NOW!

Please send me my FREE copy

(Tick box)

www.marshalls-seeds.co.uk
Call 0844 557 6792

3 EASY
WAYS TO

ORDER

marshalls-seeds.co.uk/BLUGWX1
Marshalls, Alconbury Hill,
Huntingdon PE28 4HY

0844 557 6792

We guarantee everything we sell. If you
are not satisfied with one of our products
at the time you receive it, or if it does not
perform to your satisfaction, let us know
and we will replace or refund.

100%
SATISFACTION
GUARANTEE 

Blueberry bonanza!
Jumbo sized 5 litre plant
� Fill 5 large punnets this

summer, approx 600 

blueberries.

� Perfect for containers.

� Packed full of antioxidants.

� Eat fresh or use in smoothies 

and muffins.

� Fruit crops increase each year.

� Harvest: July-September.

� Will grow to 2m/6.5ft high,

1.5m/5ft spread (approx).

� Established multi-stemmed 

5 litre shrub standing 

80cm/32in tall.

PLUS... 3 FREE
Strawberry 

Plants!
(WORTH £4.99) WITH
EVERY FRUIT PLANT/

BUSH ORDER
OVER £20

ONLY

£12.99
(worth £29.99)

PLUS P&P

Please send me: Code Qty Price Total Price

Blueberry Bluegold 1x 5ltr pot 1060-5670 £12.99

Gro-Sure Ericaceous Food 900g 1090-4054 £5.99

Ericaceous Compost 30L 1090-4115 £5.99

Quote ABLUGWX1 when ordering or enter it in
the ‘redeem voucher’ panel in your on-line 
shopping basket.

P&P £4.95

Total cost
Card No:

Start Date: / End Date: /

Issue No (Debit Cards Only): CVV (3 digit code on reverse of card):

Name on Card: Signature:
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SINGLE SNOWDROPS £9 PER 100 ACONITES £8 PER 50
£70 PER 1000 MINIATURE DAFFODILS £8 PER 50

 DOUBLE SNOWDROPS £14 PER 100 MINIATURETULIPS £8 PER 50
£120 PER 1000 DWARF IRIS £7 PER 50

ENGLISH BLUEBELLS £14 PER 100 FRITILLARIA £8 PER 50
 CROCUS £9 PER 100 SNOWFLAKES £10 PER 10

ALL BULBS TOP QUALITY
P&P FREE – MAKE CHEQUES & POSTAL ORDERS PAYABLETO:

ANGLIA BULBS, LORDS LANE, WISBECH, CAMBS PE13 4TU 

PHONE 01945 410966

CREDIT AND DEBIT CARDS ACCEPTED

SNOWDROPS
IN THE GREEN

1000+ different bare root hardy trees - shrubs -
conifers - hedging - fruit - forest trees for garden,

farm & estate from nurseries at 850ft above
sea-level. Mail order our speciality.

Call 015396 23246 for your FREE 130 page catalogue

www.weasdale.comsales@weasdale.com

GW 04/17 Kirkby Stephen Cumbria CA17 4LX

Metal Plant Supports

From £1.50
Free Delivery on orders over £40

Maximum carriage £6 on stock 
items to mainland UK

www.bespokeplantsupports.co.uk7RS 4XDOLW\
2UJDQLF 	 /RZ ,QSXW

6RIW )UXLW 3ODQWV
3+36�&HUWLILHG�+HDOWK\

01497 851209

2UGHU RQOLQH QRZ IRU
VSULQJ GHOLYHU\

6SHQG ��� 	 VDYH ��

6SHQG�����	�VDYH������

Holmes Chapel Road,

Over Peover, Knutsford,

Cheshire. WA16 9RA

Tel: 0800 046 7443

sales@chrysanthemumsdirect.co.uk

www.chrysanthemumsdirect.co.uk

���� FDWDORJXH RQOLQH 12:

RU FRQWDFW XV� WR UHFHLYH \RXU�

)5(( SDSHU FRS\

The widest range available in the U.K. 

with over 420 varieties.

&KU\VDQWKHPXPV
'LUHFW

robinson’s vegetable seeds
and plants

top quality naturally grown

Tomatoes,
Beans,
Artichokes,
Asparagus,
Rhubarb,
Chillies

and much more. Plus our famous
MAMMOTH ONIONS AND LEEKS.

Write, phone or email for your free 2017
catalogue

W Robinson & Son (Seeds & Plants) Ltd
Sunny Bank, Forton, Preston PR3 0BN

Tel: 01524 791210
Email info@mammothonion.co.uk
www.mammothonion.co.uk
Find us on facebook/mammothvegetables

Established and family owned since 1860

POT GROWN HEDGING
For more information, sizes and varieties visit

Berberis darwinii 20-30cm .......................£25.90 £120
Berberis stenophylla 20-30cm..................£27.90 £129
Box, Common 15-20cm ...........................£22.50 £99
Box, Dwarf 10-15cm.................................£28.50 £132
Cotoneaster franchetii 30-40cm...............£23.50 £109
Dogwood, Midwinter Fire 20-30cm .........£27.90 £129
Elaeagnus Ebbingei 20-30cm...................£27.90 £129
Griselinia 20-30cm ...................................£32.50 £149
Holly, Green 30-40cm ..............................£29.90 £138
Holly, Golden King 20-30cm ....................£34.90 £161
Hypericum Hidcote 20-30cm....................£21.50 £99
Laurel 30-50cm ........................................£23.90 £110
Lavender, Hidcote or Munsted ................£24.90 £115
Leyland Cypress Green 40-60cm ............£25.90 £120
Photinia Red Robin 20-30cm....................£25.90 £120
Pyracantha, Orange or Red 30-45cm.......£25.90 £120
Rosemary 15-20cm ..................................£20.50 £94
Yew, English 20-30cm .............................£28.50 £132

40 Tingewick Road, Buckingham MK18 4AE.

Tel 01280 822133 E-Mail enquiries@hedging.co.uk

Catalogue Request Line 01280 827933

ALSTROEMERIA &
IRIS BY MAIL ORDER

ONE FREE IRIS WITH
ORDERS IN APRIL

For catalogue 01939 291475
Viv Marsh Postal Plants
GW 0417, Walford Heath

Shrewsbury, SY4 2HT
www.postalplants.co.uk

Order direct online at www.dejager.co.uk
to get a 10% discount

By Appointment to
HRH The Prince of Wales

Supplier of Garden Flower Bulbs
P. de Jager & Sons Limited

Kent

Top Quality, Top Size Bulbs
Flower Bulb Specialists Since 1868

For a FREE Catalogue Tel: 01622 840229



To advertise in the classified section call 020 7150 5055

MARKETPLACE 
PLANT DIRECTORY

Order Online at 

www.woolmans.com/W17XVGW1
or phone: 0845 658 9137* quoting W17XVGW1

* Calls cost 3p per minute plus your phone company’s access charge

Item: BUY THE DOUBLE COLLECTION AND SAVE £6! Qty Price Subtotal

47348 Cut Flower Bloom and Spray Collection

– 9 plants (1 of each variety)

£12.95

47351 Cut Flower Bloom and Spray Collection

– 18 plants (2 of each variety) SAVE £6!

£19.90

Postage & Packing

TOTAL AMOUNT

FREE

Code W17XVGW1

FREE 2017 Catalogue out NOW!
� Please send me my FREE copy. 

Complete the coupon and post it to us or 

request the catalogue online

Please post to: Woolmans, Gazeley Road, Kentford, Suffolk CB8 7QBName (Mr/Mrs/Ms/Miss)

Delivery Address

Postcode

Email Address

Telephone

Name on Card

Signature                                                                          Date

Card number:

�� I enclose my cheque made payable to Woolmans. Or debit my VISA �  Mastercard � 

Valid from: Expiry Date: 3 digit Security code:
(last 3 numbers on 

signature strip)

Pompon PurpleDanielle Bronze Allouise Pink

Pompon Red BronzeRegal Red Mist Ja DankAnastasia GreenMigoli Yellow Astro Bronze

FREE
P&P
WORTH £4.95

E

9 P O £1 95
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S £

18 P  FOR £19 90
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It’s incredible to think that for a fraction of the cost of a single 
fl orist bought bouquet, you can fi ll your home with fresh 
fl owers for weeks on end this autumn. These nine different 
Chrysanthemums have all been chosen for their diversity of 
colour, form and long vase life.

A best-selling mix of outdoor sprays and blooms, they’ll be 
delivered from mid May as well rooted cuttings (approx. 8 – 
10cm/3-4in from root to tip) ready for growing on in 9cm pots 
before planting out. Loved by fl orists, these varieties are very 
easy to work with and last for ages without the petals dropping. 
They are superb garden varieties too, blooming profusely in the 
border without the need for a greenhouse to grow them. 

��� Excellent garden performers, enjoy weeks of late

summer colour from September onwards.

��� Cut and come again blooms, the more you pick the 

more fl owers you get. 

��� Chosen by fl orists for their long vase life, the fl owers last 

up to 3 weeks once cut. 
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Baskets reinvented! No-mow lawns
Inspiring schemes for every location No time? No problem! P
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Veg express
Enjoy fast crops from tiny spaces

Next month...
May issue on sale 25 April

SAVE
£14.50

� Two adults for the price of one

� Includes over 415 gardens nationwide

� 30+ new gardens taking part

� Single-visitor discounts at 165 gardens

� 2 for 1 card valid until April 2018

SAVE
£15

Haddon Hall

Your FREE 2 for 1 Guide 
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SAVE
£13

Dunvegan Castle & Garden 

SAVE
£13.75

Powis Castle & Garden

SAVE
£25

SAVE
£26.40

Audley End House & Gardens

Eden Project

Warwick Castle 

PLUS
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Monty starts a new herb
garden for a flavour-filled summer

Carol reveals why choosing the 
right plants is the key to acid soil

Get your entry 

card and garden 

guide ONLY in the 

May 2017 issue

Advice from your 
gardening experts

*Just send £5.65 postage

perennials
to boost
your borders

FREE
*

36
WORTH

£35.94

Subscribe by 12 April to guarantee delivery to your door – see p157



Titchmarsh
Tales from 

And finally…

Ever fancied keeping chickens in your garden? Alan

reveals why this may not be quite as idyllic as it sounds
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I have

tried to love

my chickens 

over the

years, but

they’re not

endearing

characters  

dividing the plot in half and having
a chicken-proof gate between the 
two sections, so that one can
recover while the other is being
foraged. They also have access to
the compost heaps. They live a
charmed life, and between January
and October, five chickens produce 
as many eggs as we and our 
children can eat.

But over the last year or two we
have encountered a problem. The
duck house on our pond is hugely
successful at rearing mallards and, 
in particular, moorhens. Now,
moorhens are nervous birds and
run a mile if you approach, but they
have discovered the chicken feeders 
and within half an hour of my
filling up the small containers with
the corn and sunflower seeds and
kibbled maize, they’ll have emptied
them. I feed my garden birds every
day, but the moorhens are taking
liberties by robbing my poultry  
of their breakfast.

I resolved to take steps to prevent
their predations. On the internet,
I discovered a clever piece of kit that
would allow the chickens access to
the contents of a stainless-steel
trough when they stood on a step at
the front. Their weight would cause
the lid to lift and they would be able 
to tuck in – the lid closing again 
when they stepped away.

Gleefully, I rigged up the feeder
and filled it with corn. But the
chickens steadfastly refused to
take any interest. The moorhens,
however, have mastered the art
and clear it daily. There is no justice. 
I really must get a pig.
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On the Care of the Pig (or even
‘Waffle On the Care of the
Chicken’), but the other hens give
me delicious orange-yolked eggs
for my weekend breakfasts, even
if their characters make them less
endearing than a contented sow.

Chickens are, almost without
exception, nasty pieces of work.
Life has taught them that unless
they arrive at the feeder first, their
companions will have polished off
breakfast, lunch and dinner. As a
result, the ‘pecking order’ comes
into play, and this one will see off
that one with a flutter of wings and 
a warning squawk.

I have tried to love my chickens 
over the years, but they’re not
endearing characters and so my
appreciation is for their produce 
rather than their company.

Every now and then this
magazine will contain a delightful 
picture of picturesque poultry
roaming a garden, their plumage
beautifully set off by a border full
of flowers through which they
roam, under the premise of helping
with pest control – eating slugs and
grubs that would otherwise eat
our plants. Do not be fooled. Let
chickens roam at will in your
garden and you risk having no
garden at all, for they will scratch
up small plants, leave soil scattered 
over paths and lawns, and
generally wreak havoc

– unless you have stately
acres to absorb their foraging.

However, I have become
used to their ways, and we 

keep them corralled in
a small area dotted with

plum trees
(to call
it an
orchard
is akin to

calling a
windowbox 

a family
estate). I

manage to
keep the grass 

growing by 

y dreams of
becoming Lord
Emsworth from
PG Wodehouse’s

Blandings Castle novels have been
on hold for some time now. Lord
Emsworth, you may recall, had a
voluptuous sow by the name of
Empress of Blandings, who had
won the silver medal in the Fat Pigs
class at the Shropshire Agricultural 
Show three years running. His
Lordship enjoyed nothing more
than leaning over the railing of
the Empress’s sty and offering
her a tasty boiled potato, sighing
contentedly as the porcine amazon 
put it away as part of the 5,700
calories she needed to consume
every day in order to maintain  
her impressive physique.

But my livestock ambitions are
confined, as yet, to chickens, which 
I have kept for 30 years or more.
They’re not the same chickens I
began with back in the 1980s, but
one or two of them – diminutive
Lavender Pekins with feathered feet
– have been around for a good eight
years at least. They don’t lay any
more, but I don’t have the heart  
to dispatch them. Like Lord
Emsworth, I’m a bit soft about my
livestock. I do not, as he did, spend
every waking hour reading Whiffle 
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FOR INFORMATION ABOUT WHAT MAKES GABRIEL ASH GREENHOUSES SO SPECIAL

CALL 01829 271890 OR VISIT www.gabrielash.com

The only timber greenhouses
endorsed by the RHS

Traditional Cedar Greenhouses
Enhanced by Technology

©The Royal Horticultural Society. Endorsed by the Royal Horticultural Society. Registered Charity No 222879/SC038262



The World’s Finest Gardening Gloves

Superior Deerskin Gardening Gloves by GOLD LEAF

NOTHING COMPARES!

Telephone: +44 (0)23 8040 2025 Website: www.goldleaf-gloves.com

Endorsed by

Follow us on:


